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1

INTRODUCTION
Geniusproject is an Industry leading web based Project Management Solution that is easy to deploy,
easy to learn and easy to use. The Geniusproject solution goes beyond simple planning; it covers all
phases of a project as well as the management of all the documents related to a project. Geniusproject
coordinates projects through logical and chronological segmentation.

Geniusproject is an easy-to-use, on-demand, collaborative, project management solution that allows
you to use the virtual workplace to manage projects and processes and collaborate with colleagues
and partners internally and externally. At anytime, anywhere, you can always access necessary
project information and keep your projects running smoothly: Who, When, How, How much.
It doesn’t take a genius to know your company’s success depends on the success of your projects.
It does take Geniusproject to automate all your projects, people and priorities across the entire
organization.
With Geniusproject, you get a complete project portfolio and project management solution that will
connect the various departments within your organization, facilitate communication and ensure
uniformity of enterprise processes and workflows. Each feature of Geniusproject reflects our years of
experience and knowledge in project management and our dedication to helping you succeed.
Project portfolio management
Geniusproject provides the tools necessary for organizations to ensure their projects are in line with the
company’s strategic objectives as well as the functions required to track, manage and manipulate
their projects from a high level.
Planning and Gantt Chart
The Genius Planner Gantt chart tool is designed to facilitate project planning and resource
management simultaneously. Use it for individual resources or allow managers to use for their entire
teams.
Resource management
The Resource management module and tools help team and project managers view their resources
availability, workload and capacity filtered by a variety of different criteria helping PMs select the best
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resources for the job.
Time and expense tracking
The Timesheets module provide a one stop shop for gathering all actual labor and expense costs
generated and incurred by resources for each individual project.
Project tracking
Using the following Geniusproject tools, project managers will be able to maintain a constant eye over
the progress of their projects and efficiently plan and track their completion.
Cost and budget management
Geniusproject’s cost and budget management takes the math out of budgeting. By simply having
resources input their expenses and time, Geniusproject automatically does the rest.
Invoicing
Geniusproject’s invoicing module is the natural next step in cost & budget management of projects. It
includes all of the tools necessary to either automatically generate invoices for all billable labor and
expenses captured in the software or to schedule billing milestones.
Demand management
Using the various demand management tools, companies can design unique request, approval and
tracking workflows to capture the specific information and standardize the collection of data across
projects, departments and/or even the entire organization.
Document management
The document management module provides companies with a central repository for all project
related documents. Information can be sorted using various different criteria and simplify access to
project information for different users with different needs.
Collaboration with Genius Live!
Genius Live!’s familiar social interface will improve collaboration among your project teams,
streamline the flow of project information, provide a better end user experience and increase
productivity and application adoption.
Risk and change management
Using Geniusproject’s risk and change management modules companies can automate their internal
methodologies, build mitigation plans into their project plans and track all problems and changes for
future reference.
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Dashboards and reporting
Geniusproject offers companies the ability to design sleek dashboards including views and charts for
each of the different application modules in addition to the vast list of canned dashboards, charts and
views already pre-loaded with the software.
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2

GETTING STARTED

2.1

Log-In Log-Out
To access Geniusproject you must have access to one of the web browsing applications supported by
the application (see "supported browsers").
To connect & disconnect, you require a username and password. Please contact your administrator
if you do not have one. If you have forgotten your username or password, you can use the "Lost
password" function found on the logon screen to retrieve them.
The first time you logon to Geniusproject you will be supplied with a password by your Administrator.
We recommend that you change this password immediately after logging on. Please see "How to
change your password" for instructions.

2.1.1

Accessing Genius Project
Enter the URL in your browsers address field.
Enter your username and assword into the logon fields and click "Login".
Note:

2.1.2

The most commonly used username is e-mail address.

Requesting a new password
Click on the "Lost password" button.
Enter your e-mail address in the dialog box that open and click "OK". A new password will
be sent to you by e-mail.
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2.1.3

To disconnect from Genius Project
Click on your name in the top right hand corner of the screen to see your personal settings drop
down menu. Click on "Logout".

Note:

You may also simply close all of your navigation windows to log out as well.
The Administrator may also re-assign a password. See: "Reassigning a user password" in
the ADMIN guide.

2.2

The Genius Project User Interface
The Geniusproject user interface can be configured differently for different user profiles defined by the
Administrator. See: "Defining user Profiles and Navigations by profiles" in the ADMIN guide.
The Geniusproject user interface is made up of the following elements:
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2.2.1

1

Project filter bar

Allows you to filter out one or multiple projects using specific
criteria.

2

Genius Live! indicator

Indicates the number of new Genius Live! entries.

3

Avatar & personal
menu

To access your personal settings.

4

Other environments

Will only display if there are other sub environments or other
databases available such as Archive for example.

5

The search bar

To perform searches.

6

Module menu bar

To navigate between modules.

7

Contextual Navigation
menu

Context specific navigation bar providing access to the different
data in the active module.

8

Bookmark Menu

Shortcut bar for storing and accessing favorite and most frequently
used information.

9

Welcome page

Shortcut access to key views, forms and actions of the selected
module.

The Welcome Page
Geniusproject’s Welcome page guides users through the various application modules by offering a
selection of shortcut icons to each.
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By clicking on an icon, the user will be directed to the associated tab which also has a subset of
shortcut icons to each of the actions they can perform within the selected module.
Once users eventually become more comfortable navigating through the different Geniusproject
modules and no longer need the assistance of the shortcut icons, they can simply disable them by
placing a check next to "Do not display homepage next time" found below the group of icons.

Another way to toggle the Welcome page icons on or off is by using the [Personal settings] menu:
"Display all homepages" or "Hide all homepages".

2.2.2

The Module Menu Bar
Geniusproject’s user interface is profile driven. Users will be granted access to a set of modules, views,
charts and dashboards based on the profile they have been associated to.
The module menu bar allows users to easily navigate between modules. The active module will
always be displayed in red.
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2.2.3

Contextual Navigation Menu
The title for the contextual navigation menu will always be that of the active module. The options of
the contextual navigation bar allow users to access and create the information stored in the active
module.
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2.3

Project Filter
By default Geniusproject is in "multi-project" mode, displaying all of the information in the selected view
related to all of the projects that a user has access to. However, users can filter the contents of a
view down to a single project or to a list of projects based on specified criteria by using the features
on the "Project Filter Bar".

2.3.1

Filter down to as single Project
It is possible to work in "mono-project" mode by filtering down to a single project. As a result all
views will only display information pertaining to the specified project.
Enter the desired project’s name in the filter field. The search assistance will automatically display all
project names containing the same characters. Select your project from the list.

Geniusproject will automatically revert to "mono project" mode and the filter field will display the name
of the active or selected project.

Deselect all check boxes and click on the "Apply" to once again display all of the projects.
Otherwise click on

and select "All projects"
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Note:

2.3.2

The options on the module menu bar and contextual navigation menu may be different in
mono and multi projects mode.

Creating a new Project Filter
Users can define their own personal filters to be used whenever needed. To create a new filter, click
on the drop down link.

The list displays all of the projects the user has access to.
Add or remove projects from the list using the check boxes.
Enter the new filter’s name in the field in dialog box and save it for future/ repeated use.
A second type of filter is one based on specific criteria.
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One by one define the selection criteria, for example the project type is equal to "Marketing".

Click "Apply" to add each new selection criteria.
The completed list is the defined criteria for the filter. Only projects matching all of the
criteria will be included in the filter results.
Enter the new filter’s name in the field in the dialog box and save it for future/ repeated use.
Once the new filter has been saved it will appear in the list of available filters. The active filter
will always be displayed.
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To change the filter simply click on the drop down list and select the desired one.

2.3.3

Erase or modify a personal filter
Each user can update or erase its personal filters. To do so, click on the icon
select the pencil.

2.4

drop down link and

Filtering, Grouping and Arranging a View
Most of the available lists or views in Geniusproject can be configured by users. These configurable
views are easily identified by the following three icons:

Filter menu

To define a view filter.

Menu format

To set or select the active view’s display format.

Sorting Menu

To define the view’s sorting order.

In addition to the icons, users can right click on a column header and a shortcut menu will open
displaying the column’s property options.
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The combination of menu options and column property options will help users to obtain their desired
display results.

2.4.1

Renaming a vue column header
Right click on the view column header and select "Rename column". A dialog box will open, allowing
users to enter in the new title for the column.
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2.4.2

Add and remove columns
Geniusproject allows users to add and remove columns from a view. To remove a column right click on
the column header and select "Hide this column" from the properties menu.
To add or remove mulitple columns from a view, right click on any column header and select "Show/
hide column" from the properties menu. A dialog box will open, listing the available column to
display.

Check the columns you would like to display.
Click "All" to select all columns.
Click "None" to deselect all columns.
Click "OK" to confirm the choice.

2.4.3

Modify the order of columns in a view
Users can change the order that columns appear in a view simply by clicking on the column header
and dragging it to where they would like it to appear in the view.
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2.4.4

Defining the sorting order of a view
Users can change the sorting order of a view by clicking on a column header and using the triangular
arrow that appears to sort by the selected column, in ascending or descending order. Another option
is to right clicking on a column header and selecting "Sort A->Z" or "Sort Z->A" from the properties
menu.
Users can define more complex sorts by right clicking on a column header and selecting
"Customized sort" from the properties menu or by clicking on the sorting icon and selecting the
same option.
A dialog box will open where users can define multiple sorting criteria.

Define the sorting criteria one at a time.
Click "Apply" to save the rules.
To delete a customized sort, simply click on the "Reset option".

2.4.5

Filter a view
Users can define filtering criteria for the view by clicking on the [Filter] menu and selecting "Define /
Modify filters".
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A dialog box will open where users can set the filter parameters.

Define each filter rule one at a time and click on the "+ icon at the bottom right of the dialog box to
add the rule to the list. Once all of the parameters/rules have been defined, click on the "Filter"
button. Only the documents meeting all of the filter criteria will be displayed in the view.
To delete the selected filter, click on "Filter -> Reset" from the menu.

2.4.6

Grouping view elements
By right clicking on a column’s header and selecting "Group by" from its properties menu, users can
group the content of a view by value of the selected column.

To "ungroup" deselect the option from the column’s properties menu.
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Note:

It is possible to have cascading groups by selecting the "Group by" option for multiple
columns.

Once information has been grouped, it is possible to specify whether the aggregation of numeric
values for the group should display either the number of elements, nothing, the sum of the values or
the average. To select which option to display, click on "Aggregation" in the column’s properties
menu.

2.4.7

Managing personal views
Once you have defined a view format (sort order, grouping, selected columns, column order, etc.) the
system will automatically remember it and display it the next time you access the view.
It is also possible to save multiple formats for a single view. To save a view format click on
the view format menu and select "Save this view".
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To select a view format that has previously been saved, select "Open a view" from the view
format menu.
To reset the view display to its initial format defined by the application administrator select
"Default format" from the view format menu.
Users can rename a format, change a format, select a format as a favorite (bookmark) or
delete a saved view entirely by selecting "Organize my views" from the view format menu.

2.5

Searching in Genius Project
Users can perform two types of searches in Geniusproject; one is a simple key word search and the
other can include multiple searching criteria.

2.5.1

Simple text search
Users can enter keywords or phrases into the search box at the top right hand corner of the screen.
To execute a keyword search:

Enter the keyword or phrase in the search field.
Click on the search icon

or hit "Enter" to initiate the search.

The results will be displayed in the content screen.
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Once the results are displayed user scan refine their search even further by defining even
more criteria. See here after "Advanced multi-criteria search".
Note:

2.5.2

Keyword searches are "full text" searches, the engine will search for the keyword or phrase
in all of the data as well as all attached documents.

Advanced multi-criteria search
If a user clicks on the search icon
without specifying a word or phrase to search for, the search
definition screen will open automatically on the page. Once this window opens the contextual
navigation menu on the left becomes specific for searching.

Geniusproject allows users to save searches to be used whenever needed. The contextual navigation
menu allows users to define new searches or to use existing ones.
Click on "New Search" in the contextual navigation menu to define the new searches
parameters.
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Click on "Saved searches" in the contextual navigation menu to see the list of pre-defined
searches and click on the one you would like to execute.
In fact the only difference between using a new search versus a pre-defined search is that
with a new search all of the criteria fields are empty.
Define the search criteria and the search results will correspond to the combination of criteria
defined.

Text search

Enter a word or phrase to search for.

Project

Choose one or more projects. The system will only
search through the specified projects.

Creation/
modification

If you perform a search based on time criterion, you
can search for data created or modified on or between
a specific date range. The dates are defined in the
fields that follow.

From ... to…

Where to define a date range for a search. Geniusproject
will search for documents that were created or modified
between the specified dates. Leave the start date
empty to perform a search "since the beginning" or
leave the end date blank to search for documents
created up until now.

Project Manager

Select one or multiple project managers. The system
will search only projects where the specified resources
are the project manager.

Project type

Select one or multiple project types. The system will
only search in project of the types.

Criteria

Customer

Select one or multiple customer names. The system
will only search in projects related to the specified
customers.

Document type

Choose one or multiple document types. The system
will only search documents of the specified type.

Author

The system will only search for documents where the
specified resource is the author.

Classification
tab

Refers to the classification fields found in the project description document.
Select one or multiple classification criteria and the system will only search
documents meeting these criteria.

Results tab

Displays the search results.

The action "Launch the search" will execute the search displaying the results will appears in
the "Results" window.
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You can refine your search as many times as you would like simply by modifying the criteria
and executing it once again.
You can save a search and all of its specific criteria by clicking the "Save" action.
Genius will ask you to assign your search a name and it is this name that will appear in the
list of available pre-defined searches found in the contextual navigation menu for searches.

2.6

Export Data
It is possible to export part or all of the information found in any one of Geniusproject’s views.
The export menu will all users to specify whether they would like to export all of the data in the view
or only selected information.
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Note:

2.7

When views are exported they will retain all of their formatting.
See: Filtering, grouping and arranging a view.

Favorites (Bookmark)
Geniusproject allows user to bookmark a list of favorite elements in the system that they would like to
have quick access to. This can include views, charts, tables, etc.

2.7.1

Adding a favorite
By clicking on the
icon at the top right hand corner of the content window users will add the
active element (view, chart, document) to their list of favorites.
Note:

If you would like to save a personalised view to the list of favorites a dialog box will open
asking you to assign the formatted view a shortcut name. Geniusproject will save the
personalised view with all of its custom formatting in the favorites list.
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The [Bookmark] menu is disabled as long the first Bookmark is set. Favorites will appear in the
[Bookmarks] menu.

2.7.2

Organising Favorites
Users can organize their bookmarks by clicking on the "Manage my bookmarks" link at the bottom
of the [Bookmarks] menu. A dialog box will open where they can remove bookmarks as well as
manage the order that they are displayed.

2.8

Manage Your Personal Profile and Settings
Geniusproject allows users to manage certain parameters of their personal settings. By clicking on
their name at the top right hand corner of the screen they will have access to their personal profile.
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2.8.1

Modifying your user profile
Each user’s profile is initially defined by the system administrator but in most instances certain
profile options can be modified by the users themselves. To access your user profile, select "My
profile" from personal settings dropdown menu. Your profile document will open:

By default the [Distribution] and [Attachment] tabs are editable by the user.
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2.8.2

Modifying your distribution profile
On the [Distribution] tab users can request notifications when certain project elements have been
created or modified.

Place a check in the box next to the elements you would like to be notified about.
You can also specify whether they would like Geniusproject to "push" all tasks, "To Do's" and
reply requests assigned to them, to their personal agenda Outlook, Lotus Notes, Gmail, etc.
Finally you can specify whether you would like to receive automatic notifications that you
have not completed your timesheets by their due date.
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2.8.3

Changing your Avatar
An avatar is a photo of a user’s face which Genus Project uses to represent the user in all of
Geniusproject’s social and collaborative functions.
You can attach a *.jpg of your avatar to the [Attachment] tab of your personal profile. The file must be
named "picture".

To attach the file, click on the "Choose file" button.

2.8.4

Changing your regional settings
Often team using Geniusproject are not all at the same locations and do not use the same regional
settings; the application therefore allows users to define their own regional settings. To access your
profile, select "Regional settings" from the personal settings drop down menu.

The first tab is to define regional settings.
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Use the browser preference

When enabled, Geniusproject will use the parameters set by their web
browser and the following fields will automatically be locked and not
editable.

Customization

When enabled Geniusproject will not use the browser’s preference and
the user can use the fields that follow to define their settings.

Location

The user’s location.

Load the preferences of this
location

When clicking on the button Geniusproject will automatically populate
the fields with the standard parameters for the specified region
however the user will still be able to modify them.

Order

Date display format; either European style (Day/Month/Year) or
American (Month/Day/Year).

Date separator

Character used to separate the day month and year of date.

Hour separator

Character used to separate the hour minutes and seconds in the
time.

Decimal separator

Character used in place of a decimal for a number.

Thousand separator

Character used to separate thousands and millions etc. in number
values.

The second tab is where the user can set its time zone.

Use server time zone

When enabled the system will use the time zone of the server that
Geniusproject is installed on and all of the following fields will be pre-filled
automatically and locked.

Customization

When enabled Geniusproject will not use the server’s time zone and the
user can set its own time zone and all of the following fields will be
editable by the user.

Time zone

User’s time zone.
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2.8.5

Daylight saving time

Specify whether Geniusproject needs to adjust for Daylight saving time.

Reset

Reinitialize with server time zone.

Save

Save the time zone parameters.

Changing your password
To change your password:
Navigate to your personal profile settings.
Click on your Personal profile menu which will displayed as your name and select "Change
password".

A dialog box will open where you can enter a new password.

Enter your new password in the "New password" field. Geniusproject will simultaneously
calculate the score for the new password’s level of security. The higher the percentage, the
more secure the password. We recommend using an alphanumeric password combining
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upper and lower case characters.
Confirm your new password by re-entering it in the "Password confirmation" field.
Click "OK" to save the change.

2.8.6

Personal calendar integration iCal
It is possible to display "Task" and "To Do" documents directly in the calendar of mail systems
supporting authentication for iCalendar feeds.
The URL to connect to is "webcal://[Database path]/iCalendar.ics?OpenAgent", where [Database
path] is the full path of the Projects database that must be accessed.
For example: "gils03.geniusinside.com/test/gp/720/en/ gpEn_projects.nsf".
Warning:

If you need to log in with more than one ID, make sure not to save the password,
otherwise you will not be able to enter the password for the second ID. If it should
happen, though, here is the procedure to delete the saved password:
1. In the list of programs, go to "Accessories > Execute" (keyboard shortcut <Win> +
<R>).
2. Type in the following command in the input box: rundll32.exe keymgr.dll,
KRShowKeyMgr
3. Click on "OK"
4. In the list of saved password, spot the entry corresponding to the mail system and
URL, and delete it.

2.8.6.1

Configuration for IBM Notes 8.5 and above
1. Open the calendar.
2. In the left panel "Show calendars", click on "Add calendar…".
3. Select the type "iCalendar feed".
4. Select "A private calendar (login, password and URL are needed)".
5. Enter the label of the calendar, the username and password that are used to connect to the
Projects database.
6. Enter the URL "webcal://[Database path]/iCalendar.ics?OpenAgent".
7. Choose the formatting options.

2.8.6.2

Configuration for Outlook 2010 and above
1. Click on "Calendar" in the navigation bar.
2. In the calendar menu, click on "Open the calendar > From Internet…".
3. Enter the URL "webcal://[Database path]/iCalendar.ics?OpenAgent".
4. Enter the username and password that are used to connect to the Projects database.
5. Answer "Yes" to the question "Add the calendar to Outlook and subscribe to updates".
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3

PROJECT DEMAND, PROJECT REQUESTS
Many companies face the challenge of having to deal with high volumes of project ideas either in
progress or on hold, making it difficult to manage priorities. It is imperative to tackle each problem at
the root and to sort and define priorities right from the ideation stage. Geniusproject's demand
management capabilities allow you to collect and organize these project ideas and offer you the tools
to better define priorities using ranking criteria.
In Geniusproject’s [Demand Management] module, project requests can be tracked and managed by
allowing you to:
Streamline the collection of new work and project requests.
Provide a thorough and documented review process.
Establish common criteria for incoming requests and simplify the ability to make a choice.
Collect, track and review all requests through a central repository.
Define common metrics, key performance indicators (KPIs) and risk factors for evaluating
performance.
Using Geniusproject’s process management tools, companies can design unique request, approval and
tracking workflow to capture specific information and standardize the collection of new project
requests or ideas across departments or even the entire organization.
Geniusproject’s [Project Requests] module allows users to manage the project pipeline and prioritize
projects according to strategic alignment and constraints.
A project request is a way of recording an idea or an opportunity that could become a project one
day, so it is not lost. The form is very simple and can be converted into a project very easily, at any
time or as part of a workflow.

3.1

Create a Project Request
To create a new project request:
Navigate to the [Project requests] tab on the Module navigation menu.
Select "New request" from the contextual navigation menu.
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Otherwise select "Project request" from Create Tab.

A new Project Request form will open.
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Project
request

Enter the detailed name of the request. This field will be used as
the project name when promoting the idea. Mandatory.
The person submitting the request or currently in charge of the
request according to the workflow.

Responsible

Please note that, when the project request is created,
Geniusproject automatically fills the Responsible field with the
current logged on person’s ID, the version number is set to "1"
and the creation date is the current date.
The current status of the request according to the workflow.

Header

Status

Action

Deadline

The default status will be defined by the workflow and the
request will be assigned to the appropriate person.
The action button used to change the current status of the
request according to the workflow.
Indicates whether the request is delayed according to the
workflow.
Green = OK and Red = Not OK.

Modified

Creation date or the date of the last modification to the
document.

Where you define the goal and time range of the project request.
Project Request
Tab

Objective

Enter The objectives of the newly proposed project.

Planned start
date

Enter the expected start date of the project if the request were to
be approved and promoted to a project.
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Planned end
date

Enter the expected end date of the project if the request were to
be approved and promoted to a project.

Rich text

Detailed description of the project request.

You can assign a project (request) manager as well an internal and external
team. You can assign live or generic resources to the project request.

Participants
Tab

Project leader

Select from the Resource list.

Internal
Project team

Select from the Resource list.

External
Project team

Select from the Resource list.

Classify your request on the [Classification] tab. Here you will find up to 14
single or multi-value classification fields, depending on your setup. These
classification groups are very helpful for reporting purposes.
Only 4 of them are static fields in Geniusproject: Type, Customer and Priority.

Classification
Tab

Type

Select the type of request. The list of available options is defined
in the setup.

Customer

Select the customer associated to the request (if there is one).

Priority

Select the priority of request. The list of available options is
defined in the setup.

…….

Any other classification according to setup.

The critical success factors section allows you to define how important and
aligned a request is with your business as well as document any potential risks.
Budget

This information comes from a budget document created
separately.

ROI

Enter expected return on investment for the project.

Workload

This information comes from a budget document created
separately.

Project
Ranking

This is a computed field. The value is computed using the weight
and values of all of the critical success factors listed below. See:
"Define critical success factors" and "Project ranking
calculation" in the setup section. The higher the value the more
important the project is for your organization.

Critical
success
factors (up to
10 fields)

Enter value according to critical success factors defined by your
administrator. See Define critical success factors and project
ranking calculation in the setup section.

Critical Success
Factors Tab

Attachment
Tab

To attach any necessary documents relevant to the project request.
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3.2

Attaching Documents to a Project Request
As with all other forms in Geniusproject, it is possible to attach one or several files to a project request
on the [Attachment] tab.
To attach a file to a project request:
Navigate to the [Attachment] tab labeled with the

icon.

Click on the "Choose File" button to browse through your files and folders and select a file.
Repeat these steps for each file you would like to attach to the form.

3.3

Manage and Review a Project Request
Depending on the workflow definition, each project request will follow a review and approval process.
Different views are available to track project requests, such as the "My requests" view, designed to
track the status of your personal requests.

To change the status of a request that is assigned to you:
Open the project request in edit mode.
Click on the action button to change the status.
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Select the new status in the dialogue box that opens. Depending on the workflow definition,
it could be required to include a comment in the dialog box. The workflow could also require
that you approve or refuse the document for the next status.

3.4

Note:

Depending on the workflow definition made by the application administrator people can be
notified by email when they are assigned to a project request.

Note:

See: "Workflow Definition" in the ADMIN guide to learn how to change the Project Request
approval workflow definition.

Review and Evaluate Project Requests
Throughout the review cycle of the project request, the different stakeholders can modify or complete
the request, depending on the workflow. Geniusproject also offers tools to evaluate the different
requests and choose the best ones.
In order to compare requests, it is important to have reliable, standardized data available for each of
them. However, each organization has its own strategies and constraints. To accommodate these
differences, Geniusproject allows organizations to define their own evaluation criteria for project
requests and projects. See "Define critical success factors" in the ADMIN guide to learn how to
define critical success factors definition. To facilitate the comparison of these requests, they are
ranked using the value or score that has been determined for them by measuring their critical
success factors; the higher the score the more valuable the project or idea.
The [Critical success factors] tab contains the request data used to calculate the project or idea’s
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value. In the Budget & ROI section are fields to capture "Budget", "ROI", "Workload" and "Risk
factor". In the Project Ranking section are fields to capture "Risk", "Funding", "Duration" and
"Complexity".

Geniusproject includes views and charts designed to help users compare the different project requests
and make the best choices. The bubble charts are very popular to compare requests using three
different criteria. The criteria used can be changed simply by clicking on the drop down list and
selecting from the options.

3.5

Promote (Convert) a Project Request into a Project
Once a request has gone through the defined approval/revision workflow for project requests, it can
be promoted from its approved state into a new project.
It is specified in the definition of the Project Request workflow, who can promote a request to a
project and which status it can be promoted from.
To promote an approved project request to a project:
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Click on [Actions] and select "Promote into project".

Since it is possible to manage multiple project environments using genius Project, users will be
prompted to specify which database the request is being promoted into.
Select the correct "Projects" database.
Note:

If there is just one then the default value of Projects will be correct.

Next specify whether to use a template for the new project.
If not using a template, leave the field blank and click OK.

Geniusproject will automatically launch the new project description document for this new project.
See: Create a project to learn more about the Project Description form.
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4

CREATE A PROJECT – PROJECT DEFINITION
A well-defined project is a project with the highest potential for success completion. Unfortunately,
the project definition step is one that is often neglected and therefore the cause of most project
problems. Defining a project well means to clearly explain what you want to do, how you want to do
it, what time frame you want it to be done in, within what budget and dependent upon which welldefined constraints.
A project is a set of documents that usually consists of a Project description, a Project, Tasks,
Deliverables, Risks documents and so on. To define a project using Geniusproject, at a minimum the
"Project description" must be created.
There are several ways to create a project.
Create a project using the Project with Wizard. It is intended to streamline the project
creation process. The project leader uses a single interface to fill in the main project data.
Create a project the Project without Wizard. This is a fast and pure way to simply create an
empty project description.
Create a the Project using a Project template. This is a powerful way to inherit a predefined
project structure including your best practices. See "Project templates" for a better
understanding of this feature.
Copy a project that already exists.
Promote a "Project request" into a "Project description" in a "Projects" database. See the
"Project request" chapter for more information.
Promote an "Assignment" into a new project. This is a useful feature when a task assigned
to someone has to be managed as a project by this resource, because of its complexity.
Using Geniusproject’s "Project wizard" will always create at least the following three records:
The "Project description", containing the most important project information. It is also
commonly referred to as the "Project charter".
The Project plan, a Gantt chart to plan the project.
The project budget to define allocated financial resources, and depending on the setup and
usage, also the expected income.
All those elements will be defined in details below.

4.1

The Project Creation Wizard
Geniusproject’s "Project Creation Wizard" has been designed to simplify the user’s project creation
experience by walking them step by step through the process and ensuring they do not leave out any
critical creation steps.
The project creation wizard quickly captures important project information, but more can be entered
using the Project description form.
To use the project wizard:
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Navigate to the [Projects] tab on the Module navigation menu.
Select "New Project" from the contextual navigation.

The project wizard will open.

The project wizard is made up of the following elements:
A navigation bar indicating the steps (1).
Navigation buttons to move forward or backwards during the process (2).
Content window to input the data for the active step (3).
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Note:

4.1.1

It is also possible to advance or move back by clicking directly on the next step in the
navigation bar. It is not however possible to skip a step if its fields are not complete.

The [General] tab
The project wizard opens to the [General] tab. This section holds the most general and basic
information about the project.

Project Template

Select one of the available project templates. Leave the field blank if not using
a project template.

Project Name*

Enter the "Detailed" name of the project. This field is mandatory and must be
unique.

Code

Enter the code that identifies the project. This field is Mandatory and must be
unique. The project code field is either editable or automatically computed. If
automatic, the code is computed using the code format set up in the General
setup document. If editable, the code format from the General setup document
is used to initialize the default value and the user can modify it.

Status*

Select the current project status. See detailed description of the "Project
description" form to learn more about the default status list.
This field only appears if a template has been selected in the "Template" field.
It is used to specify whether Geniusproject needs to calculate project dates
ahead based on a set start date or backwards, based on a set end date.

Planning mode

"Start", planning based on the start date specified in the upcoming "Start
dated" field.
"End", planning based on the end date specified in the upcoming "End date"
field.
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Start date /
End date

If a project template was not selected in the "Template" field above, enter the
intended project start date. If a project template was selected in the
"Template" field above, enter the start or end date, depending on the selection
made in the "Planning mode" field.

Currency

The currency of the project. All project amounts will be expressed in this
currency and in the reference currency if different. The list of available
currencies comes from the field "Other currencies" of the General setup
document.

Billing mode

Billing mode of the project. Possible options are: Not billable / Fixed price /
Time & material.

Track tasks
physical progress

Whether or not to track physical progress for the project.

This field is only displayed if "Track physical progress" is set to "Yes". Users
Earned value
can specify how they would like to calculate earned value; based on physical
calculation method
progress or work progress.
Objectives

Enter a brief description o the project objectives.

Once all of the fields have been completed, click "Next" or "Categorization" on the Navigation bar.

4.1.2

[Categorization] tab
Here you will find one text field (Sponsor) and up to 14 single or multi-value classification fields,
depending on your setup. These classification groups are very helpful for reporting purposes. Only 4
of them are static fields in Geniusproject: Sub-project of, Type, Customer and Priority.

Sub-project of

Select the parent project if there is one.

Type

Select the type of project. The list of available options is defined in the
setup.
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Customer

Select the customer associated to the project (if there is one). If the
customer name is missing from the list. Press the "Add" button. A
dialogue box will open to add a new customer name.

Priority

Select the priority of the project. The list of available options is defined in
the setup.

Others

All other classification fields are dependent on the setup, i.e. "Services",
"Business units", etc.

Once the classification fields have been completed, click "Budget" on the navigation bar or "Next" to
advance to the next step. If do not want to enter any classification details at this time you can
advance directly to the "Budget" step, unless some fields have been set as mandatory by the
application administrator.

4.1.3

[Budget] tab
The budget screen is where the financial resources allocated to the project are defined as well as its
external rates if the project is billable.
A project budget can be detailed or not. If the budget is not detailed the user can simply enter the
total anticipated workload split across internal and external labor. It is also possible to enter the
internal and external/ billable costs associated to the workload as well as other non-labor related
project expenses.
If the budget is detailed, it is then possible to define the costs and billing targets with more finesse,
depending on budget axes defined in the application settings. For more information see "Detailed
budget".

Detailed

Specify whether the budget is detailed or not. If it is not detailed, the screen
re9mains as is. If it is detailed, a grid appears to enter in the budget details. For
more information please see "Detailed budget".

Internal
Labor

Days

Budgeted workload for internal resources.

Budget

Budgeted costs of internal resources.
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External
Labor

Investments
& Expenses

Billing

Budget billable amount for internal labor costs.

Margin

Expected margin on internal labor "Billing-Budget".

Days

Budgeted workload for external resources.

Budget

Budgeted costs of external resources.

Billing

Budget billable amount for external labor costs.

Margin

Expected margin on external labor "Billing-Budget".

Budget

Budgeted amount of non-labor costs.

Billing

Budgeted billable amount for non-labor costs.

Margin

Expected margin on non-labor costs "Billing-Budget".

Days

Total budgeted workload.

Budget

Total budgeted costs.

Billing

Total budgeted billable amount.

Margin

Total expected margin.

Total

Once the budget has been entered, click "Team" or "Next" on the navigation bar to advance to the
next step. If you do not want to enter budget information at this time, you can advance immediately
to the next step.

4.1.4

[Team] tab
Now it is time to define your project team. This section is used to select the project participants and
identify their role in the project. Geniusproject proposes a predefined team structure with predefined
groups and roles.
Note:

The following form appears only if no project template has been selected. If a project
template has been selected, a different form appears where it is possible to replace the
resources inherited from the template by resources of your choice. Once the project has
been created, the form as shown here under can then be seen in the "Project Description".
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Project leader

By default, the resource creating the project, but this value may be
changed. This field is mandatory.

Project leader
substitute(s)

The substitute(s) have the same rights as the actual project leader,
meaning that the substitutes may create the documents and execute
exactly the same processes as the actual project leader. This can be
very useful, particularly if the project leader is absent. It is
recommended that project substitute(s) also have a Project leader
license.

Customer
representative

Can be used to reflect the internal resource that deals with the
customer directly, a resource belonging to the customer or even a
particular usage that may be required.

Project Steering
Committee

The group that drives the project and constantly monitors its
progress. The Project Steering Committee is the key body to oversee
the week-to-week progress of the project. It owns the business case.

Internal project team

The list of the people involved in the project that are part of your
payroll, meaning that they are considered your resources, not
resources you have to buy from another organization or department.

External project team

The list of the people involved in the project that are NOT part of your
payroll, meaning that they are NOT considered as your resources.
They are resources you have to buy from another organization or
department, as contractors or external consultants.

Stakeholder

Group of resources not belonging to the project but who should be
informed of the project’s progress. These resources MUST be defined
as "Resources" in the system in order to have access to the project
information.

Once the project team has been defined, click "Critical success factors" or "Next" button to advance
to the next step. If you will not be selecting the project team at this time you can advance
immediately to the next step.
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4.1.5

[Critical success factors] tab
The critical success factors section allows you to define how important and aligned the project is
with your business and strategy.
This section is divided into 2 parts. The first section is not configurable and contains essential
metrics that exist across all projects, they are: budget, ROI (return on investment), forecasted
workload and risk factor.
The second section is configurable and can capture up to 10 distinct criteria used to qualify the
importance of the project to the organization. The combination of the values will calculate the project
score and reflect its importance.

Budget

The expected budget for the project. Defined in the budget
section.

ROI

Enter expected return on investment for the project.

Workload

The expected project workload.. Defined in the budget
section.

Risk

The risk doing the project may have to the organization.

Critical success
factors "1 to 10"

Enter values according to critical success factors defined
by your administrator. See Define critical success factors
and project ranking calculation in the setup section.

Budget & ROI

Project ranking

Once the critical success factors have been entered, click "Summary" or "Next" button on the
navigation bar to advance to the next step. If you will not be entering a budget at this time you can
advance to the next step immediately.
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4.1.6

[Summary] tab
This tab offers a quick summary of all the data entered using the wizard prior to creating the project.
At this stage it is still possible to revisit any of the tabs to make necessary changes. Simply click on
the "Next" or "Previous" button, or directly on the name of the tab you would like to edit on the
navigation bar.

Click "Done" to create the new project, or "Cancel" to abort project creation.
Once the project has been created, Geniusproject automatically opens its "Project Description" form,
which can be completed. See "Project Description" form below.
In addition to the project description, Geniusproject has also created the associated budget and Gantt
chart for the project.

4.2

Create a Project from a Project Request
A new project can be created from an idea that has been formally approved. In Geniusproject this is
called "Promoting a project request". For more information on this action see:
Promote (convert) a project request into a project.

4.3

Create a Project from a Project Template
While creating a new Project Geniusproject asks whether to use a Template.
A window opens.
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It is recommended to initialize a project build from a Template to reset all values to a current
time.
Initialize the Project after creating from a Template.

4.4

Import a Template to an existing Project
Open the Project Description in edit mode.
Select [Import a template]
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The Template Selection Window opens.
Note:

4.5

All Values from the Template will be copied into the recent Project. Existing values will be
lost.

Create a Project without Wizard
Navigate to the [Projects] tab on the Module navigation menu.
Select "New Project" from the contextual navigation.

An empty Project Description opens.
No documents are included.
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4.6

Completing the Project Description
The project description is a kind of identity card for the project, where the project leader can define
the project name, objectives, start and end dates, project participants, the budget and the
categorization criteria. As described above, there are different ways to initiate the creation a project
description.
The project description is not limited to just defining the project, it is a living document that is
maintained and updated throughout the lifecycle of the project.

4.6.1

The project description form header

Project Name

In the example above – "New IP Phone network".
See "Rename a project" to change the project name.
In the example above - "8RVKFP" See "Rename a project" to change the
project code.

Project code

The Project code uniquely identifies the project. This field is mandatory and
must be unique. The project code field can be editable or automatically
computed. If automatic, the code is computed using the code format set up in
the General setup document. If editable, the code format is used to initialize
the default value and the user can modify it.
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Project leader

Name of the project leader. By default will always be the creator of the new
project.
The current project status. The default statuses are:
"Stand-by": the project is being created but has not yet started; the
participants can see the project documents but cannot see their assignments
or post time to the project.
"In progress": the project has started and participants can start to work in
Geniusproject, that is creating documents, process tasks and so on, as well as
post their time.
"Completed": the project has been carried out and is over; the status can be
set to "Completed" by the project leader either manually or using the [Project
Description] menu option "Actions > Complete"; work in Geniusproject can no
longer be done on a "completed" project, except for the project leader.
"Cancelled": the project has been stopped before being carried out; work in
Geniusproject can longer be done for a "Cancelled" project, except by the project
leader.

Status

"Template": this project will be used as a template to create other projects.
To change the status of a project click on the little pen icon

to toggle to

edit mode for this field. After changing the value of the field, click on the
to
confirm your changes. When the status of a project is modified, the data must
be pushed out to all documents related to the project. The mode for pushing
these changes out to all other project documents depends on the "Update of
the project documents" field on the [Categorization] tab. See this option for
more information.
The options in status list can be modified in the Keywords & Labels setup
document.
Only projects with a status of "Stand-by" and "In progress" are taken into
account for availability calculation. These projects can be removed from the
availability calculation scope using the "Take it into account for the availability
calculation" option on the [Details] tab.

Health

To change the value of the project "Health" field, click on the pen icon
to
toggle to edit mode for this field. After changing the value of the field, click on
the

to confirm your changes.

Deadline

Indicates whether the planned deadline will be met or not. The indicator will be
green (good), yellow (at risk) or red (bad) based on predefined parameters. The
value will be calculated automatically.

Progress

The project’s percentage of progress.

Modified on

Date and time of the latest modifications made to the project. Click directly on
the date to access a full history of project modifications.

Comments
section

Displays the latest comments made on the project. It is possible to respond
directly from this section by clicking on "Reply" or to begin a new discussion
entirely by click on "New discussion". See "Collaborate with Genius Live!" for
more information.
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4.6.2

Define timeline and objectives on Project Description’s [General] tab
The [General] tab is made up of 6 sections capturing general information to define the project:
Description, Plan, Progress, Cost & Budget, Workload, and Phases.

4.6.2.1

Defining project objectives
There is a text field to enter the project’s objectives.

4.6.2.2

Defining project start and end dates.
The Plan section contains planning and date information.

4.6.2.3

Project dates, how they work?
Initial date refers to the first iteration of the project’s planned dates (initial baseline).
The planned start date is always set manually from here and is the defined start date of the
project. It is used for all tasks that have the constraint: "Start as soon as possible".
Planned and date refers to the project’s dates in the project plan, as defined by the project
leader.
Actual dates are the dates the project actually started and ended.
When the padlock is open, dates can be changed manually.
When the padlock is closed, Geniusproject automatically computes dates, with the exception
of the planned start date, which can never be computed. When computed, the date is
obtained by going through all of the project’s deliverables and tasks, and retrieving the first
planned start date and last planned end date.
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Clicking on the refresh icon
will recalculate corresponding dates according to the current status of
the project’s tasks and deliverables.
Clicking on the delete icon

will erase the corresponding project dates.

When clicking on the word "Display the gantt"

When clicking on the refresh icon

the Project Gantt will open.

the planned and actual dates will be recalculated.

You can also select which unit of time you would like to use to display the project’s duration by
clicking on "twisty"

icon.

Start date

The initial start date of the project (first planned date). Entered
manually.
The initial end date of the project (first planned date). Entered

Initial

End date

manually. The refresh
button automatically fills in the initial
dates with the values currently in the planned date fields. The
delete

Days

button deletes the initial date fields.

The initial duration of the project; the amount of time between the
initial start date and the initial end date, including the start/end
date days.
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Start date

The planned start date of the project. If the project has been
created using the wizard, the planned start date will be the date
entered in the wizard. The planned start date can never be edited,
as it defines the project start date in Genius Planner (green
vertical line). It is used for all tasks that have the constraint "Start
as soon as possible". If the project is created using a project
template, the planned start/end dates depends on the start or end
date defined in the wizard.
Note: When computed, the date is obtained by going through all
of the projects deliverables and tasks, and retrieving the
first planned start date.

Planned
End date

The planned end date of the project. By default, this field is empty
and editable when the project is created manually. The ability to
edit the planned end date depends on the padlock status, which
can be either open or closed. For more delails see: Project
deadline calculation
Note: When computed, the date is obtained by going through all
of the project’s deliverables and tasks, and recovering the
last planned end date.

Days

Start date

Planned duration of the project. This is the elapsed time between
the planned start date and the planned end date, including the
start/end date days. If both planned start/end dates are entered,
the planned duration is computed, though the field remains
editable. If at least one planned date is empty, the input value is
not computed and can be modified. This field is computed when
the project description is saved.
The actual start date of the project. By default, this field is empty
and not editable. The same rules for the planned start date also
apply to the actual start date.
Note: When computed, the date is obtained by going through all
deliverables and tasks of the project, and retrieving the first
actual start date.
The actual end date of the project. By default, this field is empty
and not editable. The same rules for the planned end date also
apply to the actual end date.

Actual
End date

Days

Note: When computed, the date is obtained by going through all
of the project’s deliverables and tasks, and retrieving the
last actual end date. However, the actual end date is not
displayed in the document if the status of the project is not
completed, cancelled or postponed.
Actual duration of the project. This is the time between the actual
start date and the actual end date of the project, including the
start/end date.
Note: This value does include weekends and public holidays.
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4.6.2.4

The Progress section
Graphical representation of the project’s progress:

4.6.2.5

Labor

The project’s percentage of progress, computed using the progress of all tasks in
the project. This data is updated when the agent "Update the project dates" runs.

Physical

Physical progress. Only visible if all tasks in the project have been set to track
physical progress. The project’s percentage of physical progress, computed
using the cost of all tasks in the project (as the physical progress may not be in
the same unit for all tasks). This data is updated when the agent "Update the
project dates" runs.

Costs & Budgets
The cost section summarizes project budget and cost information. All of the information is either
retrieved from the project budget form or computed by the system.

When clicking on "Costs", Geniusproject opens the view displaying all project costs.
When clicking on "Budget", Geniusproject opens the budget form.
When clicking on the refresh icon

, Geniusproject refreshes the entire budget and cost information.

Budget

Displays the planned costs for the project according to the budget. This value is
retrieved from the values in the Project Budget form.

Planned

Displays the total planned cost of the project, according to the "Tasks" and
"Costs" documents. This value comes from the last Project overview.
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4.6.2.6

Actual

The part of the budget that is already spent, according to the actual cost of tasks
and the actual costs in Cost documents. This value comes from the last "Project
overview" document.

Remaining

The remaining costs of the project, according to the "Tasks" and "Costs"
documents. This value comes from the last "Project overview" document.

EAC

Estimated At Completion. The estimated total budget at completion. This value
comes from the last "Project overview" document.

Difference

The difference between the budget estimated at completion and the budget (EAC Budget).

Budget not
used

The balance of the budget that was not used. This value comes from the last
"Project overview" document.

Project workload - The Workload section
The workload section summarizes the project workload details. All of the information is either
retrieved from the project budget form or computed by the system.

When clicking on "Workload" Geniusproject opens the workload view displaying all project tasks and
their details.
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When clicking on the refresh icon,

4.6.2.7

Geniusproject refreshes all workload information.

Budget

Displays the budgeted workload of the project according to the budget. This
value is retrieved from the values in the Project Budget form.

Planned

Displays the total planned workload of the project, according to the "Tasks"
documents. This value comes from the last Project overview.

Actual

Actual workload, according to the actual workload of tasks. This value comes
from the last "Project overview" document.

Remaining

The remaining workload for the project, according to the 'Tasks' documents. This
value comes from the last 'Project overview' document.

EAC

Estimated at completion. The estimated total workload at completion. This value
comes from the last "Project overview" document.

Difference

The difference between the budget estimated at completion and the budget (EAC
- Budget).

Budget not
used

The remainder of the budgeted workload. This value comes from the last
"Project overview" document.

The Phases section
This section is intended for people who do not use a Gantt chart to plan their projects. It allows them
to structure the project in phases and sub-phases.
If using a Gantt chart to plan the project, it will simply display the project phases as outlined on the
Gantt chart.

4.6.3

Defining the project team. The project description’s [Participants] tab
This section identifies the project participants and their role in the project. Geniusproject proposes a
predefined team structure with predefined groups and roles.
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The size of the teams can vary depending on the project, from one to several dozen or even several
hundred persons. The project team is composed of people with whom the project manager
communicates with directly, has tasks assigned to them or will need access to specific project
information.
The project team can also be composed of client representatives, partners or sub-contractors. The
most important thing is that each member is conscious of his or her involvement in the project, that
the project objectives are well understood by all and that each stakeholder knows the importance of
his contribution for the success of the project. The project must also have a controlling body which is
commonly referred to as the steering committee and which approves the choices of the project
manager.
Note:
4.6.3.1

The default Project team structure can be changed thru Setup.

How team definition impacts access rights
By default only project team members can read project information.
By default, only the project leader and project leader substitute(s) can modify any of the
project documents, including project description, budget, plan, etc.

Project leader

Default value is the resource creating the project but may be changed. This
field is mandatory. The project leader must have a project leader (full) license.

Project leader
substitute(s)

The substitute(s) have the same rights as the actual project leader; they may
create the project documents and execute the same processes as the
project leader. This is very useful, particularly if the project leader is absent. It
is recommended that project substitute(s) also have a Project leader license.
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Customer
Representative

Can be used to reflect the internal resource who deals with the customer
directly, a resource belonging to the customer or even a specific unique
usage that may be required.

Project Steering
Committee

The group that drives the project and constantly monitors its progress. The
Project Steering Committee is the key body to oversee the week-to-week
progress of the project. It owns the business case.

Internal project
team

The list of the people involved in the project that are part of your payroll,
meaning that they are considered your resources, not resources you have to
buy from another organization or department.

External project
team

The list of the people involved in the project that are NOT part of your payroll,
meaning that they are NOT considered your resources, they are resources
you have to buy from another organization or department, such as
contractors, external consultants.

Stakeholder

Group of resources not belonging to the project but who should be informed of
the project progress. These resources MUST be defined as "Resources" in
the system in order to have access to the project information.

Third party

Not supported in SaaS.

Team leader

This field is populated automatically. It lists all of the resource managers/
team leaders associated to the project. For example, if the project includes
two resources from two different departments, the team leads or department
manager from each of the departments will be included in the list. This
information is necessary for matrix planning (team planning).
Since access to project data is based on project membership, changing the
project team automatically impacts the access rights. This field defines the
way the security update is done. The "Update of the security and the
inherited project fields" agent performs the security update. It updates all of
the documents belonging to a project when its participant list is modified, in
order to reflect the changes made to the project team.
The available options are:

Security update

"No": No document update is performed.
While saving: The documents are updated when you save the document.
This is a time consuming task and can take a variable amount of time
depending on the quantity of related documents, but it is performed
directly on the server.
As a background task: A scheduled agent, normally daily overnight, does
the update of documents. This means that the modification already done
will not be reflected until the scheduled agent is executed.

4.6.4

Classifying the project
Most organizations execute different types of projects and have different ways of categorizing,
grouping and consolidating them. More importantly, each organization typically has different reporting
needs. The "Categorization" section is where Geniusproject allows you to define the project type as
well as which categories and groups it belongs to. All information related to a project, i.e. tasks,
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deliverable, documents, will inherit these classification properties, which means they can be used
anywhere for reporting purpose.
Most of the fields on this tab are defined in the initial configuration where the labels as well as the
possible values for each entry are listed.

Sub-project of

If the current project is a sub-project or an extension of an already existing
project, the parent project can be named here. The number of levels of project
/ sub project is not limited. To know more about project and sub-project see
project hierarchy definition.

Type

The project type (Marketing, IT, etc.). The different project types are
configurable in the Keywords & Labels setup document. The field can also be
mandatory if specified in the "Keywords & Labels" setup document.

Help desk

Only for projects used in the context of [Helpdesk] module. Can be ignored
for all other projects.
The customer the project is being executed for. The selection choices come
from the list of Company documents in the [Resources] module. It is also
possible to input free text. To enter the customer name:
Open the Project Description in edit mode.

Customer

Select the company name in the list OR Click on the "Other" button to
add a new name.
The field can also be mandatory if specified in the "Keywords & Labels"
setup document.
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Priority

The project priority (urgent, medium, etc.). These priorities are also
configured in the "Keywords & Labels" setup document. The field can be
mandatory if it has been specified in the "Keywords & Labels" setup
document.

Sponsor

Used to define the project sponsor(s). Free text field. The field can be
mandatory if specified in the "Keywords & Labels" setup document.

…….

All other fields, for example Services, Business units, are customizable fields
defined in the initial setup according to the organization’s requirements. They
can be mono or multi value entries drop down list boxes with a predefined list
of choices. See define project categorization for more information.
This field defines the way the document update is done. The "Update of the
security and the inherited project fields" agent performs the inherited fields
update. It updates all of the documents belonging to a project when fields
inherited in all projects documents have been changed (status, type, priority,
program, etc.) The available options are:

Update of the
project
documents

"No": No document update is performed.
While saving: The documents are updated when you save the document.
This is a time consuming task and can take a variable amount of time
depending on the quantity of related documents. It is performed directly
on the server.
As background task: A scheduled agent does the update of documents,
normally once a day overnight. This means that the modifications already
done will not be reflected until the scheduled agent is executed.

4.6.5

Project evaluation. The project description’s [Critical Success factors] tab
It is important to assess and review project costs, risks and benefits several times during life cycle of
a project and to be able to review priorities in relation to other projects. The Critical success factors
section allows you to define how important and aligned a project request is with your business and
what its associated risks are.
Geniusproject allows you to track project probability of success, ROI, budget, workload, strategic
alignment, as well as other configurable dimensions, such as competitiveness for example. Some of
these values are real values, like Budget, Workload and ROI, the other are ranking values between 010. Please note that Budget and Workload come from the budget and are defined as a null value as
long as no budget has been defined.
These dimensions can be used at the portfolio level to optimize portfolios and review priorities.
This section is divided into 2 parts. The first section is not configurable and contains essential
metrics that exist across all projects, they are: budget, ROI (return on investment), forecasted
workload and risk factor.
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The second section is configurable and can capture up to 10 distinct criteria used to qualify the
importance of the project to the organization. The combination of the values will calculate the project
score and reflect its importance.

Budget & ROI

ROI

Budget

The total budget for the project. Computed and displays
the same value as in the "Cost & Budget" section.

ROI

The project’s return on investment. This value is entered
manually.

Workload

The planned workload for the project. Computed and
displays the same value as in the "Workload" section.

Risk factor

The estimated risk factor for this project. The higher the
value is the riskier the project is for the organization.

Project ranking

This is a computed field. The value is computed using
the weight and values of all of the critical success
factors listed below. See Define critical success factors
and project ranking calculation in the setup section. The
higher the value the more important the project is for the
organization.

Critical success factors
"1 to 10" for instance
here Risk, funding,
duration and complexity

Enter a value according to the critical success factors
defined by your administrator. See "Define critical
success factors and project ranking calculation" in the
Admin Manual.

Project ranking

4.6.6

Defining project options
This tab is used to set the project’s more advanced options.
Navigate to the [Options] tab labeled with the

icon.
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Currency

The project’s currency. All project amounts will be expressed in this currency,
as well as in the reference currency if different. The list of available currencies
comes from the field "Other currencies" in the General setup document.
Important note: Once the document is saved, the currency cannot be
changed for the project.

Billing mode

This field specifies whether the project will be billable or not. If it is billable you
define here whether it is at a fixed price or time and material (real cost). See
"billing a project" for more details.

Billing status

This field is set to track if the project has been billed or not.

Calculate
availability

If "Yes", then task assignments for this project will be included in the availability
calculation for the [Resources] module. If "No", the availability calculation for the
resources will not consider task assignments from this project.
Default value is "Yes".
Is set to the default value for all projects regarding physical progress on tasks as
defined in the General setup document.
Possible choices are:
Not managed: physical progress cannot be tracked for tasks.

Physical
progress

Used for the earned value calculation: the physical progress can be tracked
for tasks and will be used for the earned value calculation in the Project
overview documents.
Entered but not used: the physical progress can be entered on tasks, but it
will only be displayed in the views.
Note:

To be archived

The "Physical progress" option can then be changed individually per
task. The option selected here is only the default value for all new tasks
that will be created in this project.

Select this option if you would like this project to be included by the archiving
agent.
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4.6.7

Adding all of the necessary details to the project definition
This section is designed to capture any additional project information to be shared or stored
necessary to get the full picture of the project. This is a full text zone with a proposed default layout.

4.6.8

The project description [Genius Live!] tab
This tab contains the project’s full history of collaboration, exchange of information, revision and
approvals. For more information see the section Genius Live! Social collaboration.

4.6.9

The Project Description [Attachment] tab
This section is to attach external files, see Manage attached files in the document management
section for more details.
Users can attach documents to the project description form to store any additional information
pertaining to the project. It is however recommended to store each significant document attachment
as a single document in Geniusproject. This will allow users to distribute, publish, or manage access
rights for any particular attached file independently.
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4.6.10 The Project Descriptions [Links to] tab
This tab is used to store links between the project description document and any other project
documents. For more information see the section titled Managing Links between Documents.

Links to

List of documents that have been linked to the project description document.

External links

List of documents attached to the project description document.

Incoming links

List of documents automatically attached to the project description document
by the system, i.e. the project phases or rates documents.
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4.7

Editing a Project
To edit a project description document:
Open the document.
Click on "Edit" on the menu bar.

Once the changes have been made, save them by clicking on "Save" or "Save & Notify" on
the action bar. "Save & Notify" will save as well as notify any users set up to receive
notifications.

It is also possible to close without saving simply by clicking on "Close" on the action bar. If a change
has been made in the document, you will get a warning asking for confirmation before closing the
document.

4.8

Copy a Project
It is possible at any moment to create a copy of an existing project. A project copy does not just
copy the project description document; it copies all project data including the plan, tasks,
deliverables, costs, etc. to copy a project:
Open the project description document.
Click on "Actions" on the menu bar and select "Copy".
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Select the "Projects" database the new project will be created in.

The system will open the new project description document. You will need to change the
name of the copied project name as it will inherit the name of the project it was copied from.

Save and close the document.
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Note: If the project code is not generated manually, the code as well as the project name will need
to be changed before saving and closing the document.

4.9

Rename a Project or Change Project Code
It is possible to rename a project at any time. This function allows you to change the
project name and code at the same time.
To rename a project:
Open the project description.
Place the document into edit mode by clicking on the "Edit" button on the action menu bar.
Click on the "Actions" button and select Rename from the drop down menu.

A dialog box will open displaying the current project name. Replace it with the new project name and
click "OK" to confirm the change. Click "Cancel" to cancel the change.

Once the changes have been confirmed, the new project name will be the displayed in the project
description.

Note:

If the project code does not generate automatically, the code can be changed as well, in the
same dialog box.
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4.10

Initialize a Project
It is possible to initialize or re-initialize a project. This is a way to bring a project back to zero. This is
very helpful with projects that are periodically re-executed. This function is also very useful when
creating a new project or project template from an existing project.
This function is going to browse through all of the project’s elements and re-initialize them. This
includes all tasks, deliverables, costs and workflows. Only the initial values will be saved.
To initialize a project:
Open the project description
Click "Actions" on the menu bar and choose "Initialize"

A dialog box will open asking you to confirm the action. Choose "Yes" to continue

Enter the year of the new start. If the project had originally started in 2010, by entering 2012
all of the new initial project dates will be moved ahead with a new project’s start date set to
January 1st.
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To reflect changes in all tasks and deliverables documents, the plan (Gantt chart) must then be
edited and saved.

4.11

Define a Project as a Template
Defining a project as a template is very simple; all you need to do is set its status to "Template".
Open the project description.
Place it in edit mode by clicking "Edit" on the [Action] menu bar.
Change the project status in the in the header of the project description to "Template".

To change the status of a project, click on the pen icon

to toggle to edit mode for this field. After

changing the value of the field, click on the
to confirm your changes. When the status of a
project is modified, the data must be propagated to all documents related to the project. The
propagation mode depends on the Update of the project documents option on the [Categorization]
tab. See this option for more information.
To actually create a real project template there are other points where you need to be aware of, for
example if a project is initialized from a template based on a project already executed, assignments
to generic resources, etc.

4.12

Apply a project template to an existing project
Geniusproject allows you to combine multiple project templates to create a new project.
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Open the project description.
Place the document into edit mode by clicking "Edit" on the [Action] menu bar.
Click "Actions" on the menu bar and select "Import a template" from the drop down menu.

A dialog box will open displaying the list of available project templates.
If the selected template also includes sub-projects, the system will ask if you would like to
select the sub-projects as well.

4.13

Note:

This action can be done as many times as necessary. The amount of projects that can be
compiled to create a new project is unlimited.

Note:

The system does not consolidate project plans; there will be as many Gantt charts as
selected projects.

Completing a Project
It is not necessary to have completed all the tasks and deliverables to mark a project complete in
Geniusproject. A project can be marked completed at any stage of its progress.
There are two different ways to mark a project "Completed". The result depends on the particular
choice that the user makes.
The Project Leader may just change the status in the project description: the user
completes the project when all the tasks are completed and the deliverables are already
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delivered. Unfortunately, often this does not reflect reality.
The Project Leader may want to complete a project before all of the tasks and deliverables
have been completed and delivered. The best way to do this is to run the "Complete" action,
allowing the system to execute a process that will include all documents belonging to the
project.
To complete a project:
Open the project description.
Place the document in edit mode by clicking "Edit" on the menu bar.
Click "Actions" on the menu bar and select "Complete".

A dialog box will open asking you to confirm the completion of the project

The system will browse through all of the project elements and will update them applying the
following rules:
The project status is set to "Completed".
The project progress is set to 100%.
The deliverables with a "To deliver" status are marked as "Canceled".
The deliverables 'In progress' or "To approve" are marked as "Completed".
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The tasks where no time has been input are marked as "Canceled".
The tasks "In progress" or "To control" are marked as "Completed", as well as the
"Postponed" tasks for which time has been entered.
Other documents are untouched.

4.14

Delete a project
When a project is erased, all of the project documents in addition to the project description are
removed.
To erase a project:
Select the project from the project list view.
Click on "Delete" on the menu bar.

A dialog box will open asking you to confirm that you want to delete the project.
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4.15

Archiving a Project
A project can be archived at any time. Once a project is archived, it can be restored at any time. See
the principles of the Archiving process for more information.
To archive a project:
Open the project description.
Click on the [Actions] menu and select "Archive".

A dialog box will open asking if you would like to delete the original project after it has been
archived.
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Make your choice and click "OK" to archive.
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5

WORKING WITH TASKS AND DELIVERABLES

5.1

Tasks, Deliverables and Plans to Organize Projects
To better understand and monitor a project, it is generally split into several phases, which contain
activities (tasks) and products (deliverables). These phases can be sequential or parallel. The length
of a phase time elapsed between the earliest and the latest date of all tasks and deliverables
contained in the phase.. Each phase should end with a deliverable (or milestone) that can be of
technical, financial or other nature. Deliverables are necessary for the control of a project since they
act as check points. A deliverable must be visible, measurable and tangible.
In order to achieve a project’s objectives, the project leader relies on the support of his /her project
members. Even though the project leader is not always a specialist in the project domain, the project
leader must have a clear understanding of the deliverables to be produced, the tasks required
delivering them and the resources best qualified to successfully perform the work.
To help organize the project and ensure that the project leader is in control of it at all times, he/she
creates a chart of tasks and deliverables spanning across the intended project timeline. It is then the
project leader’s job to assign these tasks to the project team members. If tasks are too complex for
single people to complete them on their own, tasks can be split into several smaller ones and
assigned to different individuals. This way, the project leader can delegate the responsibilities
between the different working groups.
A "Task" document is created for each task. This document contains all of the characteristics and
parameters defined for a single work activity. It includes:
Name of the task
Name of the individual who created and scheduled the task (the requester)
Assigned resources
Cost
Duration
Start and end dates
Description of the task
Other relevant information
Similar to a task, a document is also created for deliverables to describe its parameters. A
"Deliverable" document includes:
Name of the deliverable
Name of the resource responsible for the deliverable
Resources that need to approve the deliverable
Expected delivery and approval dates
Phase it should be delivered in
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The Gantt chart, named after his inventor, Henry Laurence Gantt, is the ideal tool for successful
communication of a project’s plan. It is a graphical representation of phases, activities (tasks),
project timeframe, as well as milestones (deliverables). The Gantt chart is used for the definition of
tasks, to display their duration and links, and for communication between the different implicated
parties.
The first way to plan a project with Geniusproject is to create Phase, Deliverable and Task documents
manually. Very small or unique projects, such as ones grouping administrative tasks, may be
planned this way. In all other cases the Genius Planner Gantt chart should be used (see next
chapter).

5.2

Tasks
A task is created to define work that needs to be done, to report the time spent working on it and to
capture all incurred costs related to it. A task includes the list of all of its assignments as it can be
assigned to one or more resources.
A single "Assignment" record is created per resource assigned to a task. Be careful not to confuse
an "Assignment" with the "Task" itself. A task document can be created manually by navigating to
the [Create] menu and selecting "Task", or it can be created using the Genius Planner Gantt chart.
See "Planning" below.

5.2.1

Create a task
Typically a task is created using the Genius Planner Gantt chart tool. However, it is also possible to
create a task "manually". In such case, if there is only one Gantt chart in the project, the new task
will automatically be loaded in it. In the rare case where several Gantt charts have been created in
the same project, the task can be loaded afterwards in the plan of your choice.
To create a new task:
From the [Projects] tab navigate to the "Task & plans" view.
Click on "New task" in the contextual navigation menu.
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Alternate using [Create] Button "Task" to create new Task.

A dialog box will open asking you to select the project.
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Note:

5.2.2

A new task can also be created using the "Create" button on the action bar and selecting
"Task".

Task header

Task

The task title. Mandatory. Not editable when the task is created from the
planning tool. In this case, it is defined in the planning tool directly.
The project that the task belongs to.

Project

This is the main identifier of the project. It can be the project name or name
and code, depending on what has been defined in the General setup document
of the [Projects] module. The project name and code are entered in the Project
description document and are included in all of the project documents.
The label is a link that opens the corresponding "Project description" document
directly.

Phase

The phase that the task belongs to.

Project leader

The project’s main project leader (as opposed to the project leader
substitutes)
Task status. The possible values are:

Status

Stand-by: The task is defined, but the work has not yet begun. No time
can be entered for this status.
Requested: Resources have been assigned to the task and the work on
the task is scheduled to begin. Time can be entered.
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In progress: As soon as time has been entered for the task, its status
automatically is changed to "In progress".
To control: All assigned resources have completed their assignments and
they have been submitted for approval. Time can still be entered in this
status.
Completed: All assigned resources have completed their assignments.
Time can no longer be entered while in this status.
Postponed: Rather an indication. Time can still be entered in this status.
Cancelled: The task is cancelled. Time can no longer be entered while in
this status.
The default value depends on the option selected in the General setup
document. It can either be "Stand-by", "Requested" or "In progress".
Note:

For tasks created from Genius Planner, the default value from the setup can
be overridden by settings from the "Plan" document itself.

Visual indicators:
Red, deadline passed.
Deadline

Orange, deadline will not be met according to remaining workload.
Green, OK.

Progress

Percentage of work done.

Last modification

Date and time of the last modifications. By clicking on the date you can
access the history of the modifications.

Last Comment

Displays the last comments made on the task. You can reply directly to the
comments by clicking on "Reply" and you can create a new discussion by
clicking on "New discussion". See "Collaborate with Genius Live!" for more
information.
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5.2.3

Defining and planning a task; task [Details] tab

This field is used to categorize the task by the type of activity it
represents (i.e.: administration, building, supervision, etc.). The list of
choices comes from the Keywords & Labels setup document.
This activity type can be used in two places:
Activity type

In the budget structure, if activity type is defined as a budget axis.
(see: Budget management).
In the case of multi-rates management, different rates can be
attributed to the resources based on activity type.
See: Budget & Cost Tracking for more information.

Detail

Constraint

None:

No specific constraint on the task.

Unmovable:

Tasks are labeled as unmovable so that in the
availability documents, any percentage of work larger
than 100% for a resource is shown as a conflict. A
meeting, for example, should normally not be
movable. This allows for enhanced conflict
management in the availability calculation.

Never delayed: The agent "Management of delayed documents" will
not process that task. Useful for a recurrent task.

Billing mode

The billing mode that applies to the task. Single selection field.
Possible values are:
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Not billable: nothing is billed.
Fixed price: the billing price is fixed in advance. It will be recorded
through a Billing milestone.
Time and material: the billing price is based on time spent working
on the task.

Plan

If the task was created from a plan or manually uploaded in a plan, the
title of the plan is shown here. The field is a hyperlink that opens the
corresponding "Plan" document.
Otherwise, it displays the label "Upload into", and the field contents is
"- Select a plan –", which is a shortcut allowing for the selection of the
"Plan" document which the task should be uploaded into.

Priority

The task priority (urgent, low, etc.). The list of choices comes from the
"Keywords & Labels" setup document.

Range

To indicate if a task must be done in the morning, the afternoon or the
whole day. This is especially useful for the tasks which only last half a
day, and allows for more exact availability management (at half-day
level).
Not visible if "Billing mode" is set to "Not billable".
To indicate if the task is already billed or not. Single selection field.
Possible values are:

Billing state

Billed.
Not billed.
Partly billed.
Initial:

The initial planned start date of the task. Only available if the
task is uploaded in a Genius Planner plan.

Planned: The actual planned start date of the task. The default
planned start date is the creation date. Mandatory. Not
editable when the task is created from a planning tool. In
this case, it is defined in the planning tool directly.
Actual:

Current
status

Start

The value comes from time posted to the task by the
assigned resources in their timesheets or in the
"Assignment" documents directly. It is editable only if the
status is "In progress" and the option "Possibility to modify
the actual dates of the tasks" of the "General" setup
document is not set to "No".
If the option "Possibility to modify the actual dates of the
tasks" in the "General" setup document is set to "Yes", it is
automatically set to the current date when the status of the
task is set to "In progress".
If the option "Possibility to modify the actual dates of the
tasks" of the "General" setup document is set to "Manual",
then the field just becomes editable when the status of the
task is set to "In progress".
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Initial:

The initial planned end date of the task. Only available if the
task is uploaded in a Genius Planner plan.

Planned: The planned end date of the task. The default planned end
date is one day after the creation date. Mandatory. Not
editable when the task is created from a planning tool. In
this case, it is defined from the planning tool directly.
Actual:

End

The value comes from time posted to the task by the
assigned resources in their timesheets or in the
"Assignment" documents directly once all of the task’s
assignments have been completed. It is editable only if the
status is "To control" or "Completed" and the option
"Possibility to modify the actual dates of the tasks" in the
"General" setup document is NOT set to "No".
If the option "Possibility to modify the actual dates of the
tasks" of the "General" setup document is set to "Yes", it is
automatically set to the date when the status of the task is
set to "To control" or "Completed".
If the option "Possibility to modify the actual dates of the
tasks" in the "General" setup document is set to "Manual",
then the field just becomes editable when the status of the
task is set to "To control" or "Completed". No date is
computed.

Workload

Indicates the total initial, planned, actual, remaining and EAC
(Estimate At Completion) workload. The workload unit is specified in
the "General" setup document. Computed. This is the sum of all
assignments.
If the planned work is "0", the remaining work is always equal to "0".
Indicates the initial, planned, actual, remaining and EAC (Estimate at
Completion) costs.
The cost is calculated automatically. It is composed of the sum of the
costs for each resource assigned to the task, where the cost is
obtained by multiplying the resource's rates by her/his workload.
See Budget & Cost Tracking for more information.
These fields are displayed in either of these cases:

Costs

The user belongs to the project team and has the "View Costs"
role.
The user is NOT part of the resources excluded from seeing
financial information, as set in the "General" setup document.
The user is an application manager (i.e. has the
"COP_MANAGERS" role).
The label is a shortcut opening a window showing all costs in all
available currencies defined in the "Other currencies" field of the
"General" setup document.

Billable

Only visible if "Billing mode" is set to "Time spent".
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Indicates the initial, planned, actual, remaining and EAC (Estimate at
Completion) billable cost.
The cost is calculated automatically. It is composed of the sum of the
costs for each resource assigned to the task, where the cost is
obtained by multiplying the resource's rates by her/his workload.
Work
progress, %
completed

Indicates the task's progress. This percentage is automatically
calculated based on the time entered in the assignments.
Used to indicate whether physical progress will be tracked for the
task. The default value comes from the Project description but can be
changed on a per task basis. Click on the option to change it.
Possible choices are:
Not managed: physical progress cannot be tracked for the task.

Progress

Physical
progress

Used for the earned value calculation: physical progress can be
tracked for the task and will be used for the earned value
calculation in the "Project overview" documents.
Entered but not used: the physical progress can be tracked for the
tasks, but it will only be displayed in the views and will not be
used for earned value calculation.

Physical
progress, %
completed
Note:

5.2.4

Indicates the physical progress of the task. Not editable if the option
"Physical progress" is set to "Not managed".

The update of the physical progress does not update the status of the task. Unlike time
recording that updates task status, physical progress does not. In order to ensure
consistency with the update process, physical progress can only be inputted for tasks
status "in Progress," or "To Control".

Assign and change resource assignments for a task ; Task [Resource] tab
Resources assignments are displayed in a list.
Assignments cannot be added, modified or deleted if the task:
Was created within a Gantt chart. In this case, the assignments are defined directly in the
Gantt chart.
Status is "Completed".
Status is "Cancelled".
Is "Not assigned" and has actual work.
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To add a new line and resource to the grid. Appears only if task is
not created using Genius Planner Gantt chart.
To remove a selected line or resource from the grid. Appears only if
task is not created using Genius Planner Gantt chart.

Grid buttons

To view rates assigned to each resource on the task.
Select the resource you want to assign from the dropdown list box.
Note:

As long no actual time has been reported for the
assignment, you can easily change the assigned resource.

Assignment
Green: The assignment is completed or on time.
Yellow: Risk of delay.
Grid

5.2.5

Red: delay.
Planned

Planned workload for the assigned resource.

Actual

Actual workload for the assigned resource. See "update task
progress" to know how to change this value.

Remaining

Remaining workload for the assigned resource.

Describe what has to be done, [Description] tab
Used to describe the task; what needs to be done. If the task was created by Gantt, this field can
only be edited in the Gantt Chart.

If Task was created using context menu, first time description can been used.
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5.2.6

Add additional information necessary to complete the task description,
[Additional information] tab
This is where you can add more information about the task. The difference from the "Description" field
is that it can be edited by the owner (requester) of the task, the project manager and also by any
resources assigned to the task.

5.2.7

Collaborate on the task, [Genius Live!] tab
The [Genius Live!] tab provides a complete history of collaboration, modifications, approvals and
revisions of the task. For more information, please see the chapter Genius Live! Social

collaboration

5.2.8

Attach files to a task. The [Attachment] tab
This section allows for the attachment of external files. See Manage attached files in the document
management section for more details.
Users can attach files to the task form to store any additional information pertaining to it. It is
however recommended to store each significant file attachment as single document in Geniusproject.
This will allow users to distribute, publish, or manage access rights for any particular attached file
independently.

5.2.9

The "linked documents" tab
On this tab are all of the links the task has to other documents that are part of the project.
Geniusproject offers the ability to save links between related project documents. For more information
on this topic see the chapter Managing Links between documents.
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5.2.10 Delete a task
There are three possible ways to delete a task:
Directly in Genius Planner if the task was created or uploaded into a Gantt Chart.
Directly from the task document. Click "Delete" on the menu action bar.
From a view. Select the task(s) to be deleted and click "Delete" on the view menu action bar.

5.2.11 Modify multiple tasks at once (Bulk Edit)
In order to avoid repetitive actions, Geniusproject allows users to update certain values for multiple
tasks at once. The values that can be updated in bulk are:
Status
Activity type
Constraint
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Requester
Priority
In order to do so:
Select the tasks to be updated from the view.
Click on the [Actions] menu on the action menu bar and select "Modify the tasks…".

A dialogue box will open.

Select the field to modify.
Select the new value.
Click OK.

5.3

Assignments
For each assignment made to a "Task", an "Assignment" record is created. This record includes all
information about the task related to the assigned resource. "Assignment" records are created
automatically by the system when a resource is assigned to a task.

5.3.1

Assignment header
Same as task header.
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5.3.2

[Assignment description] tab

Assigned to

Delegated
to

The assigned resource. Computed from the task.
Delegates the assignment to another resource, if necessary. The project leader, the
project leader substitute as well as the assigned resource has the option to
delegate the assignment.
Note:

Priority

It is not possible to delegate the assignment to a resource already
contributing to the task.

The task priority (urgent, low, etc.). The list of choices comes from the "Keywords
& Labels" setup document.
This field is used to categorize a task based on its activity type (for example:
administration, building, supervision, etc.). The list of choices comes from the
"Keywords & Labels" setup document.
This activity type can be used in two places:

Activity type

In the budget structure, if activity type is defined as a budget axis. (see: Budget
management).
In the case of multi-rates management, different rates can be attributed to the
resources based on activity type.
See Budget & Cost Tracking for more information.

Start

Planned: The planned start date, inherited from the task. The default planned
start date is the creation date. Not editable.
Actual:

End

The value comes from the entries made by the assigned resources in
their timesheets or directly here.

Planned: The planned end date, inherited from the task. The default planned end
date is one day after the creation date. Not editable.
Actual:

The value comes from the entries made by the assigned resources in
their timesheets or directly here.
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Workload

Indicates the total planned, actual, remaining and EAC (Estimate At Completion)
workload, the workload unit is specified in the "General" setup document.
If the planned work is "0", the remaining work is always equal to '0'.
Indicates the planned, actual, remaining and EAC (Estimate At Completion) cost.
The currency is specified in the "General" setup document.
The cost is obtained by multiplying the resource's rates by her/his workload.
See Budget & Cost Tracking for more information.

Costs

These fields are displayed in either of those cases:
The user belongs to the project team and has the "View Costs" role.
The user is NOT part of the excluded resources for financial information, as set in
the "General" setup document.
The user is an application manager (i.e. has the "COP_MANAGERS" role).
Only visible if "Billing mode" is set to "Time spent".

Billable

Indicates the planned, actual, remaining and EAC (Estimated At Completion)
billable cost.
The billable cost is obtained by multiplying the resource's billable rate by her/his
workload.

5.4

Phases
The Phase records are auxiliary records displayed in views, to represent the Work Breakdown
Structure (WBS) and provide a better insight into the phase/tasks relationship for the projects. These
documents are for reference only. They are created automatically when using a planning tool,
provided the project has phases.
The agent "Update the project dates" updates the phase record using the tasks, deliverables and
assignments to compute the planned and actual start and end dates, the planned, actual, remaining
and re-estimated workload and cost, the progress as well as the status of the phase.
Phase records can be opened from the "Project description" where they are listed in the "Phases"
section.
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Phase

Phase name

Project

The name of the project the phase belongs to.

Header

Indicates the status of the phase. This value is updated when the agent
"Update the project dates" runs.
The following rules apply when computing status (records in the "Cancelled"
status are ignored):
"Completed" if all tasks and deliverables are completed.
Status

"In progress" if at least one task has a status of "Completed" or "In
progress", or at least one deliverable has a status of "In progress", "To
be approved" or "Completed".
"Requested" as long as there is at least one task that has a status of
"Requested" (deliverables are never requested).
"Stand-by" otherwise.

Progres
s

The percentage of progress for labor, based on time spent on tasks
belonging to the phase. It is defined by the ratio between the actual work
and the sum of the actual work and the remaining work:
Labor

[Actual Work] / ([Actual Work] + [Remaining Work]).
This value is updated when the agent "Update project dates" runs and
comes from all the tasks belonging to the phase.

Only visible if all tasks in the phase have the option "Physical progress" set
to "Used for the earned value calculation".
Physical

It is defined according to the following formula:
Σ(initial cost * physical progress) / Σ(initial cost)
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This value is updated when the agent "Update project dates" runs and
comes from all the tasks belonging to the phase.
Initial:

Start

Very first initial planned start date of all tasks in the phase or
very first planned initial delivery date of all deliverables in the
phase.

Planned: Very first planned start date of all tasks in the phase or very first
planned delivery date for all deliverables in the phase.
Actual:

Very first actual start date of all tasks in the phase or very first
actual delivery date of all deliverables in the phase.

These values are updated when the agent "Update project dates" runs.
Initial:

End

Very first initial planned end date of all tasks or very first initial
planned delivery date of all deliverables.

Planned: Very first planned end date of all tasks or very first planned
delivery date of all deliverables.
Actual:

Very first actual end date of all tasks or very first actual delivery
date of all deliverables.

These values are updated when the agent "Update project dates" runs.
Indicates, in the workload unit defined in the General setup document, the
following total workloads of all tasks belonging to the phase:
initial workload,
planned workload,
Workload

actual workload,
remaining workload,
estimated workload at completion (EAC).
These values are updated when the agent "Update project dates" runs.
Indicates, in the project currency, the following total costs for all tasks
belonging to the phase:
initial cost,
planned cost,
actual cost,

Costs

remaining cost,
estimated cost at completion (EAC).
If the project currency is different from the reference currency defined in the
[Projects] module, the second row of costs displays the values computed in
the reference currency.
These values are updated when the agent "Update project dates" runs.
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5.4.1

Deleting a phase
In the correct usage Tasks & Phases should only be deleted in the Genius planner as this way by
synchronizing also the documents are deleted / updated. So deleting a phase document manually in
a view should not be necessary. But by deleting tasks from views or in the documents (not in the
Genius Planner), sometime a phase document is left behind.
To delete a phase manually outside the Genius planner:
From a view. Select the phase(s) to be deleted from the view and click "Delete" on the menu
action bar for the view.

Note:

5.5

The only view you can see and select phases is "Phases - Progress follow-up".

Deliverables, milestones
The deliverable generally marks the end of a project phase and allows for the approval of the project's
key elements. The deliverable can have a material existence (file) or not (meeting), but it is a
mandatory checkpoint which requires an approval in order to carry out the subsequent phases and
tasks. It is the equivalent of a milestone. The deliverable can be converted into a record of any type
as defined in the "Keywords & Labels" setup document, still being identified as a deliverable.
Why are there various types of deliverables? Simply because when you deliver or produce different
products for your project, they are almost always of a different nature or kind, for example,
specifications, a test plan, or a study. The unique ability of Geniusproject to manage several types of
deliverables optimizes processes by manipulating objects and their channels for approval or
revisions.

5.5.1

Create a deliverable
A deliverable is typically created as part of a Gantt chart (Genius Planner), but it also possible to
manually create a deliverable, independent of a Gantt, and to promote it to the project’s Gantt chart
at a later time.
To create a new deliverable:
Navigate to the [Projects] tab
Click [Create] and select "Deliverable" from the drop down list
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A dialog box will open where you need to specify the project and phase the new deliverable
belongs to
Click OK to confirm

5.5.2

Deliverable header

Record type

Deliverable or any other type of document the deliverable may have been
converted into. In the example above it is a "Contract".

Deliverable
name

The deliverable title. Mandatory. Not editable when the deliverable is created from
the Genius Planner. In this case, it is defined within the Gantt directly.

Ref

Optional code for this deliverable. Depending on the application setup, can be
automatically computed.

Project

The name of the project the deliverable belongs to.

Phase

The phase the deliverable belongs to.

Project leader The main project leader of the project the deliverable belongs to.

Status

Visible if the deliverable has an associated workflow. The current status of the
deliverable.
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Since a deliverable can be converted into any type of generic document, it
automatically inherits the workflow of the type of document it has been converted
to.
A standard deliverable also has a default workflow which can be modified by the
application manger according to an organization’s processes.

Actions

A list of the possible actions to take as part of the applied workflow for the
document. The buttons are dynamically displayed by the system according to the
workflow such as "Approve" or "Deny".
Once a user clicks on one of the buttons, a dialog box will open where the status
can be changed.
Visual indicators:

Deadline

Red, deadline passed.
Orange, deadline will not be matched according to remaining workload.
Green, OK.

5.5.3

Version

The version number of the deliverable.

Comments
and
discussions
section

Displays the last comments added to the deliverable. Also provides the ability to
respond to or create a new discussion by clicking on "Reply" or "New
discussion". See "Collaborate with Genius Live!" for more information.

Scheduling a deliverable. [Description] tab
The description of a deliverable varies depending on whether it is a standard deliverable or one
converted into a generic document. However in all cases, excluding costs, the planning section is
present.

Initial

Visible only if the deliverable is originated from Genius Planner (Gantt).
The initially planned delivery date. Computed.
The planned delivery date. Mandatory. Can be modified:

Delivery date
Planned

If the deliverable was created from a planning tool. In this case, it is
defined from the planning tool directly.
If the deliverable has a status of "Completed".
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If the deliverable has a status of "Cancelled".

Current

If the deliverable is pending: current date = planned date.
If the deliverable is NOT pending: current date = actual date.
The actual delivery date of the deliverable.
It is editable only if the status is "To be approved", "Denied" or
"Approved" and the option "Possibility to modify the actual dates of the
deliverables" in the General setup document is NOT set to "No".

Actual

If the option "Possibility to modify the actual dates of the deliverables" in
the "General" setup document is set to "Yes", it is automatically set to
the current date when the status of the deliverable is set to "To be
approved".
If the option "Possibility to modify the actual dates of the deliverables" in
the "General" setup document is set to "Manual", then the field just
becomes editable when the status of the deliverable is set to "To be
approved".
If an approval workflow is attached, approval dates are driven by the
workflow. They are not directly editable.

Approval
date

Planned

Current

The expected approval or validation date. By default, same as planned
delivery date.
If the deliverable is pending: current date = planned date.
If the deliverable is NOT pending: current date = actual date.

Actual

Date of the approval, according to the workflow.
If the deliverable was created from a plan, the title of the plan is
displayed, and the field is a shortcut that opens the corresponding Plan
document.

Plan

5.5.4

Plan

Otherwise, the field label is "Upload into", and the field value is "- Select
a plan –", which is a hyperlink allowing for the selection of the "Plan" the
deliverable should be uploaded into. Until the upload has been done, the
label "Upload into" remains a shortcut allowing for the cancellation of the
upload.

Attaching files to a deliverable. [Attachment] tab
This section allows users to attach of external files to the deliverable form. See "Manage file
attachments" for more details.
Users can attach files to the deliverable form to store any additional information that applies to it. It is
however recommended to store each significant file attachment as single document in Geniusproject.
This will allow users to distribute, publish, or manage access rights for any particular attached file
independently.
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5.5.5

[Other deliverable] tab
The [Other] tabs in the deliverable form are determined by the type of the deliverable. The standard
deliverable form includes a [Contents] tab with a rich text field for the description of the deliverable.

5.5.6

Send by E-Mail
To send a Deliverable as E-Mail click "Action" on the menu bar and select "Forward".

The Editor opens.
Enter Recipient "To" and write a comment "Contents".
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5.5.7

Approve, review and Manage deliverables
The basic life cycle of deliverables could be described as follow:
The project leader must plan the deliverables; possibly link them together, and then follow-up
on them.
Each individual responsible for a deliverable must ensure that it is completed by the planned
date. A deliverable can be converted into any type of Generic document, and will still be
identified as a deliverable.
The deliverable approvers must confirm that the deliverables correspond to what was
expected. The project leader and deliverable approver can be one and the same.
This corresponds to the standard deliverable default workflow. This basic deliverable life cycle can be
modified as needed through the workflow definition. If the deliverable has been converted to any of the
"Generic documents", then it will inherit the workflow applied to the specific document type. The
deliverable revision and approval process is managed using Geniusproject’s the standard workflow
engine.
There are three ways to change the status of a deliverable:
Within Genius Live!. See the chapter on Genius Live! for more information
From a grid view. The status can be changed directly in the view if the deliverable is listed
there and the status is displayed in one of the columns. If the active user has the authority to
change the deliverable status according to its workflow, a drop down arrow will appear next
to the status. When clicking on the arrow a drop down list of choices will appear to change
the status directly from the view.
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From the deliverable itself. If the active user has the authority to change the deliverable
status according to its workflow, there will be a button in the deliverable header
corresponding to the next status within the deliverable workflow. The user can take action
directly from there.

5.6

Managing Multiple Types of Deliverables
As mentioned several times above, Geniusproject allows users to convert a deliverable into any type of
generic document, cost document or billing milestone. As a result, project deliverables can all be
modeled differently. For example, if in one phase there is a "market study" deliverable, and in another
phase there is a "pre-engineering study" deliverable, they will not have the same format, and certainly
not the same revision and approval cycle. In the context of Stage Gate, Geniusproject deliverables
"Gate" (Gate review), will have a specific format (score card), and a specific workflow.
Within the Gantt (Genius Planner), deliverables can only be created as the standard deliverable type.
However, it is possible to define other types for deliverables that are created manually outside of the
Gantt. (See "Creating a deliverable")
It is also possible to transform any deliverable in its standard deliverable format into any other
supported type. This operation is called "Converting a deliverable"
To convert a deliverable:
Open the deliverable in edit mode.
Click "Actions" on the menu action bar and select "Convert into".
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A dialog box will open.
Select the desired target document type.
If the desired type is not a cost document, you can also specify which document template to
use.

If the document type is "Cost", you will be able to choose a cost type but not a template. If the
document type is not a cost, you will be able to select a template and will not need or be able to
select a cost type.
Click "OK" to validate.
The deliverable will automatically be converted into the selected document type. However the section
on delivery dates and validations for the standard deliverable are automatically maintained.

5.6.1

Deleting a deliverable
There are three possible ways to delete a deliverable:
From the Genius Planner if it exists in the Gantt.
Directly from the deliverable. Click "Delete" on the menu action bar.
From a view. Select the deliverable(s) to be deleted from the view and lick "Delete" on the
menu action bar for the view.
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5.7

Plans
The Plan (Gantt chart) is used to organize tasks, deliverables and assignments. The project leader
uses the Genius Planner Gantt chart tool to create the WBS and assign resources to the tasks.
Once the plan is ready, the project leader saves the plan which pushes the planned data to the
participants.

5.7.1

Upload tasks and deliverables into a plan
It is possible to upload tasks and deliverables that were manually created outside of a plan, into the
project plan after the fact. The following rules apply:
If a phase does not already exist in the plan, it is created at the beginning of the plan, and
the tasks and deliverable are uploaded into the phase.
If a phase already exists in the plan, then the tasks and deliverables are uploaded into the
phase above any already existing tasks and deliverables.
For more information see "The Plan and the Gantt chart" the following chapter.
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5.8

To Do
A "To Do" is a simplified task. There is no notion of workload or duration and it can be only assigned
to one resource. It can be linked to a reminder in your personal calendar (MS-Outlook, Lotus Notes
or others). A "To Do" cannot be defined in a plan.

To Do

The "To Do" title. Mandatory.

Ref

Optional code for this deliverable. Depending on the application
setup, can be automatically computed.

Project

The name of the project the "To Do" belongs to

Phase

The phase the "To Do" belongs.

Project
leader

The main project leader of the corresponding project
Indicates the "To Do" status. The possible values are:

Header

Status

"Stand-by":

The "To Do" is planned, but not visible in the action
list of the assigned resource.

"Requested":

(by default) The "To Do" is planned and to be
accomplished by the assigned resource.

"Completed":

The "To Do" is completed and no longer visible in
the assigned resource's "Personal" views.

Visual indicators:
Deadline

Red, deadline passed
Orange, deadline will not be matched according to remaining
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workload
Green, OK
Version

Version of the "To Do"

Modified on

Date and time of the most recent modifications. Click on the date to
see the history of all modifications.

The resource the "To Do" is assigned to. By default, the document
Assigned to author is the assignee. Single selection field. Can be assigned to
project participants. Mandatory.
Description

Comments

Note:

5.8.1

End date

Planned end date

Description

Rich text field available to describe what has to be done
Rich text to add any comments

Files and documents can be attached and linked to a "To Do" just like any other record in
Geniusproject.

My To Do
Click on "My To Do" in the contextual navigation menu.
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6

THE PROJECT PLAN AND GANTT CHART
Geniusproject offers a suite of robust project management tools that allow users to plan quick, small
projects not requiring complex charts and features as well as more detailed projects and plans using
the Genius Planner Gantt Charting tool. This section will focus on projects that are planned using a
Gantt charting tool.
A Gantt chart is the ideal tool for successful visual communication of the project plan. It is a
graphical representation of activity (task) development within a defined time frame as well as
milestones (deliverables). It is used for the definition of tasks, for their duration and dependencies,
and for communication between the different responsible parties. The Gantt chart is used to build a
plan according to the following theoretical process:
Identify the deliverables (products of the project).
Identify the means to realize the deliverables (tasks).
Manage the links between the tasks and the deliverables.
Manage the delays.
Manage the resources (assignments).
In Geniusproject, the plan is the entry point for the creation of deliverables, tasks, management of
delays and costs. The plan also allows for comparisons of actuals versus forecasts, to visualize
eventual slippages and to react accordingly on the plan. The real dates (actual start date, remaining,
etc.) are not captured in the plan, but in "task" and "deliverable" forms or in "timesheets" which are
available to each of the project participants. The dates reported by the project members are then
updated in the project plan.
Each time a new project is created, its plan is automatically created with it.
To open your project’s Gantt chart:
Navigate to the [Projects] tab on the module bar.
Open the "Tasks & plans" -> "Plans-Gantt" view.
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Find your project in the list and click on the

next to its name

Click on "plan" to open the Gantt in read mode, or right click on "plan" and select "Edit" to
launch the Gantt in edit mode

Note:

The Genius Planner Gantt chart is embedded in a form titled "Plan" where additional planning
options can be set. To learn more about these options see the section, "The Plan form’s
planning options".

Genius Planner is divided into multiple sections:
Window title containing the project name
Menu bar
Tool bar
Activities Table
Gantt Chart
Resource Table
Schedule diagram
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You can reduce, expand or hide either of the sections by dragging the middle bar or using the
twisties.

6.1

The Activity Table
The left side the activity table contains 10 columns:

#

Row index. Static and cannot be modified. This column numbers the rows in the
table.
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Name

Resources

Activity name. One of the most important columns. It displays the hierarchy of
phases, tasks and deliverables in the plan. All values can be modified except for the
very first row, the "project name" which is generated automatically when the plan is
created and cannot be modified.
Displays the external IDs for the resources assigned to an activity. External IDs for
all resources assigned to the activity are listed. To edit the list, double-click in the
cell to be edited and the Activity Properties Window dialog box will open.
Assignments for this activity can be added, changed or deleted which in turn will
update the list of external IDs displayed.
Note: It is NOT possible to assign resources to a phase and a task cannot be
converted into a phase by indenting or outdenting, if one or more
assignments already exist for it.

Duration

Activity duration. The duration of tasks can be changed directly in the "Duration"
column, as long as the task is not completed or cancelled. This column is also
useful to change a task into a deliverable by setting its value to "0".

Start

Activity start date. The start date of activities can be changed directly in the "Start"
column, as long as the activity is NOT in progress, completed or cancelled. The date
value can be changed more intuitively by using the small popup calendar available on
the right-hand part of the cell.

End

Activity end date. Acting like the "Start" column, the end date of tasks can be
changed directly in the "End" column, as long as the task is NOT completed or
cancelled. The date value can also be changed by using the small popup calendar
available on the right-hand part of the cell.

Load

Total workload for the task. This cell is NOT directly editable as this is the computed
sum of all assignments.

Predecesso Row number. Indicates if there are any dependencies between activities and
r
displays the row number of the activities it is dependent upon.
ID

Activity ID. The "ID" column is not relevant to the user, however is mandatory for
Genius Planner. This column contains a unique ID for each row.
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Columns widths can be resized by dragging the separation line between two columns. The height of
all rows can be increased and decreased through the menu action:
"View" -> "Grids" -> "Activities Chart" and "View" -> "Grids" -> "Assignments Chart".

The exact place where activities are created or pasted depends on the current row selection. Pasted
or created tasks will be placed right after the last selected row in the activities table. The indentation
level of this row will be inherited by the inserted tasks. When pasting a group of activities containing
phases, the indentation levels will be adapted accordingly. If no row is selected in the activities table,
the pasted or created tasks will be appended to the end of the tasks list. This implies that these
tasks will be on the first indentation level.
If a task needs to be moved within the plan hierarchy, "Indent," "Outdent," "Move Up," and "Move
Down" actions can be used to move it.
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6.2

The Gantt Chart
The Gantt Chart is used to graphically display the project’s timeline including its phases, tasks,
milestones and constraints.
The dynamic time scale at the top of the diagram can be used to scroll forward and back along the
project timeline by clicking and holding directly on the time scale and scroll. The scroll bar at the
bottom of the diagram can be used as well.
The time scale can also be used to zoom out, simply double click directly. Use the zoom icons on
the toolbar to zoom back in.

The Gantt Chart is displayed in its default style named "Blueberry". It is also possible to display it in
the alternate style named "Tangerine".
To change the Gantt style:
Navigate to the [View] menu
Select "Style"-> Tangerine
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The elements used in the Gantt chart, in either style are:
Blueberry style
Phases

Black bar delimited by two black
markers.
Blue bars.

Tasks

If a task is in progress, the percentage
of progress will be displayed as a green
bar on the task bar. Once progress
reaches 100%, the entire task bar will
turn green.
If the task is marked as "Completed",
then it will turn cyan.
Blue diamond.

Milestones If a milestone is completed, it will turn
cyan.
When the "Critical Path" is active, all
critical tasks, milestones and
Critical path constraints are displayed in red.
Progression is still displayed, but in a
darker tone of red

Tangerine style
Brown bar delimited by two brown markers.
Orange bars.
If a task is in progress, the percentage of
progress will be displayed as a green bar on
the task bar. Once progress reaches 100%,
the entire task bar will turn green.
If the task is marked as "Completed", then it
will turn cyan.
Orange diamond.
If a milestone is completed, it will turn cyan.
When the "Critical Path" is active, all critical
tasks, milestones and constraints are
displayed in red. Progression is still
displayed, but in a darker tone of red.

The Genius planner Gantt chart offers various tools to organize your project plan. These tools are
accessible from the toolbar and the menu options.
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6.3

Genius Planner Action Menu

Menu Action

Description

Shortcut

Read Edit Tool
mode mode bar

Plan Menu
3 options:
Show: Display the Gantt Chart with
planned dates

Planned dates >

Accept selected dates as planned
dates: Save selected new changes
to the project dates as planned
dates
Accept all current dates as planned
dates: Save all new changes to the
project dates as planned dates
3 options:
Show: Display the initial baseline in
the Gantt Chart

Initial baseline >

Accept selected current dates as
initial baseline: Save selected new
changes into the initial baseline
Accept all current dates as initial
baseline: Save all new changes into
the initial baseline

Insert sub-project

Insert an existing sub-project into the
plan

Remove subproject

Remove a sub-project from the plan.
The sub-project is NOT deleted.

Edit

Edit the current plan.

Save >

Without closing: Saves the current
version of the plan. In order to
propagate all the changes in all
records of the project, the plan is
briefly closed and reopened in edit
mode.

ALT-J

CTRL-E

CTRL-S

And close: Same as above, but the
CTRL-SHIFT-S
plan is closed after saving.

Save & Notify >

Without closing: Saves the current
version of the plan and sends a
notification to people listed in the
distribution list. In order to propagate

CTRL-N
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Menu Action

Description

Shortcut

Read Edit Tool
mode mode bar

all the changes in all records of the
project, the plan is briefly closed
and reopened in edit mode.

And close: Same as above but the
CTRL-SHIFT-N
plan is closed after saving.

Print…

Open the print preview dialogue box to
print either the Gantt or the
Schedule chart.

CTRL-P

Close Window

Close the chart window, but not the plan
document. The plan window can be
reopened by clicking on the Genius
Planner logo.

CTRL-W

Undo

Undo the last action.

CTRL-Z

Redo

Redo the last cancelled action.

CTRL-Y

Edit Menu

Activity Menu

Insert Activity

Copy Activities

Inserts a new task after the last
selected task in the Gantt chart. The
new task is appended at the end of
the task list if no task is selected. It
has a default name and duration of 1
day starting at the present date.
Copies the selected activities to the
clipboard. Assignments are copied
without the current progress.
Constraints are copied as well if they
exist.

INS

CTRL-C

The content of the clipboard is not
readable outside of the Genius
Planner context.

Paste Activities

Delete Activity

Pastes tasks currently on the clipboard
after the last selected task in the
Gantt chart. Pasted tasks are
appended at the end of the tasks list
if no task is selected.
Deletes the currently selected tasks in
the Gantt chart.

CTRL-V

DEL

The user has to confirm this action
before the operation is performed.
Progress >

2 options:
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Menu Action

Description

Shortcut

Read Edit Tool
mode mode bar

Work: Display the standard work
progress in activities.
Physical: Display the physical
progress on activities and allow
changing this value in the properties
of activities.
Activity Properties

Opens the Activity Properties Window
to the "General" section.

CTRL-I

Edit Assignments

Opens the "Activity Properties Window"
to the "Resources" section.

CTRL-R

Delete
Assignments

Deletes all assignments for the
currently selected task in the Gantt
chart.

CTRL-D

The user has to confirm his action
before the operation is performed.
Indent Activity

Indents selected tasks to a lower
hierarchy level.

CTRL-RIGHT

Outdent Activity

Outdents selected tasks to a higher
hierarchy level.

CTRL-LEFT

Move Activity Up

Moves the selected task upwards. The
hierarchy level is not changed.

CTRL-UP

Move Activity Down

Moves the selected task downwards.
The hierarchy level is not changed.

CTRL-DOWN

Timeshift Activities

Shifts the selected tasks, milestones
and phases to a new date specified
by the user, the start date being
kept on the same day of the week.

CTRL-T

Move To Activity

Jumps to the selected activity and
displays it in the Gantt Chart.

Link Menu
Link Selected
Activities

Create Link

Delete Link

CTRL-L

Used to create dependencies between
two tasks. When using this action,
the cursor changes to a cross. The
start and end points of the constraint
have to be selected.
Deletes the currently selected
constraint in the Gantt chart.

CTRL-INS

CTRL-DEL

The user has to confirm this action
before the operation is performed.
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Menu Action

Description

Link properties

When a link between two tasks is
selected, displays detailed
information about the link, such as
time lag.

Automatic ENDSTART lnk

Allows all newly created tasks to be
constrained with an END-START
constraint.

No END-START
link

By default, no END-START constraint is
created between newly created
tasks.

Shortcut

Read Edit Tool
mode mode bar

CTRL-SHIFT-I

View Menu
Field >
Name

By default, displays the name of the
task inside the task bar in the Gantt
Chart.

Resources

Displays the resources assigned to the
task inside the task bar in the Gantt
Chart.

Start Time

Display the start date / time of the task
inside the task bar in the Gantt
Chart.

End Time

Display the end date / time of the task
inside the task bar in the Gantt
Chart.

Date Format >

Short Date

By default, dates are displayed in a
short format in the Start and End
column of the Gantt table (ex.:
24.11.05).

Medium Date

Dates are displayed in a medium format
in the Start and End column of the
Gantt table (ex.: 24 Nov. 2005).

Long Date

Dates are displayed in a long format in
the Start and End column of the
Gantt table (i.e. 24. November 2005).

Full Date

Dates are displayed in a full format in
the Start and End column of the
Gantt table (i.e. Wednesday, 24.
November 2005).

Style >
Blueberry

Applies the default "blue" style to the
Gantt and Schedule charts.

Tangerine

Applies the alternate "orange" style to
the Gantt and Schedule charts.
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Menu Action
Grids >

Description

Shortcut

Read Edit Tool
mode mode bar

Allows users to customize the grid
appearance in the Gantt and
Schedule diagrams.

Activities Chart >
Increase 2 Pixels

Increases height of rows by 2 pixels.

CTRL-K

Decrease 2 Pixels

Decreases height of rows by 2 pixels.

CTRL-L

Show Vertical Grid

Checked by default.

Vertical Grid
Color…
Show Weekends

Checked by default.

Weekend Color...
Show Horizontal
Grid

Checked by default.

Horizontal Grid
Color...
Color Rows
Even Row Color...
Odd Row Color...
Assignments Chart
>
Increase 2 Pixels

Increases height of rows by 2 pixels.

CTRL-SHIFT-K

Decrease 2 Pixels

Decreases height of rows by 2 pixels.

CTRL-SHIFT-L

Show Vertical Grid

Checked by default.

Vertical Grid
Color...
Show Weekends

Checked by default.

Weekend Color...
Show Horizontal
Grid

Checked by default.

Horizontal Grid
Color...
Color Rows
Even Row Color...
Odd Row Color...
Expand/Collapse
All

CTRL-ENTER
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Menu Action

Description

Read Edit Tool
mode mode bar

Shortcut

Show/Hide Critical
Path
Zoom in

CTRL-NUM+

Zoom out

CTRL-NUM-

Zoom to fit

CTRL-F

Help Menu
About...

6.4

Displays an information window about
the Genius Planner version number
and build number.

F1

Genius Planner Toolbar

Toolbar Action

Insert Activity

Delete Activity

Read Edit
mod mod
Shortcut
e
e

Icon Description
Inserts a new task after the last selected task
in the Gantt chart. The new task is appended
at the end of the tasks list if no task is
selected. It has a default name (New entry #)
and a duration of 1 day starting at the present
date.
Deletes the currently selected tasks in the
Gantt chart.

INS

DEL

The user must confirm this action before the
operation is performed.

Insert Resource

Add a published resource to the list of
available resources. It will be added in the field
"Internal project team" of the corresponding
"Project description" document the next time
the plan is synchronized.

Create Link

To create a new dependency between two
tasks. When using this action, the cursor
changes to a cross. The start and end points
of the constraint have to be selected.

Delete Link

Deletes the currently selected constraints in
the Gantt chart.

ALT-R

CTRL-INS

CTRL-DEL

The user must confirm this action before the
operation is performed.
Undo

Undo the last action.

CTRL-Z

Redo

Redo the last undone action.

CTRL-Y
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Toolbar Action

Copy Activities

Read Edit
mod mod
Shortcut
e
e

Icon Description
Copies the selected activities on the clipboard.
Assignments are copied without the current
progress. Constraints are copied as well, if
they exist.

CTRL-C

The content of the clipboard is not readable
outside of the Genius Planner context.

Paste Activities

Pastes tasks currently in the clipboard after
the last selected task in the Gantt chart.
Pasted tasks are appended at the end of the
tasks list if no task is selected.

CTRL-V

Activity Properties

Opens the Activity Properties Window and
displays the "General" section.

CTRL-I

Link properties

Opens the Link Properties Window.

CTRL-K

Edit Assignments

Opens the "Activity Properties Window" and
displays the "Resources" section.

CTRL-R

Delete Assignment

Deletes all assignments of the currently
selected task in the Gantt chart.

CTRL-D

The user must confirm his action before the
operation is performed.
Indent Activity

Indents selected tasks to a lower hierarchy
level.

Outdent Activity

Outdents selected tasks to a higher hierarchy
CTRL-LEFT
level.

Move Activity Up

Moves the selected task upwards. The
hierarchy level is not changed.

CTRLRIGHT

CTRL-UP

Move Activity Down

Moves the selected task downwards. The
hierarchy level is not changed.

CTRLDOWN

Timeshift Activity

Shifts the selected tasks, milestones and
phases to a new date specified by the user,
the start date being kept on the same day of
the week.

CTRL-T

Move To Activity

Jumps to the selected activity and displays it
in the Gantt Chart.

Expand/Collapse all

Toggles between expanding and collapsing all
phases. When a plan is opened for the first
time, all phases are expanded.

Show / Hide Critical
Path

Shows or hides the critical path of the current
plan.

Zoom In

Zooms in.

CTRL-NUM
+

Zoom Out

Zooms out.

CTRL-NUM-

CTRLENTER
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Toolbar Action

6.5

Read Edit
mod mod
Shortcut
e
e

Icon Description

Zoom To Fit

Adjusts the zoom so the entire plan fits within
the width of the Gantt Chart window.

CTRL-F

Print

Prints the Gantt or Schedule chart. See
Printing a Genius Planner plan for further
information.

CTRL-P

Creating Activities – Phases, Tasks & Deliverables
An activity in Geniusproject can either become a phase, a task or a deliverable. To create and
schedule tasks and deliverables in the Gantt chart, click on the activity in the table that you would
like the new activity to be after, and click on the "Insert activity" icon
on the toolbar. You can
also press "Insert" on the keyboard. A new activity will be added to the table and chart.

To move an activity, click on the "Move up"

or "Move down"

icons.

Click on the
icon to indent and the
icon outdent an activity. Once an activity has items
indented beneath it, it automatically becomes a phase.
Any activity with a duration of one day or more is a task. An activity with a duration of 0 days is a
deliverable. The duration of a phase is the result of the durations of all activities beneath it (not
necessarily the sum as some activities may occur in parallel); a phase cannot have a duration
applied to it directly.
To schedule a task or deliverable, simply click on the task bar or deliverable diamond and drag it to
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the desired date.

To increase the duration for a task, click on the end of the task and drag it out to its new start or end
date.

Task or deliverable dates can also be defined in the "Activity Properties" dialog box.

6.5.1

Activity Properties
The "Activity Properties" dialog box displays all parameters of the selected activity, as well as its
assignments. The dialog box is composed of two tabs, the [General] tab and the [Resources] tab.
Depending on how you open the window, either one of the tabs may be active.
Navigate to the [Activity] menu and select "Activity Properties"
The Activity Properties dialog box will open to the [General] tab
Note:

It is also possible to open the dialog box by double-clicking in the Resources column of the
Activity table in the Gantt chart, or by clicking on the

6.5.2

icon on the toolbar.

Assigning Resources to an Activity
Once a task or deliverable has been created, resources can be assigned directly to them. In
Geniusproject, multiple resources can be assigned to a single task but only one resource can be
assigned to a deliverable.
To assign a resource to a task or deliverable, double-click in the cell in the resources column for that
particular activity, and the Activity Properties dialog box will open to the [Resources] tab.

6.5.2.1

[Resources] Tab
This section contains all assignment information for the selected activity.
To assign a resource to the activity:
Click on a line in the resources column
Select the desired resource from the drop down list of resources included in the project
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If the activity is a deliverable, users will only be able to add an assignment to the first row, all other
rows will be grayed out.

The [Resources] tab captures the following information:
This button is used to delete the resource from the list of assignees.
Delete

Workload chart

The button is active only if the "Resources" column contains a name and if the
Actual workload value is "0.000".
This button is display of the workflow chart for the corresponding resource.
The button is only active only if the "Resources" column contains a value.
A dropdown list of resources available from the current plan.
The cell is only editable if the Actual workload value is "0.000".

Resources

Only resources included in the Participants section of the "Project Description"
document AND who have a unique "External ID" will be available in the drop down
list.
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The planned workload for the given resource. This value can only be modified as
long as the task is not completed or cancelled.
Planned

It is possible for an individual user’s assignment (workload) to exceed the duration
of the task. An alert will warn the user that the planned workload is greater than
the duration and will offer the option to cancel or proceed.

Actual

The actual amount of time the resource has already spent on the task.

Remaining

The remaining workload for the resource.

EAC

Estimate At Completion is the sum of the Actual and Remaining workload.

Initial

The initial workload is the amount saved with the initial baseline.

Unit

The unit of measure for the assignments. It can be hours or days and is defined in
the setup.

Once assignments have been made, they can be seen in the Schedule chart at the bottom of the
window.

6.6

Checking Resource Availability
The Schedule chart is composed of a Resources table on the right, and a Schedule diagram on the
left. The schedule chart is used to display how workload and tasks are distributed across the project
team. It allows project managers to quickly identify resource allocation conflicts and to easily resolve
them by dragging & dropping to reassign tasks.

6.6.1

The Resource Table
The Resource table is made up of four columns:

#

Row index. The "#" column is static and cannot be modified. This column indexes the
number of rows in the table.

Name

Resource name.

Load

Resource workload. Graphically displays a resource’s workload on each task they are
assigned to.
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ID

External ID. Displays the resource’s unique "External ID". The external ID must be defined
in the Resource document in order for the resource to be available in Genius Planner.

The resource list only includes the resources added to the participants section of the "Project
description" document; however they can also be added directly from the Genius Planner interface,
as long as they are predefined in the system.
Each time the plan is opened the list of resources is synchronized with the project resources listed
in the Project Description, ensuring the list is always up-to-date. Resources added directly from the
Genius Planner interface will be added to the "Internal project team" field of the corresponding
"Project description" document the next time the plan is saved.

6.7

The Schedule Chart
The schedule chart and Gantt Chart above are synchronized. When zooming in and out of the Gantt
Chart, or moving activities around, the Schedule diagram changes as well.
The Gantt Chart’s horizontal scroll bar is synchronized with the Schedule chart and is used to scroll
through both diagrams.

The Schedule diagram is a graphical representation of all assignments in the plan. These
assignments are displayed as blue bars. The workload for each assignment is displayed inside the
bar in a darker tone of blue.
If the duration of the workload is greater than the duration of the task, the bar is purple.
If assignments are overlapping, then they will be displayed in separate lines.

Milestones are always displayed as blue diamonds, and a vertical blue line indicates the current day.
A tooltip is available for each activity simply by hovering the mouse cursor over the assignment in the
Schedule chart.

Assignments in the schedule chart can be re-assigned simply by dragging & dropping.
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In the event that a resource has been double-booked and one of their assignments must be reassigned; project managers can do so directly in the Schedule chart.
In the diagram below, Frank Moore has been assigned 100% to two tasks during the same time
frame.

To re-assign one of Frank’s tasks:
Click on the task to be re-assigned
Drag it up or down to the resource it is being re-assigned to

The task will now be assigned to the new resource
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6.8

The Workload Chart
The Workload chart is a color coded diagram displaying a selected resource’s workload across all
projects they are assigned to, including all scheduled unavailablities.
The Workload Chart is a great tool to identify a resource’s allocation across all projects and whether
they are over allocated or have any scheduling conflicts.
To open the Workload Chart, click on its tab in the Resource Table:

It is also possible to open the workload chart for a resource while assigning them to a task:
Open the Activity properties for a task
Click on the workload icon next to the resource’s name and the Workload chart will launch. This
allows project managers to check resource availability prior to confirming the assignment.

By default, there is no resource selected in the "Resource" dropdown list. As soon as a resource is
selected, the availability of that resource is displayed.
Note:

This operation can take several seconds, depending of the amount of data that needs to be
returned.
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The Workload chart displays the various unavailabilities for the selected resource.

Selected resource (1).
List of project for selected resource (2). The project names displayed in red are the project having
a backlog (see below).
Color-coded workload reservation block (3).
Workload assignments from the current plan are automatically added to the diagram and the
availability information.
Genius doesn’t automatically re-plan the workload, which should have been completed. However, it
will display as a reminder the delayed workload, for instance in the figure above, the project "Test
TaskUniqueID from template" has 5.5 days of backlog.
The days of the week that the resource works as well as their percentage of availability (known as
the "Global Unavailabilities") are also visible in the diagram. These values are defined in the Resource
document. Since this type of unavailability is recurring, it is only displayed within a limited time
range. The Global Unavailabilities begin one month before the current date and end at the date of the
latest assignment in the future, or at least three months after the current date.
The time scale ( -axis) is synchronized with the time scale of the Gantt Chart. The Y-axis is
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dynamic and changes according to the data displayed.

6.9

Adding a Resource to Your Team A
Project Managers select their project teams while completing the project description form in

Geniusproject. They do so in advance of creating the project plan to ensure that resources are
available to assign tasks to, directly from the Gantt chart.

However, in the event that a Project Manager is already in the process of creating a project plan and
they need to replace already selected resources, or simply need to add new ones to their team, they
can do so directly from the project plan.
To add a resource to your project team directly from the Gantt chart view,
Click on the insert resource icon

on the tool bar

Select the new resource to add from the "Insert new resource" dialog box and click OK.
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The new resource will be added to the list and available for task assignments

6.10

Replacing a Resource
To replace a project team member you must first make sure that the replacement resource has
already been added to the project team. Next:
Click on the "Replace resource" icon

on the toolbar

In the "Resource replacement" dialog box that opens, select the resource to be replaced and
the replacement resource:

Once the replacement resource has been selected, all assignments made to the replaced
resource will be re-assigned to the replacement resource.

6.11

Plan Dates and Baselines

6.11.1 The use of baselines
Geniusproject allows a project manager to track iterations of their project’s dates. The initial dates
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saved when planning a project are referred to as the Initial Baseline. A project’s baseline is meant to
be used as a point of comparison between what the project schedule was intended to be and what it
actually is.

6.11.2 Project Dates in Genius Planner
Genius Planner tracks three types of project dates:
Initial
Planned
Current
The "Current" state of the project plan displays all plan dates as of the current moment. All tasks are
displayed as blue bars and deliverables as blue diamonds. The shaded green portion of the task bar
represents actual time spent on a task.

6.11.2.1 Initial Baseline
The "Initial" baseline is used to keep track of the intended project schedule that was initially planned
and saved.
To see a plan’s "Initial" baseline:
Click on the "Dates" field on the toolbar
Select "Current and Initial"
The "Initial" baseline will be displayed as a thin turquoise line under the current blue tasks and
deliverables, but not necessarily on the same dates.

The "Initial" baseline is not automatically saved the first time a project plan is saved. All updates or
modifications made to the project plan after the "Initial" baseline has been saved will not
automatically be added to it.
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If project managers want to save the "Initial" baseline, or make changes to the project plan that need
to be added to the "Initial" baseline after it has been saved, they can do so manually.
To add tasks and deliverables to an existing "Initial" baseline:
Open the project plan
Click on the [Plan] menu
Select "Initial baseline" -> "Accept all current dates as initial baseline"

All blue tasks lines and "Initial" baseline turquoise lines will now line up on the same dates.
If a project manager only wants to include selected task and deliverable updates into the "Initial"
baseline they can follow the same steps as above, but select "Accept selected current dates as
initial baseline".

6.12

Re-planning a Project
Once a project plan has been completed, it is possible to go back to it as many times as needed to
make any necessary changes.
To return to a project’s Gantt chart:
Navigate to the [Projects] tab
From the contextual navigation menu, select "Tasks and plans" -> "Plans-Gantt"
Find the project to be edited in the list and click on the plus icon
expand

beside its name to

The first option below the title will be "Gantt", click on it to open the plan form and the Gantt
chart will launch automatically
Only the Project Manager and Project Manager Substitute can make changes to the plan. It
is important to note that:
Tasks that have not yet begun can be rescheduled to start and end at any time
Tasks with time already posted against them cannot be moved. Their end date can be
changed but the start date cannot
Completed tasks cannot be changed

6.12.1 Update initial planning
Regularly only the current planing will be fit to changes. If the circumstances makes it necessary to
make a new start and the Plan was saved as initial before it is possible to refresh the initial planing.
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Enter the Plan and click [Show all]
Unlock Initial
Refresh and confirm with Yes

6.13

Timeshift Tasks
The target of the feature “Timeshift Activities” is to move a bunch of items (tasks & milestones) from
the plan in total, without selecting them one by one. Although it is possible to move single tasks by
“Timeshift Activities” it is mainly used for moving whole projects (sometimes phases) e.g. because
they are postponed or the new plan is a copy of another project from the past.
Note:

Only tasks with no actuals from the Timesheets and with the status “Stand-By” or
“Requested” can be moved.

6.13.1 How to Timeshift
Klick on Icon

“Timeshift Activities” in the menu bar of the Genius planner.

To timeshift a whole project, select the name of the project in the left window or click
somewhere in the window of the bars.

To timeshift a phase click on the phase.
To timeshift a bunch of tasks select the tasks in the left window.
To timeshift a single item select the task.
After selection, please click on the timeshift icon
timeshift the items to.

and select the date you want to
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6.13.2 Timeshift Constraints
By shifting the selected items, the start date will be kept on the same day of the week. So it is only
possible to timeshift the selected items per week on the same weekday as the first item. The gap
between the different items will remain.
It is not possible to move a project, where the first item is on Monday in a way that this first item is
on another week day (like Tuesday, Thursday or Saturday). This might be a bit confusing as (for
development reasons) it is still possible to select ANY day of the year. But beside of what which day
is selected, the system will move the first item on the same weekday within the selected week. The
gaps between the tasks, as mentioned before, will remain.
Note:

6.14

All rules work for timeshifting in the past in the same way.

Additional Planning Options
At any time, a project manager can toggle to the plan form that the Genius Planner is embedded in,
and define additional planning options for the project.
Options –
Generation
Options

Task status

Automatic
numbering of
phases

Numbering of the plan phases will be automatic

First phase number

By default the first phase will be number 1. However, this
value van be changed manually here

Notifications by email

Specify whether resources should receive e-mails
notifying them, of their task assignments

Assigned

The value in this field defines the status of tasks as soon
as they are assigned. The default value is "SetupGeneral" which means that the value defined in the
General setup document it what is being used. This
value can be changed on a per project basis. The
options are:
Requested
Stand-by
In progress
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Setup-General (the default)
The value in this field defines the status of tasks that are
not yet assigned. The default value is "Setup-General,"
which means that the value defined in the General setup
document it what is being used. This value can be
changed on a per project basis. The options are:
Not assigned

Requested
Stand-by
In progress
Setup-General (the default)

6.15

Links
The concept of constraints (links or dependencies) in Geniusproject only exists in the Gantt Chart.
Links can be created between tasks, between deliverables and between tasks and deliverables. It is
not possible to create links between phases, excluding certain exceptions, which are displayed in a
very light gray so as not to interfere with other valid constraints. These gray exception constraints
should be ignored, as they will automatically be removed once the plan is saved.
There are four types of links that can be created with the following rules:
END-START: the start date of the targeted task cannot be set to the same date or before the
end date of the source task.
START-END: the end date of the targeted task cannot be set before the start date of the
source task.
START-START: the start date of the targeted task cannot be set before the start date of the
source task.
END-END: the end date of the targeted task cannot be set after the end date of the source
task.
Note:

The rules apply to tasks bound by constraints that are not yet in progress, completed or
cancelled

6.15.1 Creating a link
To create a link between two tasks, click on the
icon in the tool bar, then select the start or end
of the task bar (depending on the kind of link you want to define) from which the link has to start from
and drag it to the start or end of the task bar where the link has to end. Milestones can be linked too
and are done so the same way.

6.15.2 Link properties.
Click on the
icon to open the Link properties dialog box. It contains all of the information related
to the selected constraint.
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The window is available in both read and edit mode.

From

The source activity of the link. Not editable.

To

The target activity of the link. Not editable.

Type

The type of link between the two activities. Not editable.

Timelag

To indicate a timelag between the two activities. The timelag can also be
negative.

6.15.3 Deleting a Link
To delete a link, first click on it in the Gantt Chart to select, then click on the
and the link will be deleted.

6.16

icon on the tool bar

Display Critical Path
A task is potentially critical if the interval between itself and the subsequent linked task is null. It
becomes critical when it cannot be delayed without delaying the whole project. Therefore, any task
with a planned end date equal to the end date of the project is critical.
The critical path is then a sequence of linked tasks whose intervals are zero. Clicking on the icon
in the tool bar will automatically highlight in red all tasks and milestones part of the critical path.
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6.17

Import a Plan from Template
To manage reusable Plans it is possible to import a complete Plan as new Phase.
Genius Project can import only the plan from a template. This is very useful if your templates are very
modular. The Project Manager can decide by time to import next phases to the project plan.
Open Gantt, do not open by sub menu in edit mode. Need to be in view mode.
Wait until Java plan is loaded. Minimize the opening Java Plan.
Switch to the Plan Document

Open “Actions” and select “Import a template”
A Dialog opens.
Select the Template you like to copy the Plan from.
Select a Phase to import the template as sub phase.

Close the Java Plan.
Close Plan document.
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Open the Java Plan and go to edit mode to modify the new imported tasks or only to write
the imported tasks to the project.

6.18

Import a MS-Project Plan A
Import an existing Microsoft® Project file
Projects do not always just include an internal project team. Organizations collaborate with external
team members all the time that may be using a different planning tool, such as Microsoft® Project. It
is also common that prior to licensing Geniusproject, organizations may have already purchased
Microsoft® Project. It is therefore critical that users are able to import existing Microsoft® Project
files into Geniusproject to ensure a seamless transition to the application and flexible collaboration with
all team members.
Importing an existing Microsoft® Project plan into Geniusproject only takes a few easy steps. Before
you begin you must first have a copy of the Microsoft® Project plan to be imported, saved as XML.
To save a file as XML:
Open the plan in Microsoft® Project and select "Save as"
In the Save as window, save as type XML Document

Once an XML copy of the plan is available from your computer:
Navigate to the [Projects] tab "Plans - Gantt" view
Click on the [Actions] menu and select "Import an MSP file in XML format in Genius
Planner"
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In the dialog box that opens, specify which project the plan is for and click on browse to find
the saved XML file

6.19

Export to a MS-Project Plan A
It is not uncommon for project teams to extend outside an organization; this can be due to external
consultants or to the client itself who plays a role in the execution of a project. In these instances it
may be necessary to share project plans with individuals who do not have access to Geniusproject. To
accommodate this situation, Geniusproject plans can be exported to Microsoft® Project.
Note:

For this feature to be possible the user receiving the exported file must have Microsoft®
Project installed on their machine.

To export a project plan:
Navigate to the [Projects] tab "Plans - Gantt" view
Find the project to be exported and open the plan document
Click on the [Actions] menu and select "Export to Microsoft Project"
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6.19.1 Planning documents deletion rules
The planning documents deletion rules were removed from the general setup of the Projects
database, and are now hard-coded. The deletion rules for tasks and deliverables once a plan is
deleted are now the following:
Task s
The tasks with an actual workload different of zero are not deleted.
Otherwise the tasks are deleted when they are in one of the following statuses: "Stand-by,"
"Requested," "Postponed," or "Cancelled".
A task "In progress" with no actual workload will then be kept.
Deliverables
The deliverables are deleted only when they are in one of the following generic statuses: "Stand-by,
"To accomplish," or "Cancelled".
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7

TIMESHEETS

7.1

Introduction
Easy-to-use Timesheet User Interface: Geniusproject provides a user-friendly way of collecting actual
and re-estimated hours for project tasks.. Users complete timesheets on a weekly basis, which in
addition to time may also include information on the nature of time spent. Once completed an
approval request is sent a designated approver (usually the resource manager) using the workflow
feature included with Geniusproject. Resource managers can then approve or reject an individual
timesheet and project plans and tasks can be automatically updated with timesheet data entries .
A Complete Picture of Resource Usage and Costs: All timesheet entries are calculated and charged
to a specific project. Each resource is assigned to an internal cost structure with billing rates that are
specific to the role they perform. Costs are calculated according to planned time, actual time and
time billed. In turn a complete picture of resource usage can be obtained, and the financial
implications (including budgets, costs and margins) all identified.

7.2

Timesheets and Timesheets Details
The "Timesheet" is the interface used to report time. It consists of a simple page that includes a
header and a dynamic number of lines for users to fill in their time spent on tasks for a given week.
Before pushing the time spent back to the projects, Geniusproject converts every "Timesheet" entry
into a "Timesheet detail" record. It is a simple data structure that contains the time spent by one
resource on one task in one day. It is computed from the "Timesheet" page and is not editable.
Timesheet details are useful to show the time spent during a period by project and/or by resource.
The [Follow-up] and [Activity reports] tabs include views that display the "Timesheet detail" records.
It is also possible to request an adjustment for the amount of time assigned to complete a task
directly from the timesheet, by requesting either more or less time than originally planned,. These
requests are converted into "Remaining work request" records. They are computed from the
"Timesheet" page and are not editable. The [Follow-up] and [Activity reports] tabs include views that
display the "Remaining work request" records.

7.3

Pre-Requisite to Update Actuals with Timesheets
Time can be only reported on existing tasks. However, tasks can be created directly from the
"Timesheet", provided that the user is authorized to create tasks not connected to a plan.
Both "Projects" and "Tasks" must be in the correct status in order for time to be reported against
them:
A project must have a status of "In progress" (from the default statuses; if project statuses
were customized, see the Keywords & Labels setup document for the [Projects] module to
know what they are).
For tasks, one of these two conditions is required:
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7.4

o

The task is assigned to the resource that needs to report time and the status is
"Requested", "In progress" or "To control".

o

The task is not assigned and the status is "In progress" or "To control". In this case, all
resources listed in the Participants section of the "Project description" are allowed to
report time spent on this task.

Create a Timesheet
Timesheets can be automatically created by the server at the beginning of each week. In
this case, the timesheet will be automatically populated with a resource’s assignments for
the upcoming week. Automatic generation of timesheets can only be enabled by the
application Administrator.
To create a new timesheets:
Navigate to the [My workspace] tab.
Select "My timesheets" from the contextual navigation menu.
Click "New timesheet".

A new blank timesheet will be created.

There is a second way to create a new timesheet:
Navigate to the [Timesheets] tab, "Timesheets" view.
Click "Create" and select "Blank timesheet" or "Calculated timesheet".
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Choosing "Blank timesheet" will create a new blank timesheet.
Choosing, "Calculated timesheet" will open a dialogue box.

Date: Specify which week this new timesheet is for.
Name: Which resource this timesheet is for.
Note:

Time can be entered on behalf of another resource whose name would be entered here.

Type: Three possible options:
Calculated: Geniusproject looks for late tasks or tasks to be started during the current week.
From previous ones: Geniusproject analyzes timesheets from recent past weeks and retrieves
tasks not completed and that have been marked to carry over to following weeks, and adds them
to the new timesheet. If a user does not want to create a timesheet from the recent past weeks,
but rather from an older week, see the option to copy a timesheet below.
A combination of the 2 options above.
Select "By default" for the system to remember this option.

7.4.1

Timesheet header

Resource name
(1)

The Resource the timesheet is for. By default, the author of the document.
Editable if the resource has the role "CreateForOther", at creation only. No
longer editable once the document has been saved.
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From ... to…

First and last day of the effective week. If the date does not correspond to the
first day of the week, it is automatically calculated to correspond to the first day
of the week. Editable as long time has not yet been entered.

Week

The week number according to the ISO 8601 European norm. Computed.
The timesheet’s current status:
"Editable" while time is being entered.
"To be approved" once the timesheet has been submitted for approval.

Status

"Denied" if the designated approver has refused the timesheet.
"Completed", once the timesheet has been approved by the designated
approver. The timesheet can no longer be modified.

7.4.2

Past time/week

The number of hours already posted this week.

Modified

Date and time of the last modifications. By clicking on the date you can access
the history of the modifications.

Posting time in the Timesheet
Time entry in the timesheet is done in a grid like fashion with one line per task, in theory. If different
types of charges are required for the same task, within the same week, it is possible to have multiple
lines for it. For example - billable hours and non-billable hours.

To add lines to the grid for time entry. A dialogue box will open to
select the specific tasks to be added to the timesheet
Grid buttons

To remove a selected line from the grid.
To edit the active line. Able to replace a task with another one without
losing any time and details that has already been input.

Filter by:

Project

Users can add an unlimited amount of lines to the grid. To easily find a
line, the view can be filtered to only display lines by project, task or a
combination of both
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When selecting a specific project, only lines associated to that project
will be displayed in the grid below.
Task

Select a specific task and only lines with time entered for that task will
be displayed
If the task is assigned specifically to the resource

Icon

If the task was assigned to a group which incldues the active
resource.

Project

Name of the project the task belongs to

Task

Task name. It is an active link which allows easy access to the task
document
Daily time entry. The column header is the abbreviation of the day of
the week followed by the date.

Mon to Sun

Field to fill in the time spent on each task. Numbers. Negative numbers
are authorized.
For every field where time is filled in, a Timesheet detail document is
created

Total

Grid

Total number of hours computed for the line
Indicates if the work on the task has been completed. Time can be
entered as long as the task is not marked "Completed".
To enter comments. A dialog box will open so users can enter
comments for each day of the week that they worked on a particular
task.

To request an adjustment for the amount of time assigned to the task.
For example, by entering 3, the resource is requesting 3 additional
hours to work on the task.
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Remaining

Remaining workload for the assigned resource
Organizations have the ability to apply different user rates based on
unique work circumstances, such as overtime, travel time, working on a
holiday, etc. This field is used to select whether a unique rate type
should be applied to the line.

Type

The list of unique rate types is defined in the "General" setup
document. If left empty, the standard rate is applied. Otherwise the rate
used to calculate the resource cost (for the corresponding assignment)
is multiplied by the percentage applied to the selected type in the
"General" setup document, i.e. 150% the normal rate for working
overtime
When checked, the task will be pushed forward into next week's
timesheets, if they are automatically generated using the option "From
previous ones" or "Both".

7.5

Editing a Timesheet
As long as a timesheet has not yet been approved or is not waiting to be approved, it can still be
modified.
To modify a timesheet:
Navigate to the [My workspace] tab
Select "My timesheets" from the contextual navigation menu
Click "In Progress" and all active timesheets will; appear in the content window
Select the timesheet to modify and open it to edit.

7.6

Delete a Timesheet
As long as a timesheet has not yet been approved or has not been submitted for approval, it is still
possible to modify it. An administrator however can delete a timesheet at any time.
To delete a timesheets:
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From the [My workspace] tab navigate to the "My timesheets" section.
Click on "In Progress" in the contextual navigation menu.
Select the timesheet you want to delete, and mark it for deletion.

Note:

7.7

Once a timesheet has been deleted, all time reported in it will be deled as well.

Timesheet Approvals
An approval cycle can be enabled that requires users to submit their timesheets for approval once
they have been completed in the [Timesheets] module. If the approval workflow is not enabled, users
will mark their timesheets complete directly.
The update of assignments in the [Projects] module (workload and/or status) can be dependent on
the approval or completion of timesheets and timesheet lines. By default, this information is updated
automatically, regardless of the timesheet status. However, the system can also be setup to prevent
tasks from being updated with timesheet information, as long as the corresponding timesheet is
being edited, or to prevent tasks from being completed automatically when the resources mark their
assignments completed in their timesheets.
There are three possible types of Timesheet approvals:
By the author of the timesheet: this is the simplest mode, where the user marks the
timesheet as "Completed".
By a responsible: once completed, the timesheet is submitted for approval by the user. Then
an authorized user can approve or deny the timesheet. An authorized user is either allowed
to approve the timesheets of all users or the timesheets of a group of users, for instance a
department. The first case is achieved through the "Approver" role, whereas in the second
case the authorized approver is the "Responsible" of the "Resource".
By the project leaders: as resources often work on several projects at once, this approval
process usually involves more than one project leader. Thus the approval will not occur on
the 'Timesheet' document, as for the first two approval modes, but on the "Timesheet detail"
documents. The timesheet is approved if all its timesheet details are approved.
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Note:

Setup Menu only to change by Application Manager. See Administration Manual.

The approval cycle depends on the parameters set in the General setup document of the
[Timesheets] module. According to these parameters, the resource responsible or the project leader
will have to manage submitted Timesheets or Timesheets detail documents, either to approve or
deny them.

The denial of a timesheet requires the user to modify and submit it again for approval. As soon as a
timesheet has the status "To be approved", "Approved" or "Completed", it is no longer editable by its
author (and cannot be deleted).

7.7.1

Submitting timesheets for approval
To submit a timesheet for approval all that is required is to change its status to "To be approved"
From the timesheet, click "Workflow" on the menu action bar and select-"To be approved".
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Based on the application configuration, the timesheet will be submitted to the designated user(s)
responsible for its approval.

7.7.2

Approving a timesheet
Timesheets as a whole can be approved by a single person, usually the resource manager; however
the system can be configured so the approver is someone else.
Once a user has submitted a timesheet for approval, the input fields in the grid are no longer editable,
and the user cannot delete it. The designated approver then has to take action on it. To access
Timesheets to be approved:
Navigate to the [My workspace] tab
Select "My timesheets" from the contextual navigation menu and click "To be approved"

All timesheets awaiting approval will be displayed in the content window. Open, the one you
want to review in Edit mode
The actions the responsible can take are limited and simple. Click "Workflow" on the menu
action bar and select either "Approve" or "Deny".
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If the responsible selects "Approve", the status of the Timesheet is changed to "Approved". The
timesheet is no longer editable. And if the system has been setup so that workload and assignments
are only updated once timesheets have been approved, they will be updated now.
Multiple timesheets can be approved at the same time by using the view action "Approve" on the view
menu action bar.

Approval in Genius Live!

7.7.2.1

Deny a Timesheet
If the responsible selects "Deny", the status of the Timesheet is changed to "Denied" and an optional
denial reason can be added to. The user is notified by e-mail and the Timesheet becomes editable
again to allow the user to make the required changes. After correcting the timesheet, the user must
submit it again for approval.

7.7.3

Approving timesheet details
For "Approval on the details" mode, approval is necessary for individual timesheet details instead of
the entire timesheet document as a whole. A timesheet detail corresponds to a single day's work on
a given task. The responsible for the approval is the project leader.
Once a user has submitted a timesheet for approval, the project leader can access all corresponding
timesheet details to be approved from the [Timesheets] tab in the "Approval\Timesheet details" view.
Actions of approval or denial can then be taken on each individual 'Timesheet detail' document. The
main difference between this mode of approval and the "Approval on Timesheets" mode is that all of
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the timesheet details must be processed before the timesheet itself is can be processed/ approved.
If the responsible selects "Approve", the status of the "timesheet detail record" changes to
"Approved". All of the details for a timesheet need to be approved before the timesheet itself can be
considered "Approved" too.

Note:

7.7.3.1

Although timesheet record details are entered in a timesheet form in the [Timesheet] module,
the project leaders responsible for approving them are only identified once the update to the
assignment has been pushed to the [Projects] module(s). Therefore, it is not possible to
have workload and assignment updates dependant on the approval of timesheet details, they
must happen immediately.

Deny a Time Detail
If the responsible selects "Deny", the status of the "timesheet detail record" changes to "Denied" and
an optional denial reason can be added to it. The timesheet itself is considered "Denied" if all lines
have been processed but at least one timesheet detail has been denied. The user is then notified by
e-mail and the timesheet becomes editable again to allow the user to make the changes.

The denied detail lines are marked with a warning sign. The denied details are prefixed with an
exclamation mark ("!"). The whole list of denied details (line and day) can be seen by selecting
"Denied" from the contextual navigation menu.
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After correcting the timesheet, the user must submit it again for approval.

7.8

Posting Time to an Assignment without using a Timesheet
It is possible to post time to different assignments without using a timesheet. There are three
possibilities:
By modifying the actual value and balance remaining directly in the task document. By doing
so however you lose the details of who did what and when.
By modifying the actual directly in the assignment document. By doing so however you lose
the details of the when the work was done.
Using the time entry feature on the assignment page or in Genius Live! Project Wall. By
doing so, no details are lost.
To post time to an assignment using Genius Live! select the stopwatch on tasks shown in the right
column:
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To post time to an assignment without using a timesheet:
Navigate to the [My workspace] tab.
Select "My assignments" or My Project Wall in the contextual navigation menu.
In the content window, select the assignment you would like to update.
Click the stopwatch icon

on the action bar menu.

A dialog box opens to report time on the selected assignment

Title

Name of the selected (title)

Planned

Panned workload for the resource on the task

Actual

Actual workload for the resource on the task

Remaining

Remaining workload for the resource on the task

Add

Enter the number of hours worked; will be added to the actual

Hours on

Select the date the hours have been worked. By default is the current day

Completed

Select "Yes" or "No" if the assignment has been completed for this task

Comment

Add any necessary comments about the work done

Once the input is validated by clicking "OK", the time added will be applied to the actual amount of
work done on the task so far and the balance remaining will be recalculated.
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Note:

If a timesheet already exists for the period the time has been input for, the entry will
automatically be added to it on the specified date. If a timesheet does not exist, the system
will automatically create one for the corresponding period and add the entry to it. Therefore
using either the method above or timesheets have the exact same results. In addition, the
two methods can also be combined.

Note:

To input time without using Timesheet the Application Manager has to enable the role „Input
Time“ on the Notes ACL.
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8

EXPENSE REPORTS
Geniusproject includes Expense Reporting for all project related expenses. Geniusproject helps to
streamline expense reporting and eliminates redundant data entry.

8.1

Prerequisites
In order to report weekly project expenses, resources must first be published in the [Timesheets]
module, ([Timesheets] must be selected on the [Destinations] tab of the Resource record in the
[Resources] module).

Expenses can be charged to a project provided that the project status is "In progress" (in standard
mode only, see the Keywords & Labels setup document of the [Projects] module if the projects
statuses were customized).

8.2

Expense Report and Expense Lines
The "Expense report" is the interface used to report costs. It consists of a simple page that includes
a header and a dynamic number of lines for users to fill in their expenses for a given week.
Before pushing expenses to the Cost records in the [Projects] module, Geniusproject
expenses into "Expense detail" records. It is a simple data structure that contains one
related to one project for one day. It is computed from the "Expense report" page and not
"Expenses details" are useful to show costs during a period by project and/or by resource.
[Follow-up] and [Timesheets] include views that display the "Expense detail" records.

8.3

converts
expense
editable.
The tabs

Create an Expense Report
To create a new expense report:
From the [My workspace] tab navigate select "My timesheets" in the contextual navigation
menu.
Click "New expense report".
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8.3.1

Expense report header

Resource name
(1)

The resource the expense reports belongs to. By default, the author of the
document. Editable if the resource has the role "CreateForOther", at creation
only. No longer editable once the document is saved.

From ... to...

First day and last day of the effective week. If the specified date does not
correspond to the first day of the week, it is automatically shifted to the first day
of the week.

Week

The number of the week, according to the ISO 8601 European norm. Computed.
Expense report statuses:
"Editable" while expenses are being input.

Status

"To be approved" once the expense reports have been submitted for
approval.
"Denied" when the expense report has been rejected by the resource
designated to review it.
"Completed" once the report has been approved by the designated
approver.
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8.3.2

Cost center

The cost center the resource belongs to.

Modified

Date and time of the last modifications. By clicking on the date you can access
the history of the modifications

Inputting expenses in the expense report
Expenses are entered using the grid provided in the expense report form. One line is used per
expense entry.

To add one or more entry lines to the grid.

Grid
buttons

To remove a selected line from the grid.
The project the cost is associated to.
If the project does not appear in the list, the following points must be
verified:
Is the project status "In progress"?
Project

Does the resource belong to this project?
If the project was just created, it may be necessary to wait up to 15
minutes for the project to be available in the [Timesheets] module.
Otherwise, request that the database administrator verify that the
"Projects list fetching" agent is enabled and is running without errors.

Title

The subject of the expense. Is also a link that opens the
corresponding Cost document in the [Projects] module (only once it
was created).

Type

The expense type. The list of choices comes from the expense types
defined in the General setup document.

Day

Used to specify the day of the week the expense occurred.

Amount

Amount of the expense

Grid

$/£/€…..

Currency of the expense. The list of choices comes from the available
currencies defined in the "General" setup document.
If the chosen currency differs from the reference currency, then the
amount is also displayed in the reference currency.

Receipt

Used to indicate if there is a receipt for the expense
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8.4

Billable

Indicates if the cost is billable or not.

Total

Total amount for the current expense report in the reference currency.

Editing an Expense Report
As long as it has not yet been approved or is not awaiting approval, it is possible to modify an
existing expense report.
To modify an expense report:
Navigate to the [My workspace] tab.
Select "My expenses reports" from the contextual navigation menu click "In Progress".
Select the expense report you want to modify and edit it.

8.5

Deleting an Expense Report
As long as it has not yet been approved or is not awaiting approval, it is possible to delete an
existing expense report. An administrator however can delete an expense report at any time.
To delete an expense report:
From the [My workspace] tab navigate to the "My expenses reports" section.
Click on "In Progress" in the contextual navigation menu.
Select the expense sheet you want to delete, and mark it for deletion.

Note:

Once an expense report has been deleted, the system deletes all costs that were included
in it.
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8.5.1

Submitting an expense report for approval
To submit an expense report for approval it is sufficient just to change its status to "To be approved"
From the expense report, click "Workflow" on the action menu bar and select-"To be
approved".

8.5.2

Approving an expense report
Once a user has submitted an expense report for approval, the input fields in the document are no
longer editable, and he/she cannot delete it. The resource responsible for approving it then has to
take an action on it. To access Expense reports to be approved:
Navigate to the [My workspace] tab
Select "Expense report" in the contextual navigation menu
Select the view "To be approved"

All expense reports awaiting approval are displayed in the content window. Open, the one
you want to review in Edit mode.
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The actions the responsible can take are limited and simple. From the menu [Workflow]
menu on the action bar, he/she can either "Approve" or "Deny".

If an "Expense report" is rejected, the user is required to modify it and submit it again for approval.
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9

RESOURCE MANAGEMENT WITH GENIUS
PROJECT

9.1

Introduction
Geniusproject’s [Resource Management] module enables organizations to obtain optimal results from
their most valuable asset, their people. The centralized management of resources simplifies project
administration by automatically ensuring the consistency of information for those people both
actually and potentially involved across a range of projects. Project leaders can easily perform
searches for appropriate resources and assign tasks accordingly. To access the [Resource
Management] module, simply click on the [Resources] tab. A series of views, charts and dashboards
are available sorting resource information based on a variety of criteria.

9.1.1

Human, material and generic resources

9.1.1.1

Generic Resources
Virtual resources in Geniusproject are referred to as "Generic resources". A generic resource is used
the same way as a human one; it can be selected in the "Participants" section of the "Project
description document", assigned to tasks, and so on.
Generic resources are used as place holders during various stages of project planning when the
actual human resource to perform a task is not yet known. Generic resources are categorized by
type; one generic resource represents one to-be human resource in a project.
One advantage of using generic resources is better management of project templates, as it is
possible to assign a task to a generic resource in a project template and then later replace them with
a human resource for each new project created from this template.
Another advantage is in the case of long term planning. If it is unknown which human resources will
be available to work on a project at a much later date, tasks can be assigned to generic resources in
the meantime until the human resources are determined.
In both cases, once the human resource has been selected, a simple interface allows for easily
replacing one generic resource with one real resource in a project.
Generic resources are created much the same way as human resources, however their Profile must
be set to "Without license – Generic".
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9.1.1.2

Material Resources
Occasionally project managers need to plan for the use of material resources such as machines,
venues etc. These material resources can be assigned to a task, incorporated into project scheduling
and reported upon. Specific units of measure can be defined to record input and output. The functions
described in this document apply to both human and material resources in order to guarantee
efficient utilization of all resources involved in projects.
Material resources are created much the same way as human resources, with "Material resource"
set to "Yes" and the "Unit" field set to "hour" or "other".

9.2

The organizational break down structure
It is possible to create an organizational hierarchy for resources broken down by company and
departments. Company records are defined in the [Resources] module and all resources attached to
it will inherit certain attributes, such as "Rates" for example.
Department is one of the fields in the Resource document.

9.3

Create a New Company
Geniusproject is a multi-site, multi-company solution. Companies can be created to represent an
organization’s different locations and the resources that are from there. Customer companies can be
added to the "Customer" field in the Project description document at project creation.
To create a company:
Navigate to the [Resources] module.
Select "Companies" from the contextual navigation menu on the left.
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Click on the [Create] menu and select "Company".

Complete the form.

Header

Company name

The name of the company.

Location

The company location. This can then be used as a location for
Public holidays, Resource documents, as well as in the Rates
setup.

Relationship type Reserved for future
Address
Complement
General

Address

Zip code
City
State/ Province
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Country Code
Contact

Details for the primary point of contact at the location or customer

Rates
Management

Defines how rates will be set for this company; by resource type or
by cost center. Rates are then setup in the "Rates" setup
document OR by project

Destinations Destinations

Determines which databases the company will be available in

Customer code

The customer’s unique code. Free text mandatory field

Invoice language

The language the invoices for the customer will be produced.
Reserved for future
Defines how the customer will pay their invoices. Single selection
field with the following options:
Bank wire transfer

Payment mode

Cash
Cheque
Payment term

Payment terms i.e. 30 days

Payment
address

The address where the payment must be sent. Use the drop down
arrow to select an company from the list

Bank references

The bank reference for payments

VAT identification The identification for the value-added tax
Billing

Tab label 1

The label for the first VAT tax.

Tax 1

The first VAT tax amount. Enter "0.075" for 7.5% tax.

Tab label 2

The label for the second VAT tax.

Tax 2

The second VAT tax amount. Enter "0.075" for a 7.5% tax
The icon

Billing Address

in the table header allows for retrieval of the current company's
address.
Issuance location - The city from where the invoice is issued.
Appear in front of the date in the invoice.
Company - The company which the invoices must be sent to.
Address - The address where he invoices must be sent to.

Billing contact

Compliment
Zip code
City
State-province
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Country -code

9.4

Creating New Resources
Every person to be included in a project must be defined as a resource. Resources can be created
directly from the [Resources] module.
To create a new resource:
Navigate to the [Resources] module.
Click on the "Resources list" view and select "Human resource".

From the content window click on the [Create] menu and select "Resource".

The new resource form will open.

9.4.1

The resource header, define the type of resource
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Profile

A resource’s profile determines what type of user license has been assigned
to them, their navigation rights within the application and whether the
resource is generic or not.
Single selection field.
Profile setup documents are defined in the [Portfolio] module.

Resource type

Categorizes the resource using the keyword list defined in the General setup
document.
Mandatory if the resource is defined as a generic resource (see below).

9.4.2

Active resource

Default value is "Yes", set to "No" if the resource is not active.

Material resource

Default value is "No", set to "Yes" if the resource is material.

[Resource Profile] tab, define and qualify the resource
This section is used to gather information necessary to identify and qualify the resource.

Profile

Last Name

The resource’s last name OR the material resource’s
name.
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First name

Only visible if "Material resource" is set to "No".
The user’s first name.

Initials

The user’s initials.
This resource’s unique name used to identify them to
the system.

Username

Backslash "/" required, follow by company name. In
SaaS installation it is the Subdomain. In GP-OP
installation it will be the directory where the NAB is
been stored. *
Backslash is not mandatory while login later by user.
Mandatory and unique.

Password

User’s password to logon to the system.

Confirmation

Password confirmation field.

External ID

A unique ID used by Genius Planner. The ID is
generated automatically from the first letters of the
resource's first and last name if its uniqueness is
validated.
Mandatory and unique.

Mail database

Employee number

Number identifying the employee. Free text.

Title

Title assigned to the user.

Skills

List of resource skills. The list of possible keywords
comes from the "General" setup document.

E-mail address

Resource’s e-mail address.
The user’s team lead or leaders.
Multiple selection fields.

Team leaders

Team leaders

The list of possible choices is the list of all resources
defined in the [Resources] module. It is possible for a
resource to be his/her own responsible.
The resource's responsible will be able to approve their
Timesheets if they are assigned to do so.
The responsible will be able to review all team planning
tasks assigned to the resource if team planning is
enabled.

Name

The name of the resource's assistant. Free text field.

Function

The work function of the resource's assistant. Free text
field.

Assistant
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Comments
9.4.2.1

Phone

The phone number of the resource's assistant. Free
text field.

E-mail

The e-mail address of the resource's assistant. Free
text field.

Comments

Resource Name in GP-OP
If using Notes Address Book (NAB) to create a Resource in GP-OP installation take the name in the
first line as Username in the Resource document.
Please refer Admin manual "Resources administration"

9.4.3

[Destination] tab, define where resources should be available
Geniusproject supports several [Projects] modules, within a single environment, it must therefore be
specified which [Projects] modules the resource should be published to. For example, if an
organization has an Agile Scrum Module, it may not be necessary for all resources to be published
to it.
Some information about the resource can be specific to each [Projects] module, for example, the
distribution profile.

Templates

The modules the resource is published in and can work
in. The choices come from the modules linked in the
"Portfolio". Databases that can be selected as
destination databases are "Projects", Templates" and
"Timesheets". By default, all possible databases are
selected.

Timesheets

Multiple selection fields.

Consolidation
Projects
Destinations

Note:

Simulator

Generic Resources should never been published to Timesheet Destination. If necessary
every Generic Resource must have an email. There are processes in the System
background, that struck if a Resource on Timesheet will not have any.
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9.4.4

[Address] tab, Define resource address

Company

Name of the resource’s company
The resource’s office location

Location

Note:

This field is used to map which official bank
holidays are valid for this resource

Location city.
City

Retrieved from the corresponding Company document if
available.
Full company address.

Addresses Professional

Addresses –
Private

Address

Click on the
icon and a dialog box will open to input
the entire address pulling values from any of the already
populated address fields.

Department

Department the resource belongs to

Function

The function or responsibility of the resource.

Director

Director of the department.

Phone

Resource’s office phone number

Mobile

Resource’s professional mobile phone number

Fax

Resource’s professional fax number.

Street

The street name of the resource's private address.

Compliment

Alternative or secondary address

Zip code

Zip code of the resource's private address.
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9.4.5

City

City of the resource's private address.

State/Province

State or Province of the resource's private address.

Country-code

Country of the resource.

Phone

Private phone number of the resource

Mobile

Private mobile phone number of the resource.

Fax

Private fax number of the resource

E-mail

The private e-mail address of the resource.

[Distribution] tab, defines the triggers for automatic distribution.
The [Distribution] tab is used to specify whether a user should be automatically notified by e-mail
when certain document types are created or modified. It is also where to specify whether Task
assignments and "To Do's" should automatically be pushed to a user’s personal calendar.

The user will receive an automatic e-mail notification each time
a document of any of the selected types below, has been
created or modified:
Project description
Projects

Informed by mail
(new or modified
records)

Budget
Billing plan
Billing milestone
Plan
Task
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Risk
Progress report
Cost
Purchase order
Change request
Project overview
Reply request
Delayed documents
See E-mail notifications, calendar integration and alarms for
more information.
Select the type of document to be sent to the user’s calendar.
Please note that these documents will only be sent once, upon
creation. After that, if the documents are modified the user just
will receive an e-mail notification.
The options are:
Send to Agenda
Timesheets

To Do: The "To Do's" assigned to the resource will be sent
to their calendar.
Tasks: The resource’s assignments will be sent to their
calendar.
Reply requests: The reply requests assigned to the
resource will be sent to their calendar.

Reminders for
timesheets

9.4.6

Only visible if there is a linked [Timesheets] module.
"Yes" or "No" indicates whether reminders for incomplete
timesheets will be sent to the resource.

[Availability] tab, define resource availability
Resource availability is calculated using a variety of different parameters and information, beginning
with a user’s total percentage of availability within the work week, as well as when they are available
to work during each day i.e. morning and/or afternoon.
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Availability

9.4.7

Calculate the
availability for this
resource

If "Yes", the resource is taken into account for the Availability
calculation.

Availability
percentage

Indicates the percentage of work time the resource is available
to work on projects (it only applies to worked days).

Worked days

Indicates which days of the week the resource is available.
Choices are Monday to Sunday, split into morning and
afternoon.

[Rates] tab, define resource cost and invoicing rate.
Resources can be assigned a single internal and external rate for all of the work they do or,
organizations can benefit from Geniusproject’s multi-rates management. By enabling this feature,
companies can bill out their resources based on the type of work they do on a per project basis as
opposed to just the type of resource that they are. Rates can also be inherited from a default list of
rates for the company they belong to.

Rates

Import the rates

Default value is "No". Set to "Yes" if the generic company rates
defined during the setup of the [Resources] module should be
applied to the current resource.
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If the generic rates should not be imported, then the rate fields at
the bottom of the form will be editable.
The currency for the rates; Single selection field.

Currency

The list of choices comes from the currencies set in the General
setup document of the Portfolio.
If the "Import the rates" checkbox is checked, then this field is
not editable and the currency used is the one defined in the
corresponding 'Rates' setup document.
The resource’s cost center.

Cost Center

Single selection field.
The list of choices comes from the cost centers defined in the
General setup document.
If it is defined in at least one Company document that the
company rates management is by cost center, then the list of
choices is:
By resource type
By cost center
The rates of the resource are then fetched from the Rates setup
documents according to the following algorithm:
Look for a "Rates" document matching the "Company" 'Location' - "Selected criterion" fields.

Rates management

If not found, look for a document matching the "Company" and
"Selected criterion" fields, defined for all locations ("Company" "All" - "Selected criterion").
If not found, look for a document matching only the field
"Selected criterion", defined for all companies and locations ("All"
- "All" - "Selected criterion").
If not found, look for a document matching the "Company" and
"Location" fields, defined for all "Selected criterion" ("Company" "Location" - "All").

Rates

If not found, look for a document matching only the field
"Company", defined for all locations and "Selected
criterion" ("Company" - "All" - "All").
If not found, then apply the default rates ("All" - "All" - "All").
If the "Multi-rate management" is enabled in the General setup
document then rates can be defined by "Activity type".
Activity type

The list of activity types to choose from is defined in the
"General" setup document.
The field is only editable if "Import the rates" is not checked,
otherwise retrieved from the corresponding "Rates" setup
document.

Cost

Standard internal cost of the resource (cost price) per hour.
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Editable if "Import the rates" is not checked, otherwise retrieved
from the corresponding "Rates" setup document.
Standard billing rate of the resource per hour.
Billed at

9.5

Editable if "Import the rates" is not checked, otherwise retrieved
from the corresponding "Rates" setup document.

Note:

Is a resource assigned to a company with company rates, the resource will take over these
company rates. It will not be editable in the resource document anymore.

Note:

Rates can also be defined on a per project basis as well as per individual customer.

Update a Resource
Once a resource has been created, it always possible to update their profile as needed.
To update a resource document:
Navigate to the [Resources] tab.
Select the resource to be updated.

Open the resource record in edit mode.
Make your change.
Save it.

9.6

Publish Resources
As long a Resource is not published to a chosen Destination (Database) it cannot access this
Destination (Databaase).
After the creation of a resource Geniusproject publishes the new Resource to all selected
Destinations. If the Resource was modified or updated the publishing has to be done manually.
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To publish one or more resource documents:
Navigate to the [Resources] tab.
Select [Destination] to pubish.

9.7

Resource Bulk Edit
Once a resource has been created, it always possible to update their profile as needed. In the event
that multiple resource updates are required, it is possible to update several resource records at once.
To update a resource document:
Navigate to the [Resources] tab.
Place a check in the box next to the name of the resources to be updated.
Click "Actions" on the menu action bar and select "Modify the resources" from the drop
down list
A dialog box will open.

Click on the arrow to see the drop down list of choices for the "Modify" field and specify
which field in the form should be modified.
Click on the arrow to see the drop down list of choices for the "New selection" field and
specify what the new value should be.
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Click OK to validate.

9.8

Delete a Resource
To delete a resource that is no longer needed:
Navigate to the [Resources] tab.
Place a check in the box next to the name of the resource to be deleted.
Click "Delete" on the menu action bar.

Note:

9.9

A resource can only be deleted if they are no longer being used in any of the module. They
cannot have any destination databases selected.

Define Resource Skills
Geniusproject allows you to define a list of skills for each resource. You can then search for resources
based on their skill set and availability. The list of possible skills is defined in the setup of the
[Resources] module.
To define a resources list of skills:
Open the resource record in edit mode.
Click the

icon for the "Skills" field on the [Profile] tab.
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A dialog box will open displaying the list of skills to choose from.

The list on the left contains the possible skills defined in the setup of the system, the list on
the right powers assigned to the resource. Add or remove skills to the resource, by adding or
removing entries in the list on the right using the arrows at the center. If the list of possible
skills is very high, it is possible to filter the contents of the list by entering filter criteria in the
box above the list.
Click on to validate your selections.

The resources list of skills will be displayed. It is possible to remove a skill form the list
without having to re-open the dialog box; simply click on the
roll your mouse over a skill in the list.

icon that appears once you

Save the changes.
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9.10

Rename a Resource
This function is used when it is required to change a resource’s username for one reason or another.
To rename a resource:
Navigate to the [Resources] tab.
Open the resource document for the individual to be renamed, in edit mode.
Click on "Action" on the menu action bar and select "Resource rename".

A dialog box will open with all of the name fields that can be modified.

New first name

If required, the resource’s new first name

New last name

If required, the resource’s new last name

New initial

If required, the resource’s new initials

New e-mail
address

Updated e-mail address if it has changed for the resource
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New username

The resource’s new username of the resource. The common name part is
computed based on the other fields.

New external ID

If required, the resource’s new external ID

This operation can be rather long, depending on the number of destination databases and the number
of documents in each database. Indeed, the action scans each field in each document of all
databases (with the exception of the "Timesheets" database) to ensure that the name is changed
everywhere.

9.11

Resource Availability and Workload
Many companies face the challenge of meeting project requirements without overstaffing or underutilizing resources. Having a solution to plan and manage resource capacity and balance it against
work demand is a required component of any project and resource management strategy.
Geniusproject provides a centralized resource pool management tool which provides a real time view of
resource usage across all projects and spanning across multiple [Projects] modules (if applicable). It
offers a set of simple graphical views displaying resource workload and free time, and includes
advanced search functionality to find resources based on profile definition and required availability.
The [Resources] module computes the availability for each resource based on their defined working
period, unavailability definition (holidays, training), public holidays and all project assignments. See
Availability calculation for more information.
There are four main ways to check resources availability and workload:
Visual representation of resource workload: All views available from the [Resources] tab
provide an overview of resource availability. These views display workload, free time, possible
conflicts by day, by week, by month, by type or by skill for each resource.
Consult the workload of a given resource: Each resource has an "Availability" document that
displays a day-by-day plan of their workload. It provides access to assignment information
and includes personal and business details, as well as the resource’s skill set.
Search for available resources based on specific requirements: Searches for resources can
be performed based on company, type, skills, location, department, availability range and
many more criteria.
Genius Planner Workload chart: Genius Planner includes a graphical view of a resource’s
workload, displayed in a Gantt chart style. It includes all tasks the resource is assigned to,
as well as work day unavailability and percentage of availability (known as the "Global
Unavailabilities").

9.11.1 Availability calculation
Simple and graphical views are available, displaying resource availability by criteria such as type,
skills, department etc. A simple search tool allows for resource availability searches based on a
variety of different criteria. "Availability" documents display workload and capacity for each resource.
The calculation that generates these documents considers all of a resource’s assignments,
unavailability and public holidays. This calculation is normally computed by a scheduled agent.
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To ensure that availability is calculated, it is mandatory that the resource availability option be
enabled in the "Availability" section of the Resource document.

9.11.2 Visual representation of resource workload
Select "Resource" from the contextual navigation menu on the left.
Choose one of the "Resource utilization" menus.

Choose one of the "Resource capacity" menus.
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9.11.3 Algorithm
The Algorithm used to calculate availability for each resource is done for every half-day and is based
on the following information:
The hours per day (see the General setup of the [Resources] module).
The availability percentage of the resource set [Availability] tab of the resource record.
The resources worked days defined on the [Availability] tab of the resource record.

The following rules apply when calculating availability:
Public holidays: The global public holidays are associated to a location (the "Location" of the
professional address must match the "Place(s)" of the public holiday, or "Place(s)" of the
public holiday must be empty).
Resource's unavailability: The unavailability percentage is always based on the default
number of hours in a day. Therefore if a resource’s availability per day is less than 100%, i.e.
80%, the hours that make up the 20% they are not available to work on projects, are
included in the amount of hours they are unavailable as per the calculation.
Each linked [Projects] modules that the resource is included in must be taken into
consideration when calculating availability. This is indicated in the corresponding Linked
database setup document in the [Portfolio] module.
For each of these modules, the calculation considers all of the tasks the resource is
assigned to. The projects these tasks belong to must:
o

Be considered for the availability calculation as specified in the "Details" section of the
Project description document.

o

Not have a status of "Completed", "Postponed" or "Cancelled" (status code between "0"
and "9" both included).

The tasks must have one of the following statuses:
"Stand-By"
"Requested"
"In progress"
"To control"
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The corresponding assignments must have a remaining workload that is not null.
9.11.3.1 Calculating backlogs
If a planned assignment was not completed in time, Geniusproject does not re-schedule it
automatically. Geniusproject calculates "backlogs", which indicate planned workload from the previous
week(s) that has not yet been completed. For example:
Resource A was assigned to two tasks last week; T1 and T2. The workload for T1 is 3 days
and for T2 2 days. Resource A is assigned to T3 this week with a workload of 4 days.
Last week Resource A worked for 2 days on T2 and 1 day on T1
This week Resource A’s workload is 4 days with a backlog of 2 days (for the 2 days of work
not completed last week on T1)

9.11.4 Non-project-related availability, personal calendars
An accurate forecasting of your resources should also include non-project related activities such as
vacation, public holidays, and so forth. A public holiday calendar can be created and associated to
specific locations, consequently impacting corresponding resources. Each resource can log personal
calendar entries directly in Geniusproject whenever their time cannot be booked to work on projects
(vacation, training, etc.).
9.11.4.1 Create a personal calendar entry
Users can specify when they will be out and not available for work on projects. These entry types
require an approval which is most commonly the resource’s manager.
To create a new unavailability:
Navigate to the [Resources] tab.
Select "New unavailability" from the contextual navigation menu on the left, under the
"Calendar & unavailability" section.
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Resource name

The resource the unavailability is for.

Status

The current status according to the approval process.

Action

Possible action according to the workflow

Modified

Date and time of the last modifications

Type

Type of unavailability. The possible values come from the
Availabilities management setup.

Header

Unavailability
Period
From
To

First day of the unavailability
Last day of the unavailability
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In case of a nonworked day,
change it to a
working day?

If "Yes" is selected, the unavailability corresponds to a worked
day. This way a normally non-worked day can be forced to
become a worked day (for example when working on weekends). In this case, be careful that the percentage is the
unavailability percentage. So to indicate that the full day will be
worked, the unavailability percentage must be 0%.

Unavailable to

The percentage of unavailability.
When the unavailability will occur. Possible values are:
Whole daytime,

Duration

Morning,
Afternoon.
Mostly used when the unavailability lasts less than a day.

Description

Description

Any necessary additional comments

9.11.5 Check Resource availability
Once your list of resources has been defined, project managers can now begin selecting their project
teams. In order to avoid selecting resources that may already be scheduled to work on other
projects, that may not have the proper skills or that may just be out of the office, Geniusproject offers a
variety of charts and views that can help project managers make the best choices.
9.11.5.1 Workload by resource, visualize resource workload
The "Workload by resource" view displays the total scheduled effort for each resource. This makes it
easy to identify which resources are over utilized and which are being underutilized. Furthermore it is
possible to display the details of workload assigned to a resource projects. It is also possible to
display the details for each of the assignments made to a resource, per project.
To access the view:
Navigate to the [Resources] tab.
Select "Workload by resource" from the contextual navigation menu on the left, in the
"Resource utilization" section.
Note:

The first column displays the "backlog" for the resource and it can be drilled down to the
project level as well.
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The action menu bar allows you to specify whether the data should be displayed by day, week or
month.
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9.11.5.2 Resource workload details per project
It is possible to access a graphical representation of a resource’s workload on a project simply by
clicking on the corresponding line item in the "Workload by resource" view.
In the example below we are seeing the workload assigned to "Heather Reeds" on the "Video
security system" project.

9.11.5.3 Workload by project, visualize projects planned workload
The "Workload by project" view displays workload categorized by project, making it easy to identify
resource heavy projects. It is also possible to display the details for all of the assignments made to a
project, by resource.

To access the view:
Navigate to the [Resources] tab.
Select "Workload by projects" from the contextual navigation menu on the left, in the
"Resource utilization" section.
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Take note that the first column displays "backlog" per project which can be broken down further to
display the assigned resources as well.

Note:

The action bar menu option allows you to change the display

9.11.5.4 Check capacity by resource type
This view is one of the default resource capacity tracking views. Additional views can be defined
through the setup.
The view "Capacity by resource type" displays remaining capacity sorted by resource type. 100% is
equal to a resource who is available 100%. This view allows you to quickly identify under or over
capacity for resources, sorted by type, across different projects.
To access the view:
Navigate to the [Resources] tab.
Select "Capacity by resource type" from the contextual navigation menu on the left, in the
"Resource capacity tracking" section.

The system displays the maximum capacity for each category (type of resource). This is equal to the
sum of the maximum availability percentage for real resources of this type. For example: if you have
two resources working at 100% and 80%, then the maximum capacity is 280%. The maximum
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capacity for an individual resource is defined in their profile document.
For each real or generic resource, the system displays the planned workload in %. This amount is a
negative figure which will be deducted from the maximum capacity. The remaining capacity amount,
displayed on the category (type) line, is the balance of maximum capacity for this resource type,
minus planned workload.

This means that if the values are negative for a resource type, they are under capacity.
Note:

The menu on the action allows you to change the display for the view.

9.11.5.5 Check capacity by team
This view is one of the default resource capacity tracking views. Additional views can be defined in
the setup.
A team is a group of resources with the same resource manager. The team’s name is that of the
resource manager.
The "Capacity by team" view displays capacity categorized by team. 100% is equal to a resource
that is available 100%. This view makes it easy to identify which teams are over or under utilized
across the different projects.
To access the view:
Navigate to the [Resources] tab.
Select "Capacity by team" from the contextual navigation menu, under the "Resource
capacity tracking" section.

The behavior of this view is the same as that described above for the view "Capacity by resource
type", except that capacity is consolidated by team (resource manager) instead of resource type.
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Note:

Be careful, a resource can have multiple people listed as their responsible and will therefore
be considered several times.

9.11.5.6 Check capacity by department
This view is one of the default resource capacity tracking views. Additional views can be defined in
the setup.
The "Capacity by department" view displays remaining capacity by department. 100% is equal to a
resource that is available 100%. This views makes it easy to identify the over and under utilization for
an entire department across all projects.
To access the view:
Navigate to the [Resources] tab.
Select "Capacity by department" from the contextual navigation menu on the left, in the
"Resource capacity tracking" section.

The behavior of this view is the same as that described above for the view "Capacity by resource
type", except that capacity is consolidated by department instead of resource type.
9.11.5.7 Resource Charts & Dashboards
Geniusproject’s charts and dashboards provide a graphical representation of resource availability and
overall workload and capacity for entire departments. The following charts are samples:
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9.11.5.8 The Genius Planner’s Workload Chart
Another way to check resource availability is to use the Workload chart included in Genius Planner.
It is available at the bottom of the Genius Planner window and its timeline is synchronized with the
Gantt chart at the top of the window.
The resource to examine is selected from the "Resource" drop down list.

The workload chart displays the following information for the selected resource:
All current and future task assignments and deliverables across all [Projects] modules.
Unavailability for worked days and percentage of availability (known as the "Global
Unavailability").
Applicable public holidays.
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Note:

For more information see the chapter on the Gantt chart

9.11.5.9 The resource plan
Geniusproject’s resource Gantt provides a graphical representation consolidating all of a resource’s
assignments, across all projects, including public holidays and scheduled unavailabilities.
To access the view:
Navigate to the [Resources] tab.
Select "Workload by resource" from the contextual navigation menu on the left, under the
"Resource utilization" section.
Select the resource you would like to see a plan for and open one of the availability detail
records.
In the action bar of the availability record, select the option "View->Resource plan".

The system will display a Gantt chart including all planned items for the resource.
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9.12

Searching for an Available Resource
It possible to perform a resource search in Geniusproject based on different criteria:
Navigate to the [Resources] tab.
Select "Workload by resource" from the contextual navigation menu on the left, under the
"Resource utilization" section.
Click "Availability" on the action menu bar and select "Search definition".

A dialog box will open to define the search criteria.

Company
Resource’s
Profile
Type

Select which company the resource should be part of. Blank
means any.
The type of resource to search for; multiple can be selected
Blank means any.
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Location

Skills

Location of the resource to search for ; multiple can be selected
Blank means any.
Skills of the resource being searched for ; multiple can be
selected
Blank means any.

Cost center

Cost center for the resources being searched ; multiple can be
selected
Blank means any.

Team leader

The team the resource being searched for must belong to ;
multiple can be selected
Blank means any.

Department

The department the resource being searched for should belong
to
Blank means any.

From

Date to begin the availability search from

To

Date to end the availability search at

In

Select percentage if looking for a percentage of availability.
Select unit if you are looking for a certain number of hours or
days.

Availability
With

Select Average if you are looking for an average availability
across the period.
Select Minimum if you are looking for not less than a certain
amount of availability over the period.

Update availability

"Yes" means, you will start an availability calculation update
before running the search. This can take a few times.

Include the generic
resources

"Yes" if you want the system to consider generic resources in
the search result.

Description Description

Any necessary additional comments

Click on "OK" to execute the searching.
The system will display the list of resources corresponding to the specified criteria.
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10

BUDGET & COST TRACKING
Geniusproject has been designed to support multi-currency and multi-rate management. This chapter
presents cost and budget management features. It should be treated as a guideline and not a rule
since each organization typically has its own rules with regards to cost management.
The first financial component that is addressed in Geniusproject is "Rates Management". A "rate" in
the application can refer to one of two things; a resource’s internal cost or their external/ billable
cost.
Geniusproject supports several levels of resource rates management and multi-rates management for
each company and resource in the [Resources] module. Geniusproject provides the flexibility to assign
standard rates to companies and resources while allowing for specific rate changes at the project or
task level. A standard/ default rates document is defined during the setup of the "Resources" module.
It includes default rates as well as rates by activity type if "Multi-rate management" has been enabled
in the General setup document.
The second financial component addressed in Geniusproject is the project budget. Project budgets
can either be global, one for an entire project, or broken out across periods. They are used to
forecast or capture planned labor (internal and external) and non-labor costs and can be built using
one or two axes, for example by activity type and/or cost center.
The third financial component Geniusproject addresses is multi-currency management. It is possible
to define one main currency and up to ten secondary currencies, and company and resource rates
can be defined using any one of them. If multiple [Projects] modules exist, each module can have
any one of the currencies defined in the [Portfolio] module as its main currency, and a secondary
currency can be used primarily for display purposes. The same goes for "Archive" or "Consolidation"
databases. It is also possible to define monthly exchange rates in order to be more accurate.

10.1

Rate Management
Geniusproject supports multi-rate and multi-level rate management for the different companies and
individuals listed in the [Resources] module. Geniusproject offers the flexibility to assign default rates
to companies and resources while allowing specific rate changes at the project or task level. In this
document, "Rate" includes two elements, the internal cost of the resource, and the resource’s
billable cost.
The "Standard rates" document lets you capture default rates and rates by activity type, provided that
"Multi-rate management" has been enabled in the "General" setup document.

10.1.1 Multi-rate management
Multi-rate management is an optional feature, which can be enabled in the "General" setup document
of the [Resources] module.
Multi-rate management allows companies to assign different rates to their resources depending on
the type of work or activity they are performing in a project.
Geniusproject supports up to 11 different rates for companies and resources.
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Each resource will have a "default" rate and then up to ten other potential rates that will vary
depending on the activity type of the tasks they are working on. When calculating a resource’s cost
for work on a particular task, the system will automatically use the rate associated to the activity
type defined in the task. If the activity type has not been defined, or if there is no specific rate
assigned to the activity, the system will automatically use the default rate.

Note:

The activity types are defined in the "General" setup document of the [Resources] module,
as well as the "Keywords lists" setup document of each of the [Projects] modules.

10.1.2 Company rates
In the [Resources] module under "Company rates" setup you can define default rates as well as
standard rates by activity type, when "Multi-rates management" has been enabled in the "General"
setup document.

10.1.3 Default Resource rates
In the [Resources] module, The "Standard rates" setup document lets you define default rates, as
well as standard rates by activity type, when "Multi-rates management" has been enabled in the
"General" setup document.
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10.1.4 Project rates
It is possible to change the rates allocated to a resource at the individual project level. By selecting
"Rate" from the [Create] menu in the "Project Description" form, a new "Rates" definition record can
be defined, unique to the active project.

Note:

The "Project Description" form must be in edit mode.

Note:

In previous version, some actions did automatically create project rates (project created from
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template, resource renamed), without want or need. Now the project rates are only created
with the actions "Import the rates" and "Update the resources rates".
You can also change a resource’s rates at the task level by clicking on the
[Resources] tab of the "Task" form. See "Rate updates" below.

icon on the

10.1.5 How Genius Project manages Rates
When creating a resource, their rates are populated with the standard rates for the company and
location they belong to. It is however, possible to change the resource’s rates by deselecting "Import
the rates" on the [Rates] tab of their profile document.

It is possible to change the rates allocated to a resource for all projects in a [Projects] module. Rates
can be changed directly in the "Resource" record of a [Projects] module, after the "Resource" and
"Company" documents have been published to it. To do so the "Import the rates" option must be
disabled.
The imported rates of the Resource are fetched from the Rates setup documents according to the
following algorithm.
Look for Project rates document
Look for Resource rates document
Look for Company rates document
Found a definition the algorithm then check the following.
Look for a 'Rates' document matching the 'Company' - 'Location' - [Selected criterion] fields.
If not found, look for a document matching the 'Company' and [Selected criterion] fields,
defined for all locations ('Company' - 'All' - [Selected criterion]).
If not found, look for a document matching only the field [Selected criterion], defined
for all companies and locations ('All' - 'All' - [Selected criterion]).
If not found, look for a document matching the 'Company' and 'Location' fields,
defined for all [Selected criterion] ('Company' - 'Location' - 'All').
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If not found. look for a document matching only the field 'Company', defined
for all locations and [Selected criterion] ('Company' - 'All' - 'All').
If not found, then apply the default rates ('All' - 'All' - 'All').
We have included the chart below to demonstrate further Geniusproject’s of allocating a rate to a task.

10.1.6 Updating Rates
If a company’s list of standard (default) rates has been modified, you can update them in all the
companies by using the "Actions \ Update resources rates" action located in the "Standard rates"
setup view.
When creating a new resource, they will inherit the standard rates from the company and location
they belong to.
If the company’s rates have been modified, the changes can be applied to all company resources by
navigating to the [General] tab of the [Resources] module setup and selecting "Update the resources
rates" from the [Actions] menu.
Note:

The updates will only be applied as long as the option to "Import the rates" has been enabled
in the "Resource" forms.

Resources can be published to or updated in the different [Projects] module(s), by navigating to the
[Resources] tab ->"Resource list" view in the contextual navigation menu and selecting either of the
"Publish" option from the "Destinations" drop down menu. . The resources" rates are updated at the
same time if the "Import the rates" option is enabled in the "Resource" documents in the [Projects]
module(s), or if the resource was not previously published in the [Projects] module(s).

10.2

Cost Centers
As an alternative to basing rates on resource type, Geniusproject also offers the option of using cost
centers. Each resource can be linked to one cost center.
Cost centers are defined in the General setup document of the [Resources] module. They can then
be selected in the "Rates" section of each Resource document.

Once the cost centers are defined in the "Resource" documents, and the resources are published in
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all destination modules (see Resources administration), then the cost centers are automatically
available in the [Timesheets] module.
Timesheets
Timesheet details
Expense report
Expense details
In the [Projects] module, the cost center is automatically available and used for calculation in the
following documents:
Timesheet details
Assignments
It is also possible to select the cost center in the Cost documents of the [Projects] module, with the
exception of "Cost" documents created from the "Expense sheet" where the field "Cost center" is
computed from the "Expense detail" document.
The cost centers could also be used in detailed Budgets to categorize budget lines.
There are no standard views showing information categorized by cost center, but they can easily be
developed and added. See Customize Geniusproject for further information.

10.3

Tracking Task costs
Geniusproject offers two possible ways to post time so workload costs can be tracked:
Using the [Timesheets] module: Users enter their workload details in a timesheet. They user
can also propose a new "remaining" time, that must be accepted or rejected by the project
manager.
Without using the [Timesheets] module: Users can enter their workload details directly in the
assignment form. The user can also specify the "remaining". Once the assignment is saved,
the task will automatically be updated with the new information and the effective and
remaining costs will be calculated automatically in the task, using the resource’s rate.

10.4

Multi-Currency Management
Geniusproject lets you manage a main currency and up to 9 secondary currencies.
The main and secondary currencies are defined in the [Currencies] tab of the "General" setup of each
[Projects] module.
Therefore it is possible:
To capture costs documents in any currency entered into the system.
To see task costs in both the main currency and the first secondary currency.
To create views using either the main currency or the first and/or secondary currency.
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10.4.1 Updating the exchange rate
Geniusproject lets you define exchange rates by month for the secondary currencies. If there is no
exchange rate for the current month, the default rate defined in the "General" setup form is used.
To create monthly exchange rates, access the [Projects] modules "Setup" context, select the
"Exchange rate" view and use the action "New periodic rates".

10.5

Non Labor Costs, Investments & Expenses
All non-labor related costs (purchases, travel expenses, rentals, etc.) can be tracked using "Costs"
documents.
By entering the costs and their planned values in advance, it is possible to have a more complete
overview of the anticipated and fixed budget.

10.5.1 Create a cost
To create a new cost:
Create a Cost document using Create menu inside Project Description.

From the content window click on the [Create] menu and select "Cost".
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From the [Projects] tab navigate to the "Costs & budgets" view in the contextual navigation
menu.
Click "New cost".

10.5.2 Cost header
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The Cost title. Mandatory. Describes the cost, for example a server, a plane
ticket, etc.

Cost

The project that the Cost belongs to.
Project

The label is a link that opens the corresponding "Project description" document
directly.

Phase

The project phase the Cost is associated with.

Project leader

The project’s main project leader (as opposed to the project leader substitute)
Visual indicators if there is an associated workflow:
Red, deadline passed

Deadline

Orange, deadline will not be met according to remaining workload
Green, OK.

Version

Version number.

Modified on

Date and time of the last modifications. By clicking on the date you can access
the history of the modifications.

Last Comment

Displays the last comments made about the cost. You can reply directly to the
comment by clicking "Reply" and you can create a new discussion by clicking
on "New discussion". See "Collaborate with Genius Live!" for more information.

10.5.3 Defining the cost details

General

Type

The type of cost. Single selection field. The list of choices comes from the
cost types defined in the Keywords & Labels setup document. Not
editable if the cost was created from the [Timesheets] module. Mandatory.
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Order No

The purchase order number. Free text. Mandatory only if the "Cost"
document is indeed a Purchase order.

Requester

By default, the name of the author of the "Cost" document. Single
selection field. Can be selected from the participants of the project. Not
editable if the cost was created from an expense sheet. Mandatory.

The cost center the cost is linked to. By default, the cost center the
author belongs to. Single selection field. The list of choices comes from
Cost center the cost centers defined in the General setup document of the
[Resources] module. Not editable if the cost was created from the
[Timesheets] module.
Only active if the document is a deliverable converted into a cost. If the
deliverable was created from a plan, the title of the plan is shown, and the
field is a shortcut that opens the corresponding Plan document.
Plan

Capital

Otherwise, it displays the label "Upload into", and the value for the field is
"- Select a plan -", which is a shortcut allowing for the selection of the
"Plan" document the cost should be uploaded into (as a deliverable). The
cost will be uploaded the next time the plan is saved. In the meantime, the
label "Upload into" becomes a shortcut which can be used to cancel the
upload.
"Yes" or "No". To indicate if the cost is to be considered as capital or not.
This field has no impact in the application.
The billing mode that applies to the cost. Single selection field. Possible
values are:
Not billable: nothing is billed.

Billing
mode

Fixed price: the billing price is fixed in advance. It will be recorded
through the "Billable amount" field
Actual amount: the billable amount will be equal to the actual amount
of the cost.
Not editable if the cost was created from the [Timesheets] module.
Not visible if "Billing mode" is set to "Not billable". To indicate if the cost is
already billed or not. Single selection field. Possible values are:

Billing
state

Billed
Not billed
Partly billed

Details

Other
currency

Clicking on this link displays all amounts in each currency defined in the
field "Other currencies" of the General setup document.

Planned
amount

The amount planned for the cost. Not editable if the cost was created from
an expense sheet

Currency

The currency of the cost. Single selection field. The list of choices comes
from the field "Other currencies" defined in the "General" setup document.
By default the project currency.
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Not editable if the cost was created from the [Timesheets] module.
If the choice is different from the [Projects] modules reference currency,
the system automatically calculates and displays the planned amount in
the reference currency. Not editable if the cost was created from the
[Timesheets] module. The icon
automatically fills the actual amount
and the actual date with the planned amount and the date.
Planned
date

The date the amount is planned to be paid.

Actual
amount

The actual amount of the cost.

Actual date The date the actual amount is confirmed.
The forecasted amount to bill.
Billable
Amount

Not visible if "Billing mode" is set to "Not billable". The planned billable
amount.
Not editable if "Billing mode" is set to "Actual amount" or if the cost was
created from an expense sheet.

Billable
date

The date the amount is expected to be billed on.
Not visible if "Billing mode" is set to "Not billable". The planned billable
amount.
Final billable amount.

Billed
amount

Not visible if "Billing mode" is set to "Not billable" or if "Billing state" is
"Not billed". The actual billed amount.
Not editable if "Billing mode" is set to "Actual amount" or if the cost was
created from an expense sheet.
Not visible if "Billing mode" is set to "Not billable" or if "Billing state" is
"Not billed". The currency in which the amount was billed. Single selection
field. The list of choices comes from the field "Other currencies" defined in
the "General" setup document.

Currency

Not editable if "Billing mode" is set to "Actual amount" or if the cost was
created from an expense sheet.
If the choice is different from the [Projects] module reference currency, the
system automatically calculates and displays the actual billed amount in
the reference currency.
Not editable if "Billing mode" is set to "Actual amount" or if the cost was
created from an expense sheet.

Effective billing date.
Billing date Not visible if "Billing mode" is set to "Not billable" or if 'Billing state' is "Not
billed". The actual billing date. Mandatory.

10.5.4 Add additional information to cost description, [Content] tab
This is where you can add more information about the cost.
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10.5.5 Attach files to a cost. The [Attachment] tab
This section allows for the attachment of external files, see "Manage file attachments" in the
document management section for more details.
Users can attach files to the cost form to store any additional information pertaining to it. It is
however recommended to store each significant file attachment as a single document in Geniusproject.
This will allow users to distribute, publish, or manage access rights for any attached file
independently.

10.5.6 Linking documents to a cost. The [Linked documents] tab
This tab contains all of the links the cost has to other documents that are part of the project.
Geniusproject offers the ability to save links between related project documents. For more information
on this topic see the chapter "Linking documents".

10.5.7 Deleting a cost
There are three possible ways to delete a cost:
Directly in Genius Planner if the cost was converted into a deliverable into a Gantt.
Directly from the Cost form. Click "Delete" on the menu action bar.
From a view. Select the cost(s) to be deleted and click "Delete" on the view menu action bar.
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10.5.8 Collaborate on the cost, [Genius Live!] tab
The [Genius Live!] tab provides a complete history of collaboration, modifications, approvals and
revisions of the Cost. For more information please see the chapter "Collaborating with Genius Live!".

10.6

The Labor Costs in the "Task" Document
The "Task" document is the description of a project task and includes the list of all associated
assignments. It is not to be confused with the assignment document, which includes only one
resource, and where the person assigned to the task enters their time spent. In the task, we find the
elements linked to cost management. It is in this document that we can manage the following
elements:
Activity type, which will determine the rate to apply in the case of multi-rate management.
Definition of a special resource rate for a task.
Specify whether the task’s billable amount is fixed or controlled.
In addition to these elements, the task includes the workload for each resource, and allows you to
calculate the anticipated, actual, remaining and re-estimated costs by applying the rate associated
to the resources.
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Activity type

Category that will determine the rate to apply in the event of multi-rate
management.
The list of proposed values is issued from the "Keyword lists" setup document.
The billing mode that applies to the task. Single selection field. Possible values
are:
Not billable: nothing is billed.

Billing Mode

Fixed price: the billing price is fixed in advance. It can be recorded through a
Billing milestone.
Time and material: the billing price is based on time spent working on the
task.
By default is inherited from projects billing mode.
Not visible if "Billing mode" is set to "Not billable".
To indicate if the task is already billed or not. Single selection field. Possible
values are:

Billing state

Billed
Not billed
Partly billed
Indicates the initial, planned, actual, remaining and EAC (estimated at completion)
costs. The currency is specified in the "General" setup document.
The cost is calculated automatically. It is composed of the sum of the costs for
each resource assigned to the task, where the cost is obtained by multiplying the
resource's rates by her/his workload.
See the Tracking Costs and Budgets for more information.

Cost
"Currency"

This fields are displayed in either of these cases:
the user belongs to the project team and has the "View Costs" role.
the user is not part of the resources excluded from seeing financial information, as
defined in the "General" setup document.
the user is an application manager (i.e. has the "COP_MANAGERS" role).
The label is a shortcut opening a window displaying all costs in all available
currencies defined in the "Other currencies" field of the "General" setup document.
Only visible if "Billing mode" is set to "Time spent".

Billable

Indicates the initial, planned, actual, remaining and EAC (estimated at completion)
billable cost. The currency is specified in the "General" setup document.
The cost is calculated automatically. It is composed of the sum of the costs for
each resource assigned to the task, where the cost is obtained by multiplying the
resource's rates by her/his workload.

10.7

Tracking Costs and Budgets
Geniusproject provides a number of views and documents so organizations can track financial progress
across projects.
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Geniusproject is a flexible, open solution allowing users to create reports and views as needed. It is
also possible to interface with external applications, such as an ERP.

10.7.1 The views
The "Cost tracking" views, found under "Costs & Budgets" in [Projects] tab contextual navigation
menu, contain the elements necessary to track project financial progress. They display forecasted,
planned,, used and remaining budgets and allow for financial tracking of hours worked by resources,
purchases and investments, margins and invoicing.
10.7.1.1 The "Budget tracking by project" view
This is one of the cost tracking views included with Geniusproject’s default setup. It consolidates
information from budgets, assignments, time sheets and costs.
The "Budget" columns display values defined in forecasted budgets.
The "Planned" columns display values based on planned tasks and assignments.
The "Actual" columns display the values for actual time and costs.
The view consolidates information by project and cost type. If the budget is broken down by period
then the information will be categorized by period, then project, then type.
The view provides a very detailed breakdown of labor and non-labor related costs and their differences
from what was forecasted in the budget. The data in this view is only accurate if time sheets are
being used.

Budget Value.
Actual value from a timesheet line.
Planned value for an assignment.
Planned and actual values for a cost.
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10.7.2 The view "Financial indicators by month"
This is one of the cost tracking views included with Geniusproject’s default setup. The values are pulled
from the project overviews and displays financial indicators by month. The elements are added up at
the project level, and at the top level, including sub-projects.

This view provides a clear vision of the evolution of projects costs from month to month.

10.7.3 The view "Project cost tracking"
This is one of the cost tracking views included with Geniusproject’s default setup. It’s a simple
configurable view that lists project tasks and costs with their forecasted/ planned and actual costs.

10.7.4 The view "Project cost tracking by phases"
This is one of the cost tracking views included with Geniusproject’s default setup.
This view shows financial information based on planned, actual and remaining workload as well
planned, actual and billable amounts for non-labor related costs. These values come from project
tasks and costs, and are displayed according to a project’s work breakdown structure (WBS). These
elements are also added up at the project level, and at the top level, including sub-projects.
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This view is very useful in identifying time and costs that exceed the budget.

10.7.5 Cost tracking Charts & Dashboards
Geniusproject includes several standard graphs and dashboard used for tracking costs, such as "Costs
by month" available in the "Dashboard & Charts" contextual navigation menu from the [Projects] tab.

"Budget by month"
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11

INVOICING AND BILLING PLAN

11.1

Invoicing
To use Geniusproject’s invoicing module it is important to ensure that the following setup has been
done:
Resources must have rates
The customer to be invoiced must be associated to the project
Timesheets have been created and approved
To begin:
Navigate to the [Invoicing] tab
Select «Invoicing process» -> «Selection view»

In order to proceed with invoicing, the client and their project(s) must be listed in the view.

11.1.1 Select items to invoice
Once you have located the project, you need to select which items to invoice. Selections can be
random or based on a time frame. To select all items to invoice within a specific billing period:
Click on the [Billing] menu and choose [Select the period]
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In the dialog box that opens specify the customer and the invoicing period and click OK

The system will automatically select all tasks that fall within the specified range

Note:

11.2

if you would prefer to manually select the tasks to include you can do so simply by placing a
check in the box for line item(s) to include.

Billing Plan
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11.2.1 Create a billing milestone
Billing milestones are a way for project managers to schedule invoicing dates in a project plan that
are based on the completion of specific project milestones. It is recommended to use billing
milestones when working with fixed-price projects.
Billing milestones should be created prior to generating a billing plan to ensure they are automatically
pulled into the billing plan. To create a billing milestone:
Create a project deliverable
Open the deliverable record in edit mode
Click on the [Action] button on the toolbar and select [Convert Into]

In the dialog box that opens select [Billing Milestone] as the document type
Specify the [Cost Type] and click OK

Complete the billing milestone form:
Enter the values for [Planned], [Actual] and [Billable Amount]
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Type

The cost type of the item being invoiced

Order No

Invoice identifier. Often used to refer to a matching record.

Requester

The user asking to process this record. By default, whoever
assigned the deliverable

Cost center

The Cost center the cost and revenue will be recorded against

Upload into

If the deliverable was not created as part of a project plan, this
option allows you to add this record to it

Capital

It is used to define whether this is a CAPEX cost or not

Billing mode

How the item is being billed

Billing state

It identifies whether the invoice has been processed or not

Billing milestone Info

Note:

A billing milestone goes through the same invoicing process as described above.

11.2.2 Create a billing plan (optional)
A billing plan lays out the invoicing schedule or scheduled installments negotiated with the payer. It
groups all billing milestones and invoices into a single record to facilitate tracking.
To create a billing plan:
Navigate to the «Projects» tab
From the content window click on the [Create] menu and select “Billing plan”
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A document creation dialog box will open confirming the selection; click OK to proceed

The billing plan form will open:
Assign it a name
The “General” tab summarizes the invoicing details

Click on the refresh icon on the Billing milestones tab and all of the “billing milestones” for
the selected project will be pulled into the form
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As invoices are issued they will be added to the billing plan on the “Invoices” tab

Billing
Info

Budget

The total billable amount included on the invoice. It is a free text
field

Billed

Total amounts that have been invoiced to date. It is a computed
field

Remaining

Remaining billable amounts to invoice. It is a computed field

milestone
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12

PROJECT ISSUE TRACKING
Geniusproject’s [Issue Management] module provides users with the ability to track unexpected
obstacles and issues, such as budget, delay or quality that may impact the progress of their
projects.
To manage issues, it is important to identify:
Their cause and origin.
Their impact and consequences.
The actions and decisions necessary to fix them.
It is also important to be able to escalate issues to management for resolution.
Nothing makes a project easier to manage than having a simple and clear Issue Management
Process. This process allows project team members to raise issues to the project leader which will
then be monitored and controlled in a clear and efficient manner. A default workflow is supplied with
Geniusproject for Issue report documents, but can be changed to better comply with an organization’s
processes.
To standardize the issuance of project issues, a well-structured issue form is needed. This form is
used by employees to describe the issue, its current impact on the project and the
recommendations for immediate or quick resolution.

12.1

The Issue Report
The "Issue report" is the form project participants will use to report any issues they encounter
throughout the lifecycle of their projects i.e. any event that can impact deadlines, workload or project
quality, such as:
A change in requirements.
A change in the project environment.
An unexpected problem occurring that was not anticipated during risk analysis.
The occurrence of an anticipated and unavoidable risk.
A problem or error that occurred with work already completed or work currently under way.
etc.
The author of the report will formally log the issue which will then be sent to the project leader for
approval, as per the standard workflow applied to the Issue report. The project leader will be able to
access the issue report using the different views included with Geniusproject, and then assess the
issue to decide on its type, the impact on cost, workload or deadline and what actions are required.
Once actions for resolution have been created, such as tasks or "To Do's" in Geniusproject, the issue
report is closed and the project leader will follow-up on the related actions.
The issue report is a powerful tool to assisting project leaders in identifying recurring problems.
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12.1.1 Creating a new Issue
To create a new Issue report:
Navigate to the [Issues & change requests] tab.
Click "New issue" in the left hand contextual navigation menu.

From the content window click on the [Create] menu and select “New issue”

The "Document Creation" dialog box will open where you can select the Project and Phase
the new issue applies to.

Click "OK" to validate the selections and the Issue report form will open.
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12.1.2 Header

Issue report

The title of the issue.

Project

The project that the issue applies to.

Phase

The phase of the project that the issue applies to.

Project leader

The main project leader (not the project leader substitute).
The current status of the document. The issue report always follows a workflow.
The status value is a link that opens a dialog box displaying the details of the
workflow.

Status

When the user is allowed to change the status, the field itself is a shortcut that
brings the dialog box to change the status.
The status also impacts the "Project overview" document calculation.

Action

Indicates the action to take according to the applied workflow. By clicking the
button, the Issue will enter into the next step in the workflow.
Visual indicators:
Red, deadline passed

Deadline

Orange
Green, OK

Version

Version number of the document.

Modified on

Date and time of the last modifications. By clicking on the date you can access
the history of the modifications.

Last comment &
New discussion

Displays the last comments made on the task. You can reply directly to the
comments by clicking on "Reply" and you can create a new discussion by
clicking on "New discussion". See "Collaborate with Genius Live!" for more
information.
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12.1.2.1 [Description] tab

Issue type

It indicates if the issue is related to an internal or external event. It is possible to
use this field in a wide range of meanings, such as "Internal" if the issue is
related to an event inside the scope of the project, otherwise "External".
Mandatory.

Priority

The priority of the issue report (urgent, low, etc.). The list of choices comes from
the "Keywords & Labels" setup document.

Origin of issue

The origin of the issue. The list of choices comes from the Keywords & Labels
setup document. Single selection field.

Wished
resolution date

The date when the issue should be solved. This is only indicative.

Details

A detailed description of the issue. This field should be used as a repository of
the most important information related to the issue, to allow other resources
accessing the issue report to get a complete understanding of the issue.
Rich text field. For attachments, it is strongly recommend using the
Attachments section that provides better functionalities.

12.1.3 [Related Tasks] Tab
The [Related tasks] tab is used to specify any and all tasks related to the issue. They can either be
impacted by the issue or the actual cause of the issue.
To select the tasks, navigate to the [Related tasks] tab:
Click on the "Add" button.
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A dialog box will open listing all of the project’s tasks and phases.
Double click on a related task or deliverable to add it to the bottom section of the dialog box
or select the items to be added and use the arrows provided to add them.

Note:

The values on this tab are for information purposes only and will not have any impact on the
management of the issue.

12.1.3.1 [Related Risks] tab
When planning a project, it is always possible to identify and log potential risks in advance, in order
to be better prepared should they occur. Issues reported throughout the course of a project that are
related to any of the forecasted risks, can have a direct link made to the risk from the [Related risks]
tab.

From the [Related risk] tab:
Click the "Add" button.

A dialog box will open listing all of the forecasted project risks.
Double click on a related risk to add it to the bottom section of the dialog box or select the
risk(s) to be added and use the arrows provided to add them.
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12.1.3.2 [Impact] tab
The fields on the [Impact] tab are for information purposes only and may be used later on to analyze
the impact of the issues on the project, or to manage the risks on another project of the same type.
The values on this tab will most likely be completed by the project leader, or by the person
processing the issue after an update of the project plan.

On the workload

The estimated additional work caused by the issue, in the workload unit defined
in the General setup document.

On the deadline

Allows indicating what delay the issue will cause. The number of days is
informative and has no impact on the project plan.
The estimated additional cost caused by the issue in the project currency.
If the project currency is different from the reference currency defined in the
"General" setup document, the second row displays the values computed in the
reference currency.
See the Costs and budget tracking document for more information.

On the cost

This field is displayed in either of those cases:
the user belongs to the project team and is allowed to see financial
information.
the user has the "View Costs" role.
the user is the project leader or one of the project leader substitutes.
the user is an application manager (i.e. has the "COP_MANAGERS" role).

Consequences

Detailed description of the consequences of this issue for the progress of the
project.

12.1.3.3 [Actions] tab
A rich text field for the project leader, to document all decisions and actions taken to fix the issue.
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12.1.4 Delete an issue
To delete an issue:
Navigate to the [Issues & change requests] tab.
Select Issues from the contextual navigation menu on the left.
All of your projects will be loaded in the content window; find the one with the issue to be
deleted and select the issue by placing a check in the box next to the title.

Click "Delete" on the action menu bar.
Click "Yes" to confirm the action in the dialog box that opens and the Issue will be removed.

12.1.5 Process an issue
By default the Issue form has a generic workflow associated to it, however it can be refined if it does
not match an organization’s existing issue management process.
The purpose of the workflow is to automatically circulate an issue from its author to designated
resources for revision and approval.
To submit an issue for approval once it has been completed, the author simply must:

Click the Submit button

in the header

A dialog box will open asking for confirmation of the action. A field is available to include
comments if desired.
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The issue will be updated with its new status displayed in the header, and the name of the
person who is now responsible for it.

Note:

As part of the generic workflow, an email will be sent to the responsible resource(s) notifying
them of the action they need to take.
Once the responsible resource has reviewed the issue and added any necessary information
to the form, they can either approve or reject it.
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12.1.6 Define issue workflow
A generic revision and approval workflow is applied by default to the Issue form. The cycle of the
workflow is indicated in the diagram below.
In the event that the workflow does not match an organization’s existing processes, it can be
changed in the "Workflow" section of the Setup for the [Projects] module.
To learn more about defining workflows see admin manual.

12.1.7 How issue status influence project status
Issues can be followed from the "Issues" view on the [Issues & change requests] tab. They also
appear in the Project overview documents until they are marked as "Processed".
To access Project Overviews:
Navigate to the [Projects] tab.
Select "Progress status" from the contextual navigation menu and click "Overview by
month".
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The project overview highlights will appear in the content window indicating the status of various
metrics, including Issues.

To access more detailed information simply click on the Project name to open the overview, and
scroll down to the issues section.
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Open issue reports: Displays the number of Issue report documents that are still open.
:
Good. By default, no reported issue remains open, i.e. the "Issue report" are all in a
completed status.
:

Medium. By default, at most three issues remain open.

:
Bad. More than three issues that are still not closed, i.e. the "Issue report" documents are
still in an open status.
The default thresholds can be changed in the "General" setup document.
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13

THE CHANGE REQUEST
A change request can be defined as any request that is submitted to a change control board or
designated decision making group. Requests can consist of changes that range from minor to
significant that drastically alter the project. Typically, formal change requests involve more significant
changes whereas the less impactful changes are made at the project management level.
A typical request can include changes to a number of project areas, including requests to expand or
reduce the scope of the project, requests to modify policies, procedures, plans, or processes,
requests to modify expenditures, and requests to update or modify schedules.
Change requests can be initiated internally or externally. One constant throughout most change
request processes is that change requests must be made formally with a written proposal or request
form, and that changes are not to be implemented until they are formally approved. Geniusproject’s
[Change Request] module has been designed to support all types of "Change request" processes by
incorporating the power of its workflow engine to drive any required revisions and approvals.

13.1

Change Requests in Genius Project
The change request is used to request a change to a project in progress. Examples of changes that
may need to go through an approval process are to the project`s technology, system enhancements,
change of scope, changes to standards, requests from senior management or customer, etc.
A change request in Geniusproject can include snapshots of the current project Timeline & Budget
(from the corresponding section of the Project description document). This option is set in the
General setup document of the [Projects] module(s).

13.1.1 Create a change request
To create a new Change Request:
Navigate to the [Issues & Change Requests] tab.

Select "Change requests" from the contextual navigation menu on the left and all existing
change requests will be loaded in the content window on the right.
Click "New change request" to create a new request.
From the content window click on the [Create] menu and select “Change request”
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A dialog box will open to select the project and phase the change request applies to.

Click OK to validate the selections and a new change request form will open.
13.1.1.1 Header

Change request

The title of the Change Request.

Project

The project that the Change Request applies to.

Phase

The phase of the project that the Change Request applies to.

Project leader

The main project leader (not the project leader substitute).
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Visible if the document is in a workflow. The current status of the document.
The label is a shortcut that opens the Workflow window.
Status

When the user is allowed to change the status, the field itself is a shortcut that
opens a dialog box to change the status.
The status also impacts the "Project overview" document calculation.

Action

Indicates the action to take according to the applied workflow. By clicking the
button, the Change Request will enter into the next step in the workflow.
Visual indicators:
Red, deadline passed.

Deadline

Orange.
Green, OK.

Version

Version number of the document.

Modified on

Date and time of the last modifications. By clicking on the date you can access
the history of the modifications

Last comment &
New discussion

Displays the last comments made to the task. You can reply directly to the
comments by clicking on "Reply" and you can create a new discussion by
clicking on "New discussion". See "Collaborate with Genius Live!" for more
information.

13.1.1.2 Description & Justification

Type

The type of request. Single selection field. The list of choices comes from the
change request types entered in the Keywords & Labels setup document.

Priority

The priority for the request. Single selection field. The list of choices comes
from the change request priorities entered in the "Keywords & Labels" setup
document.

Description

A description of the reason why the request was submitted. Free text.

Profit

To describe the value of implementing the request. Free text.
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Impact if not
implemented

To describe the impact of not implemented the change. Free text.

Alternative

To describe a possible alternative to not implementing the change. Free text.

13.1.1.3 Forecasted impact

The [Forecasted impact] tab is used to capture information on the anticipated impact the
change could have on the project.

Deadline

To describe the planned impact on the project deadline if the change is
implemented. Free text.

Workload

To describe the planned impact on the project workload if the change
is implemented. Free text.

Budget

To describe the planned impact on the project budget if the change is
implemented. Free text.

Quality

To describe the planned impact on the project quality if the change is
implemented. Free text.

Forecasted
impact

To link the Deliverable documents that may be impacted if the change
Impacted
deliverables

Add/
Remove

Title

is implemented. The
and
delete an impacted deliverable.

buttons are used to add or

The title of the added deliverables.
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Clicking on this icon will update the tables below with the
corresponding values from the project description. It will update the
date in the table's title as well.

Timeline &
budget

Planned Start
Date

The planned start date of the project.

Planned End
Date

The planned end date of the project.

The planned duration of the project; this is the number of duration
units (see the field "Duration unit" above) between the planned
Planned Duration start date and the planned end date, including the start/end date
days.
Note: This value includes week-ends and public holidays.
Actual Start Date The actual start date of the project.
Actual End Date

The actual end date of the project.

Actual Duration

Actual duration of the project, this is the number of duration units
(see the field "Duration unit" above) between the actual start date
and the actual end date, including the start/end date days.
Note: This value includes week-ends and public holidays.

Progress

Labor

The project’s percentage of progress, computed according to the
progress of all tasks in the project.
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Physical

Visible only if the "Physical progress" option of the "Project
description" was set to "Used for the earned value calculation" or
"Entered but not used", and there is some physical progress.
The project’s percentage of physical progress, computed based on
the progress of all tasks in the project.

Costs

Workload

Gap

The difference between the planned end date and the estimated
end date at completion (Planned - EAC).

Budget

Displays the planned workload of the project according to the
budget.

Planned

The total planned workload based on the tasks.

Actual

The actual workload based on the tasks.

Remaining

The remaining workload based on the tasks.

EAC

The total workload estimated at completion.

Difference

The difference between the workload estimated at completion and
the planned workload (EAC - Planned).

Budget not used

The remaining workload \ to the budget.

Budget

Displays the planned workload of the project according to the
budget.

Planned

The total planned workload according to the tasks.

Actual

The actual workload according to the tasks.

Remaining

The remaining workload according to the tasks.

EAC

The total workload estimated at completion.

Difference

The difference between the workload estimated at completion and
the planned workload (EAC - Planned).

Budget not used

The remaining workload according to the budget.

13.1.1.4 [Actual impact] tab
The [Actual impact] tab is used to capture information on the actual impact the change had on the
project.
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Deadline

To describe the actual impact on the project deadline once the
change is implemented. Free text.

Workload

To describe the actual impact on the project workload once the
change is implemented. Free text.

Budget

To describe the actual impact on the project budget once the
change is implemented. Free text.

Quality

To describe the actual impact on the project quality once the
change is implemented. Free text.

Actual impact

To link the Deliverable documents that were impacted once the
Impacted
Deliverables

Add/ Remove

Title

change was implemented. The
and
used to add or delete an impacted deliverable.

buttons are

Title of the added deliverables
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Clicking on this icon will update the tables below with the
corresponding values of the project description. It will update
the date in the table's title as well.

Timeline &
budget after

Planned start
date

The planned start date of the project.

Planned end
date

The planned end date of the project.

Planned
duration

Planned duration of the project, this is the number of duration
units (see the field "Duration unit" above) between the planned
start date and the planned end date, including the start/end
date days.
Note: This value includes week-ends and public holidays.

Actual start
date

The actual start date of the project.

Actual end date The actual end date of the project.

Actual duration

Actual duration of the project, this is the number of duration
units (see the field "Duration unit" above) between the actual
start date and the actual end date, including the start/end date
days.
Note: This value includes week-ends and public holidays.
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Labor

Progress

Physical

The project’s percentage of progress, computed based on the
progress of all tasks in the project.
Visible only if the "Physical progress" option in the "Project
description" is set to "Used for the earned value calculation" or
"Entered but not used", and there is physical progress.
The project’s percentage of physical progress, computed
according to the progress of all tasks in the project.

Costs

Workload

Gap

The difference between the planned end date and the estimated
end date at completion (Planned - EAC).

Budget

Displays the planned costs of the project according to the
budget.

Planned

Displays the total planned cost of the project, according to the
"Tasks" and "Costs" documents.

Actual

The part of the budget that is already spent, according to the
actual cost of tasks and actual costs in Costs documents.

Remaining

The remaining costs of the project, according to the "Tasks"
and "Costs" documents.

EAC

Estimated at completion. The estimated total budget at
completion.

Difference

The difference between the budget estimated at completion and
the allocated budget (EAC - Allocated).

Budget not
used

The remaining part of the budget.

Budget

Displays the planned workload of the project according to the
budget.

Planned

The total planned workload according to the tasks.

Actual

The actual workload according to the tasks.

Remaining

The remaining workload according to the tasks.

EAC

The total workload estimated at completion.

Difference

The difference between the workload estimated at completion
and the planned workload (EAC - Planned).

Budget not
used

The remaining workload according to the budget.
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13.1.2 Update a Change Request
Once a change request has been submitted for approval, no additional changes can be applied to it.
The designated approver must first reject the request before the author can make any necessary
modifications.
If a Change request has not yet been submitted for approval, to update it:
Navigate to the [Issues & change requests] tab.
Select "Change requests" from the contextual navigation menu on the left.
Locate the desired project in the content window and expand it by clicking on the
its name. All of the selected project`s change requests will display beneath it.

beside

The Status column indicates whether the request is still a draft.
To change the status, if you'r responsible, click the drop down.

Right click on the document title to open in edit mode.
Apply changes then save and close or submit for approval.

13.1.3 Delete a Change Request
To delete a change request:
Navigate to the [Issues & change requests] tab.
Select "Change requests" from the contextual navigation on the left.
Locate the desired project in the content window and expand it by clicking on the
its name. All of the selected project`s change requests will display beneath it.

beside
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Place a check in the

beside the requests title and click `Delete` on the action menu bar.

A dialog box will open up asking you to confirm the deletion. Click OK to confirm.
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14

RISK MANAGEMENT
Project risk is an uncertain event or condition that, if it occurs, has a positive or a negative effect on a
project objective.
Risk management: Risk management is the systematic process of planning for, identifying,
analyzing, responding to, and monitoring project risk. It involves processes, tools, and techniques
that will help the project leader maximize the probability and consequences of positive events and
minimize the probability and consequences of adverse events. Project risk management is most
effective when performed early in the life of the project and is a continuing responsibility throughout
the project.
Note:

Geniusproject does not include the management of positive risks

The project risk management process helps project sponsors and teams make informed decisions
regarding project alternatives. Risk management encourages the project team to take appropriate
measures to minimize:
Adverse impacts to project scope, cost, and schedule.
Management by crisis.
Risk identification: Risk identification involves identifying potential project risks and documenting
their characteristics. Risk identification results in a deliverable; the project risk list.
Qualitative Risk Analysis: Qualitative risk analysis assesses the importance of the identified risks,
and develops prioritized lists of these risks for further analysis or direct mitigation. The team
assesses each identified risk for its probability of occurring and its impact on project objectives.
Team members review the qualitative risk during the project’s lifecycle. When the team repeats
qualitative analysis for individual risks, trends may emerge. These trends can indicate the need for
more or less risk management action on particular risks, or whether a risk mitigation plan is
working.
Risk Response Planning: Risk response planning focuses on the high-risk items evaluated in the
qualitative risk analysis. It identifies and assigns parties to take responsibility for each risk response.
This process ensures that each risk requiring a response has an owner. The project leader identifies
the best strategy for each risk, and then designs specific actions to implement it. These strategies
and actions include:
Avoidance. The team changes the project plan to eliminate the risk or to protect the project
objectives from its impact. The team might achieve this by changing scope, adding time, or
adding resources.
Mitigation. The team seeks to reduce the likelihood or consequences of a risk event to an
acceptable threshold. They accomplish this via many different means that are specific to the
project and the risk. Mitigation phases, although costly and time consuming, may still be
preferred to going forward with the unmitigated risk.
Acceptance. The project leader and the project team decide to accept certain risks. They do
not change the project plan to deal with a risk, or identify any response strategy other than
agreeing to address the risk if and when it occurs.
Risk monitoring and control: Risk monitoring and control keeps track of the identified risks,
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residual risks, and new risks. It also ensures the execution of risk response plans, and
evaluates their effectiveness. Risk monitoring and control continues throughout the project
life cycle. The list of project risks changes as the project matures, new risks develop, or
anticipated risks disappear. Periodic project risk reviews repeat the tasks of identification,
analysis, and response planning (see previous tasks). Risk ratings and prioritization
commonly change during the project life cycle.

Risk control involves:
Choosing alternative response strategies.
Implementing a contingency plan.
Taking corrective actions.
Re-planning the project.

14.1

Create a New Risk
For each identified risk a new Risk document must be created. This document defines which project
the risk refers to, and classifies the risk. Classification criteria are defined in the various Risk setup
documents.
To create a new risk:
Navigate to the [Projects] tab.
Click "New risk" on the contextual navigation menu OR click "Create" on the action menu
bar and select "Risk".

From the content window click on the [Create] menu and select “New risk”
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The new risk form will open.

14.1.1 Header

Risk

Title of the risk.

Project

The project that the risk applies to.

Phase

The phase of the project the risk applies to. If it applies to the project as a
whole, then select Global.

Project leader

The main project leader (not the project leader substitute).
Visual indicators:
Red, deadline passed.

Deadline

Orange.
Green, OK.

Version

Version number of the document.

Modified on

Date and time of the last modifications. By clicking on the date you can
access the history of the modifications.
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Last comment
New discussion

Displays the last comments made on the risk. You can reply directly to the
comments by clicking on "Reply" and you can create a new discussion by
clicking on "New discussion". See "Collaborate with Genius Live!" for more
information.

14.1.2 [General] tab
The [General] tab is used to define the likelihood that the risk will occur, and its potential
consequences (impact). Geniusproject can track two sets of values for likelihood and impact; the
planned value (original) and the actual value after mitigation. Each set of values can have up to 6
levels of measurement, depending on the risk setup.

Once likelihood and impact have been set, the system automatically computes the severity of the
risk by multiplying them (likelihood by impact). Geniusproject uses a matrix to provide a visual
representation of the risk’s likelihood and impact combined.
Depending on the setup, this matrix can be a 3x3 matrix, a 6x6 matrix, or any combination in
between. The matrix indicates whether each risk is high, moderate, or low.

The bullet shows the original position of the risk in the evaluation matrix. Once the qualification has
been done the original likelihood and impact will be locked as reference data. Once the risk is locked
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a new line appears below to track the actual "likelihood", "impact" and "severity". The bullet will
show the actual position of the risk in the risk matrix during and after mitigation.

Classification

Risk 1st level of
classification

The risk’s first level of classification. The label for this field comes
from the Risk labels setup document. The list of choices is
defined in the corresponding Risk setup document.

Risk 2nd level of
classification

The risk’s second level of classification. The label for this field
comes from the "Risk labels" setup document. The list of choices
is defined in the corresponding Risk setup document, according
to the value selected in the previous field. Mandatory.

Risk 3rd level of
classification

The risk’s third level of classification. The label for this field comes
from the "Risk labels" setup document. The list of choices is
defined in the corresponding Risk setup document according to
the value selected in the previous field. Only visible if the number
of classification levels defined in the "Risk labels" setup document
is at least "3", and then mandatory.

Risk 4th level of
classification

The risk’s fourth level of classification. The label for this field
comes from the "Risk labels" setup document. The list of choices
is defined in the corresponding Risk setup document, according
to the value selected in the previous field. Only visible if the
number of classification levels defined in the "Risk labels" setup
document is "4", and then mandatory.

Original/
Likelihood

Likelihood the risk will occur. List of choices. Possible values are
1 to 6, depending on the setup done in the "Risk labels" setup
document. The corresponding labels come from the "Risk labels"
setup document. The "Original" label also comes from the "Risk
labels" setup document.

Original/ Impact

Impact the risk will have once it occurs. List of choices. Possible
values are 1 to 6, depending on the setup done in the "Risk
labels" setup document. The corresponding labels come from the
"Risk labels" setup document.

Original/ Severity The product Likelihood * Impact.

Risk Levels

Original/
Evaluation

By default, computed and equal to the severity. It can be edited
and changed manually by clicking the closed padlock icon to the
right of field label (the icon shows the current status).
Clicking the open padlock icon switches back to the computed
value.
The padlock icons show the current status.
: the field is editable.

Padlock icons

: the field is not editable.
Once all original values are set, they can be locked and the actual
values are displayed. The original values can be then unlocked
and modified.
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If there is no workflow defined, editing is done through the closed
padlock icon or can be locked again with the open padlock icon
next to the table’s "Risks" label. If a workflow is defined, then the
icons are hidden and the standard workflow functions must be
used to lock and unlock the values. See the Workflow definition
document for further information.
Actual/
Likelihood

Computed likelihood, according to the completed mitigation
actions. The "Actual" label also comes from the "Risk labels"
setup document.

Actual/ Impact

Computed impact, according to the completed mitigation actions.

Actual/ Severity

Computed severity, Actual likelihood * Actual impact.

Actual/
Evaluation

By default, computed and equal to the actual severity. But if the
original evaluation was edited and modified manually, it is also
editable and by default equal to the original evaluation.
A matrix ranging from3x3 to 6x6, depending on the matrix setup
done in the "Risk labels" setup document. It displays the original
position of the risk (big gray bullet), and the actual position (small
blue bullet) when original values are locked. The vertical axis
represents the likelihood, where the horizontal axis represents the
impact.

Matrix

The matrix is divided into one to three zones, green, orange and
red, depending on the matrix setup done in the "Risk labels"
setup document. Clicking on the question mark icon (?) next to
the table title displays the legend for the matrix. The legend is
customizable.
When the original values are locked, an icon is displayed in the
lower left corner of the matrix, which allows running the risk
calculation according to the completed actions.

14.1.3 [Impact] tab
The [Impact] tab consists of text fields used to describe the impact the risk could
potentially have on the project, as well as the value of the impact in days and dollars.

Impact

Optional, Description of the impact of the risk. Rich text.

Quality

Optional. Impact on the quality if the project’s results. Free text.
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Planned days

Delay in days if the risk occurs

Cost

Additional costs if the risk occurs.

14.1.4 [Mitigation] tab

Geniusproject allows for the creation of actions as a mitigation plan that will either reduce the likelihood
of a specific risk from occurring; reduce the impact of a risk on a project and its deliverables, or
both.
All mitigation actions in Geniusproject are in fact "Task" documents that are linked to the "Risk", but
managed as standard tasks. The creation of these mitigation tasks are initiated from the [Mitigation]
tab in the Risk form.

icon to create a new mitigation action. It is possible to create up to
Mitigation actions Click the
10 mitigation actions.
Displayed for each defined mitigation action.
Icon

: The task is not completed.
: The task is completed.
Displayed for each defined mitigation action.

Description

Costs

The task’s subject. It is also a link that opens the corresponding Task document
directly.
Displayed for each defined mitigation action.
The task’s internal cost.

Duration

Displayed for each defined mitigation action.
The task’s planned workload.
Displayed for each defined mitigation action.

% on the
likelihood

The amount likelihood is reduced once the action is completed.
Percentages can be locked by clicking on the open padlock icon.
Once locked, they can be unlocked by clicking on the closed padlock icon.
Displayed for each defined mitigation action.

% on the impact

The amount impact is reduced once the action is completed.
Percentages can be locked by clicking on the open padlock icon.
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Once locked, they can be unlocked by clicking on the closed padlock icon.
Total costs

The total internal costs of all defined mitigation actions.

Total days

The total planned workload of all defined mitigation actions.

Once the task has been created, its cost and workload are retrieved and listed in the risk document.
It is possible to assign a value to likelihood and impact for each task. This value represents how
much the risk will be reduced if the task is completed i.e. if a risk’s likelihood is rated 5 and task T
has a mitigation likelihood factor of 20%, once task T is completed the risk’s likelihood will be
reduced to 4.

14.2

Update a Risk
To update an existing risk simply navigate to the [Risks] module and locate your project and the risk
to be updated. Open the Risk form in edit mode and apply any necessary changes and updates.
If an approval or revision workflow has been applied to the risk form, it may no longer be possible to
update or edit a risk after it has been submitted.

14.3

Delete a Risk
To delete a risk, navigate to the [Risks] module and locate your project and the risk to be deleted.
Select the risk by placing a check in the box next to its title, and click delete on the menu action
bar.

14.4

Define Risk Request Workflow
To ensure the follow-up and execution of the mitigation plan, a workflow can be defined for a "Risk
document".
See "Admin Manual" to learn more about creating workflows.
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14.5

How Project Risk Status Influences Project Status
It is important to monitor risk analysis during the project. It is also important to note that the "Risk"
section of the Project Overview document keeps track of the risks throughout the life cycle of the
project.
In the header of the overview is a color coded indicator corresponding to the status of the risks found
on the [Risks] tab.

The number(s) in the matrix on the [Risks] tab will automatically open the form for the corresponding
Risk, simply by clicking on it.
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15

PROJECT TRACKING
Depending on what a user’s role is on a project or in an organization, project progress can be tracked
from various different points of view or needs, such as:
Financial follow-up
A project leader might need to check the financial status of a project at any given time. This
is covered in the "Budget & Cost Tracking" chapter.
Planned costs can be compared to actual and/or billable costs.
Workload follow-up
A project leader will need to track the actual work done on his/her project at any given time.
The planned workload can be compared to the actual work performed on tasks/assignments.
Deadline follow-up
The progress of a project can be measured in terms of completed deliverables (milestones).
The statuses of project deliverables are useful when tracking whether deadlines are being
met and if the project is on schedule.
Activity follow-up
The project leaders can review and approve time spent on tasks belonging to their projects.
The team lead needs to review and approve a resource's entire timesheet.
Risk follow-up
Project leaders have evaluated the potential risks to their projects and now need to track the
progress of the actions undertaken to reduce the risks.
General follow-up
Project leaders look to pro-actively write monthly progress reports for their projects.
This chapter presents some examples of reports of how to track projects. Please note that more
project tracking capabilities are available at the portfolio level.
There are many views and reports available to track your projects. Navigate to the [Project] tab, and
click on [Progress status] in the contextual navigation menu to have an overview of project tracking
views.
Review monthly progress overviews using the [Progress status] --> [Overview by month] view and see
high-level indicators about each project’s status.
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You will see the current status for the Budget, Problems, Risks, and Issues, Delayed tasks and
Deliverables. These indicators are computed monthly, and the system stores the history at the end
of each month in order to have an easy visual understanding of the project trend over time. The
current month displays the current status. A background agent updates the indicators daily.
The "Project overviews" report project health using traffic light indicators, providing a quick visual into
the monthly progress of a project at the labor and financial level. The green traffic light indicates that
everything is fine; orange indicates 'attention' might be needed and red displays problem areas.
By clicking the [Update] Menu `you can select the project and month you want to update or create
the monthly indicators, called "Project overview".

15.1

Project Overview
There are many views and reports available to track project progress. A number of these views are
based on data found in a key Geniusproject document titled, "Project Overview".
Project Overviews are setup to be generated automatically, however they can also be generated or
updated manually, directly from the project description document or from the overviews view.
To learn how to generate a Project Overview from the Project Description document, see the chapter
titled "Create Project – Project definition / Create Project Overview".
To manage project overviews from the view:
Navigate to the [Projects] tab
Click "Progress status" in the contextual navigation menu and select "Overview by month".
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All existing overviews will appear in the content window categorized by project name.
To update an existing report, locate the desired project and period, and open the report in
edit mode.
By clicking on one of the indicators in the view, the project overview opens. Many indicators and
indexes are available for budget, workload as well as earned value analysis. Please refer to the help
file to learn more about "Project overviews".

Many of the Project Tracking views are based on the "Project overviews".
The Overviews group data together on a monthly basis; the following documents are used to generate
a project overview:
Project description budget details
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Task
Assignment
Timesheet detail
Deliverable
Cost
Progress report
Risk
Issue report
Graphical displays of data are a nice way to get a quick glance at a project's status. A series of
charts are available for each of the different views. Select a document in the view; the details of the
selected document will be the parameters for the chart.
Clicking on the "chart" icon in the menu bar and a pop-up window with a list of predefined charts will
open. Select the one you would like to display.

All charts are predefined in the application setup. You can define and configure your own charts, as
well as customize the existing ones.

15.1.1 The Project Overview Header

Project Name

The project title, in the example above – "SaaS Version".

Project leader

Name of the project leader. By default will always be the creator of the
new project.
Displays the number of Issue report documents that are still open.
Green:
Good. By default, no reported issues remain open, i.e.
the 'Issue reports' all have a status of ‘completed.’

Open Issues

Yellow:

Medium. By default, at most three issues remain open.

Red:
Bad. More than three issues are still open, i.e. the 'Issue
report' documents are still in an open status.
The default thresholds can be changed in the 'General' setup document.
Delayed tasks

Displays the percentage of delayed tasks in the project.
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Green:

Good. By default, less than 10% of delayed tasks.

Yellow:

Medium. By default, less than 20% of delayed tasks.

Red:

Bad. By default, more than 20% of delayed tasks.

The default thresholds can be changed in the 'General' setup document.
Displays the percentage of delayed deliverables in the project.
Green:
Delayed deliverables

Good. By default, less than 10% of delayed deliverables.

Yellow:
Medium. By default, less than 20% of delayed
deliverables.
Red:

Bad. By default, more than 20% of delayed deliverables.

The default thresholds can be changed in the 'General' setup document.
Displays the number of risks defined for the project. If there are no Risk
documents for the project then it is indicated with the icon and the
number 0 is displayed.
The icon displayed to the left of the severity depends on the place of the
risks in the matrix:
Risks

Health

White:

No risk defined.

Green:

All defined risks are in the green part of the matrix.

Yellow:
matrix.

All defined risks are at most in the orange part of the

Red:

There is at least one risk in the red part of the matrix.

This value is defined manually by the project leader in the project
description document.

15.1.2 The "General" tab

Various indicators showing the project progress.
Costs - Budget %:

Actual cost (from the Tasks and Costs
records) divided by the budgeted costs.

Costs - Planned %:

Actual cost divided by the planned cost (from
the 'Task' and 'Cost' documents).

Costs - EAC %:

Actual cost divided by the total cost
estimated at completion.

Labor - Budget %:

Actual work (i.e. the time spent since the
beginning of the project) divided by the
budgeted workload.

Labor - Planned %:

Actual work divided by the planned workload
(from the 'Task' documents).

Progress

Workload - Economic %: 100% - (the remaining work divided by the
planned work).
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Labor- EAC %:

Actual work divided by the total work
estimated at completion.

For example, if the budgeted workload is 15 days, the planned work is 16
days, the actual work is 10 days, the remaining work is 8 days, and so
the re-estimated work is 18 days:
Labor - Budget %:

66.6%

Labor - Planned %: 62.5%
Labor - EAC %:

55.5%

The cost value comes from the Budget section of the Project description,
the 'Tasks' records and the 'Cost' documents. The currency is the
reference currency as defined in the General setup document.
Green:
budget.

Good. By default, the actual costs are still within the

Yellow:
Medium. By default, the actual costs are over budget but
not by more than 120% of the budget.
Red:
Bad. By default, the actual costs are over budget by
more than 120%.
Current Status

The default thresholds can be changed in the 'General' setup document.
The Labor values come from the 'Task' and 'Timesheet details' records.
The unit is the workload unit as defined in the 'General' setup document,
i.e. hours or days
Green:
budget.

Good. By default, the actual workload is still within

Yellow:
Medium. By default, the actual workload is over budget
but not by more than 120% of the budget.
Red:
Bad. By default, the actual workload is over budget by
more than 120%.
The default thresholds can be changed in the 'General' setup document.

Last project progress
report

Displays the date of the last progress report; if a project’s Progress report
document does not yet exist for the calculated period or for previous
periods, then the period 0-0 is displayed.
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The following indicators are related to the ‘Unsolved problems' and the
'Solved problems' fields in the 'Progress report' document.
Green:
Good. This icon is displayed if no problems have been
found. i.e. If the 'Found problems' field is set to 'No' in the last
'Progress report' document.
Yellow:
Medium. This icon indicates that problems are resolved.
i.e. If the 'Found problems' and 'Solved problems' fields are both set to
"Yes" in the last 'Progress report' document.
Red:
Bad. One or several problems are described without any
solution. i.e. The 'Found problems' is set to "Yes" and the 'Solved
problems' field is set to 'No' in the last 'Progress report' document.
Displays the maximal severity among the risks defined for the project. If
no Risk document is available for the project then it is indicated with the
icon and the number 0 is displayed.
The icon displayed to the left of the severity depends on the place of the
risks in the matrix:
Risks (Maximal
severity)

White:

No risk defined.

Green:

All defined risks are in the green part of the matrix.

Yellow:
matrix.

All defined risks are at the most in the orange part of the

Red:

There is at least one risk in the red part of the matrix.

Displays the number of Issue report documents that are still open.
Green:
Good. By default, no reported issues remain open, i.e.
the 'Issue report' all have a completed status.
Open issue reports

Yellow:

Medium. By default, at most three issues remain open.

Red:
Bad. More than three open issues remaining. i.e. the
'Issue report' documents still have a status of ‘open’.
The default thresholds can be changed in the 'General' setup document.
Displays the percentage of delayed tasks in the project.

Delayed tasks

Green:

Good. By default, less than 10% of delayed tasks.

Yellow:

Medium. By default, less than 20% of delayed tasks.

Red:

Bad. By default, more than 20% of delayed tasks.

The default thresholds can be changed in the 'General' setup document.
Displays the percentage of delayed deliverables in the project.
Green:
Delayed deliverables

Good. By default, less than 10% of delayed deliverables.

Yellow:
Medium. By default, less than 20% of delayed
deliverables.
Red:

Bad. By default, more than 20% of delayed deliverables.
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The default thresholds can be changed in the 'General' setup document.

15.1.3 "Costs" tab

Note:

The currency is the reference currency as defined in the General setup document.

All of the calculations for the 'Period' columns are either done according to the timesheet lines (if any
exist on the project), or in a differential way (in comparison to the previous period).
The calculation from the timesheet lines is always correct, whatever the calculation date of the
overview, as the timesheet lines are identified by period (provided that all Timesheets records were
filled in by the time they were due).
The differential way implies a calculation of overviews each day to ensure that the information is upto-date (this can be done through the corresponding scheduled agent, as set by the administrator).
Values coming from the 'Budget' section of the Project description
document.
Labor:
Budget

The value is the sum of the budgeted costs arising from
activities performed by team members.

Inv & Exp: The value is the sum of the non-labor related budgeted
costs (Investments and Expenses).

Expenses

Total:
Planned

The total budgeted costs.

Values coming from the Task and Cost records
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Labor:

The value is the sum of the costs of planned labor for
tasks

Inv & Exp: The value is the sum of all non-labor related planned costs
(Investments and Expenses).
Total:

The total planned costs.

Estimated At Completion. Values coming from the 'Timesheet detail,'
'Task,' 'Assignments' and 'Cost' records.
Labor:
EAC

Sum of the actual (total) costs and remaining costs for
labor.

Inv & Exp: Sum of the actual (total) costs and remaining costs for
Investments & expenses.
Total:

The total cost estimated at completion.

Values coming from the ‘Timesheet detail,’ ‘Task,’ ‘Assignments’ and
‘Cost’ documents.
Actual
(Period)

Labor:

The cost of labor during the period. See warning above for
calculation.

Inv & Exp: Sum of the 'Actual amount' fields of all 'Cost' records that
have an 'Actual date' within the period.
Total:

The actual total costs for the period.

Values coming from the 'Timesheet detail', 'Task', 'Assignments' and
'Cost' records.
Labor:
Actual

The actual cost of work performed as of the calculation
date.

Inv & Exp: Sum of the 'Actual amount' fields of all 'Cost' documents
where the value of the 'Actual date' date field is in or
before the period.
Total:

The total actual costs.

Values coming from the 'Assignments' and 'Cost' records.
Labor:
Remaining

The total remaining cost of all 'Assignments.'

Inv & Exp: The total planned cost of all 'Cost' documents that do not
have an actual end date, or have an actual end date which
is after the period.
Total:

The total remaining costs.

Values coming from the project 'Budget.'
Labor:
Budget

The value is the sum of the budgeted billable amounts for
labor.

Inv & Exp: The value is the sum of billable non-labor related costs
budgeted for Investments and Expenses.

Billing

Total:
Planned

The total budgeted billable amount.

Values coming from the Tasks and Costs records
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Labor:

The value is the sum of planned billable costs for labor on
tasks.

Inv & Exp: The value is the sum of the costs for planned billable
Investments and Expenses.
Total:

The total planned billing amount.

Values coming from the Timesheet detail, Task, Assignments and Cost
records.
Labor:
Actual
(Period)

The billable labor performed during the period. See
warning above for calculation.

Inv & Exp: Sum of the 'Actual billing amount' fields of all 'Cost'
records that have an 'Actual date' date field which
contains a date that is in the period.
Total:

The actual total billing amount for the period.

Values coming from the 'Timesheet detail', 'Task', 'Assignments' and
'Cost' records.
Labor:
Actual

Total of billable labor at the time of the overview document
calculation

Inv & Exp: Sum of the 'Actual billing’ fields of all 'Cost' records that
have an 'Actual date' date field which contains a date that
is in or before the period.
Total:

The total billing costs.
Values coming from the 'Assignments' and 'Cost' records.

Labor:
Remaining

The total cost of remaining billable 'Assignments.'

Inv & Exp: The total billable amount of all 'Cost's which do not have
an actual end date, or having an actual end date which is
after the period.
Total:

The total remaining billing.

Values coming from the 'Budget' of the Project
Labor:
Budget

The value is the sum of the budgeted margin for activities
performed by team members.

Inv & Exp: The value is the sum of the budgeted margin for
Investments and Expenses.
Total:

The total budgeted margin.

Values coming from the Tasks and Costs records

Margins

Labor:
Planned

Inv & Exp: The value is the sum of planned margin on Investments
and Expenses.
Total:

Actual
(Period)

The value is the sum of the planned margin on tasks.

The total planned margin.

Values coming from the Timesheet detail, Task, Assignments and Cost
records.
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Labor:

The margin on labor performed during the period. See
warning above for calculation.

Inv & Exp: Sum of the 'Actual margin fields of all 'Cost' records that
have an 'Actual date' date within the period.
Total:

The actual total margin for the period.

Values coming from the 'Timesheet detail,' 'Task,' 'Assignments' and
'Cost' records.
Labor:
Actual

The margin on the actual work performed by resources at
the date of calculation.

Inv & Exp: Sum of the Actual margin fields of all 'Cost' records that
have an 'Actual date' date that is within or before the
period.
Total:

The total actual margin.

Values coming from the 'Assignments' and 'Cost' records.
Labor:
Remaining

The total remaining available margin on all 'Assignments'.

Inv & Exp: The margin on all 'Costs' which do not have an actual end
date, or have an actual end date after the period.
Total:

The total remaining margin.

15.1.4 "Workload" tab

All calculations done for the 'Period' columns are either done according to the timesheet lines (if any
exist on the project), or in a differential way (in comparison to the previous period).
The calculation from the timesheet lines is always correct, whatever the calculation date of the
overview, as the timesheet lines are identified by period (provided that all Timesheets records were
filled in by the time they were due).
The differential way implies a calculation of overviews each day to ensure that the information is upto-date (this can be done through the corresponding scheduled agent, as set by the administrator).

Values come from the project 'Budget'.
Budget

Internal Labor:

The value is the sum of the workload budgeted for the internal
project team members.
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External Labor: The value is the sum of the workload budgeted for the external
project team members.
Total:

The total budgeted workload.

Values come from the Assignment records.
Internal Labor:
Planned

The value is the sum of the planned workload for the internal
project team members.

External Labor: The value is the sum of the planned workload for the external
project team members.
Total:

The total planned workload.

Estimated At Completion. Values come from the 'Timesheet detail,' 'Assignments' and
'Cost' records.
Internal Labor:
EAC

Sum of the actual workload and remaining workload performed by
the internal team members.

External Labor: Sum of the actual workload and remaining workload assignments
by external team members.
Total:

The total workload estimated at completion.

Values come from the ‘Timesheet details,’ ‘Task,’ ‘Assignments’ and ‘Cost’
documents.
Actual
(Period)

Internal Labor:

The workload performed by internal project team members during
the period. See warning above for calculation.

External Labor: The workload performed by external project team members during
the period. See warning above for calculation.
Total:

The actual total costs for the period.

Values come from the 'Timesheet detail', 'Task', 'Assignment' and 'Cost' records.
Internal Labor:
Actual

The actual workload performed by internal resources as of the
calculation date.

External Labor: The actual workload performed by external resources as of the
calculation date.
Total:

The total actual costs.

Values come from the 'Assignment' and 'Cost' records.
Internal Labor:
Remaining

The total remaining workload for all 'Assignments' assigned to
internal resources.

External Labor: The total remaining workload for all 'Assignments' assigned to
external resources.
Total:

The total remaining workload.

15.1.5 "Risk" tab
The risks matrix displays the number of risks that exist for each corresponding cell. If none exists,
then nothing is displayed. The size and color areas of the matrix are defined in the Risks labels
setup document.
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Please note that the 'General' section also contains important information relevant to the 'Risk
(maximum severity)' field.
Clicking on the number in a cell will automatically open the corresponding risks. If there is only one,
it is opened directly. If there is more than one risk, an intermediary window opens allowing users to
select which risk to open.
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15.1.6 "Earned Value" tab

ACWP

Actual Cost of Work Performed.
Measures the internal cost of the work already accomplished.

BAC

Budget At Completion.
Total planned costs for tasks.
Budgeted Cost of Work Performed.

BCWP
Labor

Measures the planned cost of the work already accomplished. The result
is calculated by multiplying the planned cost of the task by the progress
percentage of the task.
Budgeted Costs of Work Scheduled.

BCWS

Measures the internal cost of the work that should already be
accomplished, if the task is performed with regularity during the entire
planned duration. For example, on the fourth day of a task with a
duration of 14 business days, the planned progress is 4/14 = 28.57%,
which is multiplied by the planned cost of the task.
Estimate At Completion.

EAC

Actual Cost of Work Performed (ACWP) + estimated cost of remaining
work.
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Schedule Variance.
AV

BCWP - BCWS. When less work was performed than what was planned,
the schedule variance becomes negative.
Cost Variance.

CV

BCWP - ACWP. When the actual cost of accomplished work exceeds
the budgeted cost, the cost variance becomes negative.
Schedule Performance Index.

SPI

BCWP / BCWS. This index is less than 1 when the actual progress is
less than the planned progress.
Cost Performance Index.

CPI

BCWP / ACWP. This index measures the efficiency of past
performance. For example, an index of 67% means that $0.67 of work
has been accomplished for every dollar spent.
To Complete Performance Index.

TCPI

This index reveals the level of efficiency required to complete the
remaining work within the budget.
Actual Cost of Cost Performed.

ACCP

BAC

Sum of the 'Actual amount' fields for all 'Cost' documents, where the
value of the 'Actual date' field is within or before the period.
Budget At Completion.
Total of the planned amount of all 'Cost' documents.
Budgeted Cost of Cost Performed.

BCCP

Total planned amount of all 'Cost' documents, where the value of the
'Actual date' date field is within or before the period.
Budgeted Costs of Costs Scheduled.

BCCS
Inv & Exp

Measures the planned cost of all expenses that should be paid, if the
payment was done on the due date.
Estimate At Completion.

EAC

Actual Cost of Cost Performed (ACCP) + estimated cost of remaining
expenses.
Schedule Variance.

SV

BCCP - BCCS. When the mount paid for expenses is less than what
was planned, the schedule variance becomes negative.
Cost Variance.

CV

BCCP - ACCP. When the actual cost of paid expenses exceeds the
budgeted cost, the cost variance becomes negative.

SPI

Schedule Performance Index.
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BCCP / BCCS. This index is less than 100% when the actual expenses
are less than planned.
Cost Performance Index.
CPI

BCCP / ACCP. This index is under 100% when the actual expenses are
greater than planned.
To Complete Performance Index.

TCPI

This index reveals the level of efficiency required to pay the remaining
expenses within the budget.
Actual Cost Performed.

ACP

Actual cost. Measures the actual cost of work already accomplished and
expenses already paid.
Budget At Completion.

BAC

Global budget of the project. Total planned costs for tasks and
investments & expenses.
Budgeted Cost of Cost Performed.

BCP

Total planned amount of all 'Cost' documents where the value of the
'Actual date' field is within or before the period.
Budgeted Costs of Cost Scheduled.

BCS

Measures the planned cost of work already accomplished and expenses
already paid.
Estimate At Completion.

Total

EAC

Global estimated cost. Actual Cost Performed (ACP) + estimated
remaining cost of remaining work and expenses.
Schedule Variance.

SV

BCP - BCS. When the actual costs are behind schedule, the schedule
variance becomes negative.
Cost Variance.

CV

BCP - ACP. When the actual cost exceeds the budgeted cost, the cost
variance becomes negative.
Schedule Performance Index.

SPI

BCP / BCS. This index is less than 100% when the actual costs are
less than planned.
Cost Performance Index.

CPI

BCP / ACP. This index is under 100% if the project's actual cost is
greater than the planned cost.
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15.2

Project Financial Follow-Up
See chapter Budget & Cost Tracking.

15.3

Check Project Status and Progress
A project Manager wants to know the status of his(her) project(s). Project managers want to have a
clear view of project status, and deadlines? Are they on time? Budget? Any risk or quality
problems? What is the project’s trend?
Geniusproject provides a long list of reports helping project managers track projects.
The main project list gives a clear snapshot of a project’s status, including Project Health, deadline,
Priority, Progress, start and end dates.

To get more details about project status, go to the contextual navigation "Progress Status" or
"Dashboards and charts," in the "Project" module.

15.3.1 Project Monthly Overview, a clear view project status and trend
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The view "Project status/Overview by month" based on project overview records, shows project status
and progress visual indicators month by month, alowing project managers to see the evolution of the
different indicators over periods of time.
Note:

See the "Project Overview" record description to understand the colour codes.

15.3.2 Project Progress Per Phase

This chart shows, actual, remaining, planned effort for each project phase.

15.3.3 Monthly progress reports
Despite Geniusproject s automatically various indicators, a good project status report requires a project
manager’s input.
The 'Progress report' is the document that allows the project leader to give a report on the progress of
a project thus far. Beyond the automatic indicators found in the Project overview, these documents
allow the Project leader to submit a personal assessment. This is also where he/she is going to give
an account of encountered problems, as well as found solutions, if any.
15.3.3.1 The Progress Report header

Project Name

The project title, in the example above – "ABC Laboratory setup".

Project leader

Name of the project leader. By default, will always be the creator of the
new project.

Problems

No :

Means the selector "Found problems" is set to "No".

Yes :

Means the selector "Found problems" is set to "Yes",
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and the selector "Solved problems" is set to "Yes".
Yes :
Means the selector "Found problems" is set to "Yes",
and the selector "Solved problems" is set to "No".
See below the selector’s description.
15.3.3.2 The General tab

The month for which the report is done. Number from 1 to 12. Mandatory.
Period

Accomplished
work

Next planned
work

The year for which the report is done. Number, four positions (yyyy). Mandatory.
The period is then computed with the format mm-yyyy.
Description

Allows for the description of the part of the project that has
already been accomplished.

Accomplished
tasks

To select the tasks that has been completed during the
period.

Description

Allows for the description of the part of the project that
must be accomplished in the next period.

When

Start date of the next planned work.
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Task to accomplish

To indicate the tasks those are to be accomplished in the
next period.

Found problems

Indicate "Yes", if any problems have been encountered
during the period. Use the subsequent rich text field to add
any comments.

Solved problems

Indicate "Yes", if all the encountered problems have been
solved. Use the subsequent rich text field to add any
comments.

Problems

15.3.3.3 The KPI tab
This section only appears if the option 'By month' is checked in the field, 'Metric capture mode' of the
General setup of the 'Portfolio' database. See KPI module chapter.

15.3.3.4 The Monthly progress report view
The view "Progress reports" shows a clear view of the project manager’s problems reports on a
monthly basis.

15.3.4 Earned Value Tracking
Earned value management is a project management technique for measuring project performance
and progress. It has the ability to combine measurements of: Scope, Schedule and Costs.
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In a single integrated system, Earned Value Management is able to provide accurate forecasts of
project performance problems, which is an important contribution for project management.
Earned Value Management (EVM) helps project managers to measure project performance. It is a
systematic project management process used to find variances in projects based on the comparison
of worked performed and work planned. EVM is used on the cost and schedule control and can be
very useful in project forecasting. The project baseline is an essential component of EVM and serves
as a reference point for all EVM related activities. EVM provides quantitative data for project decision
making.
15.3.4.1 EVM Measures
EVM consists of the following primary and derived data elements. Each data point value is based on
the time or date an EVM measure is performed on the project.
Primary Data Points:
Budget At Completion (BAC) - Total cost of the project.
Budgeted Cost for Work Scheduled (BCWS) / Planned Value (PV) - The amount expressed
in Money (or hours) of work to be performed as per the schedule plan.
PV = BAC * % of planned work.
Budgeted Cost for Work Performed (BCWP) / Earned Value (EV) - The amount expressed in
Money (or hours) on the actual worked performed.
EV = BAC * % of Actual work.
Actual Cost of Work Performed (ACWP) / Actual Cost (AC) - The sum of all costs (in
Pounds) actually accrued for a task to date.
For example, say we should have completed $800 of work by today. However, we only completed
$600 worth of work. The BCWP is $600. The BCWS is $800. And if we actually paid $700 then
(ACWP) = $700
Derived Data Points - Cost Forecasting:
Estimate At Completion (EAC) - The expected TOTAL cost required to finish completed
work.
EAC = BAC / CPI = AC + ETC = AC + ((BAC - EV) / CPI) (typical case) = AC + (BAC - EV)
(atypical case)
Here a typical means it is assumed that similar variances will not occur in the future.
Estimate to complete (ETC) -The expected cost required to finish all the REMAINING work.
ETC = EAC - AC = (BAC / CPI) - (EV/CPI) = (BAC - EV) / CPI
Derived Data Points - Variances:
Cost Variances (CV) - How much under or over budget.
CV = EV-AC - NEGATIVE is over budget, POSITIVE is under budget.
Schedule Variances (SV) - How much ahead or behind schedule.
SV = EV-PV - NEGATIVE is behind schedule, POSITIVE is ahead of schedule.
Variance At Completion (VAC) - Variance of TOTAL cost of the work and expected cost.
VAC = BAC – EAC.
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Performance Indices:
Cost Performance Index.
CPI = EV / AC - Over (< 1) or under (> 1) budget.
Schedule Performance Index.
SPI = EV / PV - Ahead (> 1) or behind (< 1) schedule.
The view "Progress status/Earned value" shows earned value indicators by month. This report is
based on project’s overview records.

15.4

Check task and assignment progress (Workload and
deadlines)
A project leader will need to track the actual work done on his/her project at any given time. The
planned workload can be compared to the actual work performed on tasks/assignments. Most of the
tasks and assignments tracking reports are part of the contextual navigation menu [Tasks & Plan] of
the "Projects" module. Here are some examples.
To check a task’s workload status, use the report view on task displaying planned, actual, remaining,
re-estimated at completion workload, as workload delta (the difference between planned and reestimated).
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To check a resource assignment’s progress check for instance the view "Assignments" of the
contextual navigation menu [Task & Plans-->Assignments] of the "Project" module.

Project status reports also give an overview of task’s status. See below.
To check a project’s workload status on a monthly basis, use the report view on the project overview
to display planned, actual, remaining, re-estimated at completion workload.

Note:

See the "Project Overview" record description to understand the colour codes.

To check a resource’s workload status, use the report view on assignments displaying planned,
actual, remaining, re-estimated at completion workload, as workload delta (the difference between
planned and re-estimated).
Visit also the list of Geniusproject built-in reports for more reports on those topics.

15.5

Check Deliverables Status / Milestone Follow-Up
Deliverables are one of the project leader’s best tools to check the project’s progress. They
summarize the result of several tasks and give the project leader an immediate view of the project's
status.
Deliverables can be created directly in the application or from a planning tool. See, "Tasks and plans
principles" for more information about deliverables.
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The basic life cycle of deliverables could be described as follows:
The project leader must plan the deliverables, possibly link them together, and then follow
them up.
The deliverable responsible must ensure that the deliverables are completed within the
planned date.
The deliverable approvers must check that the deliverables correspond to what was
expected. The project leader and deliverable approver can be one and the same.
This corresponds to the default workflow. The basic life cycle can be modified as needed through the
workflow definition.
Several views and reports help you to track deliverable and millstone by status, for instance the view
"Deliverables," [Tasks & Plans --> Deliverables] of the "Project" Module.

Or the the chart "Deliverables by status by projects".

To get an overview if a project’s deliverables delivery schedules are aligned with the plan on a monthly
basis, use the report view on project overview.
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Note:

See the "Project Overview" record description to understand the colour codes.

Geniusproject provides a large set of reports to follow-up on deliverables and milestones.

15.6

Deadline Follow-Up

15.6.1 Are projects on-time?
The main project list already delivers some key information. The "Deadline" icon indicators as well
actual progress and start and dates, give a very good overview of project deadlines at a glance.

Project is on time.
Actual expected End date is after planned End date
Actual date is after Expect End date and / or planned End date
Note:

Planned and Actual (expected) Start and End dates, as well initial ones can be displayed at
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the user’s discretion.
Opening a project description, a project manager can have much more information concerning project
delays.

See the "Project description" record description above for more information.

15.6.2 Delayed milestones (deliverables) and tasks
The progress of a project and its respective delays can be measured in terms of completed and
delayed deliverables (milestones), as well completed and delayed tasks. The view on project overview
provides good report of this.
Note:

See the "Project Overview" record description to understand the color codes.
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16

MANAGING DOCUMENTS WITH GENIUS
PROJECT

16.1

Introduction
Running a project generates a lot of information and documents of all types. It is therefore necessary
to have tools available to standardize, classify, list, publish and distribute this information. All of
these documents are too often classified in ring binders and then forgotten.
No matter the size of the organization; customers are looking for better, more efficient ways to share
information within their organization and with outside key suppliers, partners, and clients.
Geniusproject offers a set of functionalities that were developed to facilitate information sharing both
within organizations and over the Internet.
Small or informal workgroups need informal means to work together on group deliverables, share
documents, and communicate statuses with one another. These groups need to share information
easily and effortlessly and the application allows them to do so.
Large workgroups with structured processes need greater information management. They require
features like formal publishing processes, the ability to search for and aggregate content from
multiple data stores and file formats. Geniusproject is also recommended for this scenario.
When organizations use Geniusproject modules, they can address the information-sharing challenges
for both large and small groups within their enterprise. Together, the Genius Inside technologies give
users the ability to organize information, readily access that information, manage documents, and
enable efficient collaboration—all in a familiar, browser-based and Microsoft open Office–integrated
environment.
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16.2

How Genius Integrates all Documents
It could be said that Geniusproject acts as everyone’s replacement Project File, since it provides
automatic filing, sharing, and access, and records all of the different versions of each document.
This is a unique reference and contains all of the documents linked to the project and available to the
project manager and the project team.
The project file can contain specifications, meeting reports, incidents, dashboards, letters, contracts,
etc. It is necessary to organize all of this information, which can be very heavy, either under the form
of sub-files or with a typology.

16.3

How Genius Integrates Your Existing Documents Typology
and Formats
Geniusproject fits your requirements and vocabulary. Although most documents are common to all
types of projects, the majority of organizations have some type of customized documents relating
specifically to their business or projects; for instance, an architect will have "construction plans" and
IT developers will have "Software requirements". This is why Geniusproject allows you to define and
extend document typology. You can define unlimited document types.
Unlimited number of document types defined via easy keyword setup.
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Geniusproject provides self definable and customizable document templates and helps structure the
information. All data is presented in the same format regardless of who created it. This results in
consistency of all edited documents and all distributed information, internally as well as externally.
With a central place to create and store documents, it becomes easy to know where to go when you
need to create another one. Consistency also brings about re-usability of material, and when new
Team members are assigned, the learning curve can be greatly reduced.
In Geniusproject we distinguish between two types of documents; standard documents such as tasks,
risks, deliverables etc. they are predefined in the system; and generic documents which are setup by
the application administrator.

16.4

Integrate any Kind of Documents, Forms, in Genius Project.
Documents to suit your needs. All Geniusproject documents are user adaptable. New fields, lists,
graphics, etc. can be added to meet your exact requirements.
With Geniusproject you can integrate your standards and existing documentation into the project
reference system as templates. Geniusproject and its internal models allow you to integrate all files
into the reference system, whatever their format (Excel, Word, Wordpro, Paint Shop Pro, etc.).

This includes your own document formats. Geniusproject is an open-ended system that
allows you to extend its series of pre-defined documents, according to your requirements.
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16.5

Creating a new Document
To create a new generic document:
Click on "Create" in the navigation and select "Other document".

Note:

A new generic document can also be created using the "Create" button on the menu action
bar and selecting "Other document".
From the content window click on the [Create] menu and select “Other document”

A dialogue box will open.
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Select the type of document you would like to create.
The template to use (if one or more exist).
The system will automatically display the workflow associated to the template (if one exists).
Select the project this new document is for.
Select the phase the new document should be associated to. If the document is not associated
to any phase in particular, you can select "Global".

16.5.1 The document header
When creating a new document, even when using a customized template, Geniusproject
automatically builds a document header to classify the document in the appropriate project and
phase.

Document type

The type of document being created, such as "Contract" in the example above

Document title

The document title. Mandatory.

Project

The project the document belongs to. This is the main identifier of the project. It
can be the project name or name and code, depending on what has been
defined in the General setup document of the [Projects] module. The project
name and code are entered in the Project description document and are
included in all of the project documents.
The label is a link that opens the corresponding "Project description" document
directly.
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Phase

The phase that the document belongs to.

Project leader

The project’s main project leader (as opposed to the project leader substitute)

Status

If the current type of document has an associated workflow, the current status
of the document is displayed. For instance here "Draft"
If the current type of document has an associated workflow, action buttons
indicating the current status and the next possible status according to the
workflow definition, are displayed here. For instance here you can change the
status to "To approve".

Action

The action buttons are only displayed if you are responsible for the document in
its current status, and have the authority to change it to the next status.
Responsible

The person responsible for the document in its current status (if not yourself)
Visual indicators (status transition delay):
Red, deadline passed

Deadline

Orange, deadline will not be met according to remaining time
Green, OK

Version

The document’s version number.

Modified on

Date and time of the last modifications. By clicking on the date you can access
the history of the modifications.

Last Comment

Displays the last comments made on the task. You can reply directly to the
comments by clicking on "Reply" and you can create a new discussion by
clicking on "New discussion". See "Collaborate with Genius Live!" for more
information.

16.5.2 The document content. The [Content] tab
It consists of a rich text field where the relevant information or the document description can be input.

16.5.3 Manage attached files
Geniusproject allows users to attache any type of file to a generic document. This is done on the
[Attachment] tab.
Note:

In the case of a pre-defined document template, it is very possible that the generic document
already contains an attached file.
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16.5.3.1 Attaching a file
Navigate to the [Attachment]

tab.

Place the document in Edit mode.
Click on the "Choose file" button.
A window to browse your files and folders open. Choose the desired file.
The file name of the selected document will be displayed next to the "Choose file" button
however, the file is not yet saved in Geniusproject.
Click "Save" on the action menu bar and select "Without closing" or "And close".
At this time the file is now saved in Geniusproject. The image below displays how the
attached file is displayed on the Geniusproject page.
The attached file is displayed with the icon representing its file type, the file name and file
size. A marker on the [Attachment] tab indicates how many files are attached in total.

16.5.3.2 Opening, preview an attached file
Attached files can be opened with their associated application (Adobe, Word, Excel...)
simply by double clicking on them. In this case the system will download the file to view it.
Or, when clicking on the "Eye" icon for certain types of files, you can preview the contents of
the document, like in the image below, without the system downloading it
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16.5.3.3 Deleting an attached file
Open the document in edit mode.
Navigate to the [Attachment]
tab and place a check in the "To delete" box corresponding
to the document you want to remove.

Save the document. At this moment the attached file will be deleted.
16.5.3.4 Editing an attached file

To edit an attached file:
Detach the file from the generic document.
Edit it locally.
Re-attach the file to the generic document.

16.5.4 Managing Links between Documents
Managing links is a very unique function in Geniusproject. In many cases, dependencies and links
between documents exist ( i.e. linking reference documents or agreements to master agreements).
Linked documents are directly accessible.
There are 3 types of links:
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"Links to": Links created by users to connect one document to another in Geniusproject.
"External Links": Links created by users to an external URL outside of genius Project. Can
be very useful in creating links to external document references.
"Incoming links": These are links created by the system that are logical links between
records such as with previous versions of a record or links between task and assignments.
Or, they can be links created automatically by the system back to corresponding "Link to"
links.

Note:

A label on the [Link]

tab will indicate the number of links on that are there.

16.5.4.1 Creating an Internal Genius Project Link
Open the document that the link will originate from, in edit mode.
Navigate to the [Link]

tab and click "Add".

A dialog box will open where you can select the record(s) to link to.
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Specify which type of document you are looking for in the "Document type" field and which
project you would like to select from in the "Project" field. The values selected in these fields
will narrow down the list of choices for section 1.
Use the arrows in between sections 1 and 2
document(s) to link to.

to select the desired

Section 2 displays the selected documents.
Click "OK" to validate the selection(s).
The new links will appear in the document.

16.5.4.2 Deleting an Internal Genius Project Link
Open the document containing the link to be removed, in edit mode.
Navigate to the [Link]

tab and select the link that is to be removed from the "Links to"
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section.
Click the "Remove" button and the link will be deleted from page. Be sure to save the
document to finalize the deletion.

16.5.4.3 Creating an external Link

External links are URLs
Open the document where the link will be created, in edit mode.
Navigate to the [Link]

Click to the

and enter the URL address in the "External Links" field.

to validate the entry.

Geniusproject verifies the URL and if it is valid it will save the link.
16.5.4.4 Deleting an External Link
Open the document with the link, in edit mode
Navigate to the [Link]
section and click on the

tab, select the link to be removed from the "External Links"
to the right of the link.

16.5.4.5 Accessing a link
Simply click directly on the link and the destination document or URL will open automatically.
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16.5.5 Manage Document Versions
Geniusproject allows for easy document version tracking. The version numbers are automatically
incremented and old versions are stored.
To create a new version of a Document:
Select the document to be edited and click "Edit" on the menu action bar for the view.
From the [Edit] menu drop down list, select "Major version" to change the main digit of the
version number (1.0/2.0…) or select "Minor version" to change the small digit (1.0/1.1...).The
system will then create a new version of the document.
Note:

Saving a new document version can be the result of an automatic process driven by workflow
definitions.

Previous versions are easily accessible from the document itself and in the views.

Users can also restore a previous version with a simple click.

16.5.6 Document History Tracking
The history section of each document keeps track of document changes, including creation, version,
copy and status changes. To access a document’s history record click on the
right, above the section line.
Note:

icon on the top

The history of a record is also displayed in the [Genius Live!] tab for each record. See the
chapter " Genius Live!" for more information.
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16.5.7 Share and Distribute Documents
Making the same information available to a greater group of people in "real time" will undoubtedly
save time. That’s why Geniusproject's distribution function is automatic: information is exchanged
securely with no specific intervention required on the part of the user.
Each document is created with its own distribution settings that indicate who the document should
be, (or has been) sent to. To access distribution settings click on the
above the section line.

icon, on the top right side

See the chapter "Project team collaboration" for more information.
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16.5.8 Manage Access to Documents (Security)
Geniusproject’s advanced and powerful security and access definition is available for any document.
Clear and easy security settings are available in each document. Default security settings can be
setup at the system and project level.
To view the access rights settings for a document, click on the
the section line.

icon on the top right side above

Access rights are defined for each document author. By default, the name of the author is the name
of the resource that is creating or modifying the document. This field can be modified; for example,
an assistant who wants to create a document for the supervisor can indicate their supervisor’s name
as the author.
Write and Read access can also be set in for the project community:
Public: anyone having access to the system.
Project: all members of the project team.
Distribution: the resources defined in the "Distribution" list for this document.
Private: nobody other than the author(s).
It is also possible to define read access according to business roles.
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16.5.9 Searching for Documents and Content
Geniusproject’s "document" views allow users to easily locate all documents that reside in the system.
Available views sort documents by type, by project or even project phase. All of these views can be
found in the [Documents] module.

Geniusproject also has a very powerful full text search engine which crawls through all records and
attached files in the system, based on specified searching criteria. For more information how to use
the search engine, see the chapter "Searching in Geniusproject ".

16.5.10 Remove Document from Trash
To restore a trashed document simple go to [Documents] and click [Trash] in menu.
Select the Document to restore.
Select [Restore] on top.
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17

SEND AND RECEIVE MAIL WITH GENIUS
PROJECT
This new feature of Geniusproject allows you to extend the communication with external people who do
not have access to the application platform. It is now possible to share any "Generic" document thru
email as easy as simple "forward" action.

17.1

Genius Project a mail server
Geniusproject server will act as an email server, which will send emails to external people and receive
emails and emails reply from external users.
Your Geniusproject instance does have a unique email address, all email will be sent from this email
address and all incoming emails should be addresses to this address.
The Geniusproject instance unique email address have the following format:
myCompanyName@mygeniusproject.com.
The application server allows you to completely trace all email communication related to a document
stored in it, and initiate an email conversation from Geniusproject.
All you need to do is send the first email from Geniusproject. Creating a new mail, or forwarding a
document and all correspondences thereafter will be captured by the system, meaning you will be
able to see the entire conversation thread directly in Geniusproject.
When users receive a mail sent out of Geniusproject they see as "sender" the application unique
addressee. If they reply to this mail, Geniusproject will receive it and will they will be automatically
classified in order to maintain the discussion thread.
If Geniusproject is not able to classify an incoming email the email will arrive in the Incoming email box,
waiting to be classified by one of the project managers.

17.2

Sending an Email from Genius Project
In the [Create] menu of any Geniusproject view select the option [Create->E-mail].

The "Document Creation" dialog box will open where you can select the Project and Phase
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the new issue applies to.
Click [OK] to validate the selections and the email form will open.

Enter the email title.
Select addressees (To, Cc and Bcc) in Geniusproject resources, using the resource selection
widget.

Add external people in the addressees list, by clicking on the

button. A widget

appears to enter external people email address. Validate you entre pressing

.

You can repeat this operation as many time as you want to add as many external addressees as
you want.
The list of addressees is now displayed:
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Enter your email text in the "Contents" field.
Attach files to your email as to any other Geniusproject record(form).

Select the [Send] option from the action menu bar to send your email, or the option [Save as
draft] to save it without sending it.
This is how an email sent from Geniusproject looks like, in this instance in Google’s GMail:
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17.2.1 The E-mail header

Project Name

The project title, in the example above – "AAGlobal Infrastructure Deployment".

Phase

The phase of the project that the e-mail belongs to.

Project leader

Name of the project leader. By default will always be the creator of the new
project.

From

The author (sender) of the email.

To

List of recipients.

Cc

List of Cc recipients.

Bcc

List of Bcc recipients.

17.2.2 The email [Contents] tab
Geniusproject emailing function will send via email the body of the "Contents" rich text field, as well all
attached files.

Contents

It consists of a rich text field where the relevant information or the document
description can be input.
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17.2.3 The email "Link" tabs, the email thread
Displays the full email conversation

17.3

Receiving an email answer into Genius Project
When one of the addressees replies to an email sent out with Geniusproject, the application will
automatically classify the email as an answer and maintain the discussion thread.
For instance, Tom will reply to John’s mail attaching a file.
The author of replied email, John, will receive a notification in is Genius Live!:

The email threads also appear in the list of project documents, please note that the system
always displays the last entry of the thread:

John opens Tom answers, which contains text and attachement:
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John can access his originating email in the email thread, directly from Tom’s answers.

17.4

Answering an Email from Genius Project
You can answer any email received in Geniusproject directly from the application:
Open the email.
Select the option [Reply] in the action menu bar.
Add any necessary text information in the "Contents" rich text field.
Add any attachments, if necessary.
You can also remove attachments.
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18

Genius Live! SOCIAL COLLABORATION
Genius Live! is one of Geniusproject’s most exciting enhancements in years. What is Genius Live!?
Genius Live! is the application new social collaboration platform. Genius Live! is a single place to:
View updates and take action.
View and update all my tasks and "To Do's" in a single place.
View project history and pending requests.
View active and historical documents.
View the activities of others.
With Genius Live! Geniusproject users will discover a whole new way to collaborate:
No need to search, the information will find you.
Minimize the use of the navigation menus.
Social collaboration PPM platform based on Web 2.0 standards.
Learn to collaborate in less than 5 minutes.

18.1

Socialize your Projects - Streamline Collaboration - Empower
your People
Genius Live! is Geniusproject’s social collaboration platform that takes enterprise project and portfolio
management to the next level. Genius Live! will empower your users by delivering a collaboration
platform that will introduce powerful social media capabilities familiar to today’s information worker.
Project stakeholders will benefit from Genius Live! social interface improving team collaboration,
providing a better end user experience, streamlining the flow of project information and increasing
productivity among project teams and application adoption.
Genius Live! Highlights and Benefits:
Delivers familiar social media tools accessible on multiple devices.
Single-page view – akin to a social media wall or timeline – aggregates project updates and
statuses.
Provides project managers and team members" instant access to vital project information.
Increases user adoption and reduces email exchanges.
Genius Live! is available at three different levels:
Personal, includes all actions, notifications and communications sent to you.
Project, includes all actions, notifications and communications sent to you regarding a
project.
Record, includes all actions, notifications and communications sent to you regarding a
particular record.
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18.1.1 Genius Live! personal project wall
The Genius Live! project wall is the single place where users can see everything they have to be
aware about projects, and everything they have to do on projects. On the right-hand side are listed all
my open tasks and "To Do's", on the left hand side a window listing the communication stream for all
of the different types of messages.

The right hand side pane displays all current logged users tasks and "To Do's". The user can directly
update progress from this view.
The left hand side a window listing the social communication stream for all of the different types of
messages like comments, workflow action requests, notifications and alerts. User can directly take
actions from there.

18.1.2 Accessing your Genius Live! project wall
There are two ways to access your Genius Live! projects wall:
From the navigation: Navigate to the [My workspace] tab and click on " Genius Live! –
Project wall" in the contextual navigation menu. By default, this is the Geniusproject
welcome page.

18.1.3 Managing Tasks and To Do's from your Genius Live! dashbaord
As stated before, Tasks and "To Do" are listed in the right pane of the Genius Live! dashboard.
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Using the drop-down list box, displayed items can be sorted by, "Due Date," "Name," "Project," or
"Start Date".

It is also possible to reduce the number of displayed items in order to focus more on some of them.
To do this we will simply use the "Filter" to specify a "Project" if the list is sorted by project or a
specific item naming, if the box is not filtered by project.
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18.1.3.1 "To Do" layout in Genius Live! project wall

"To Do" name (title) Here, "Check new regulation for AC"
Project the "To Do"
belongs to

The text is a hyperlink, clicking on it
will open the "To Do"

Here, "ABC Laboratory setup"
Edit icons, appears only on mouse
over

By clicking on it, it opens the "To Do"
in Edit mode.

[Grey] = OK
Color deadline status bar

[Yellow] = at risk
[Red] = Late

Progress bar

Display graphically the percentage of
progress as well the figures.
For "To Do". Possible values are 0 and
100 only

Due date

18.1.3.2 Task layout in Genius Live! project wall

Task name (title)

Here, "Demo"

Project the Task
belongs to.

Here, "Demo Project"
Edit icons, appears only on mouse
over

The text is a hyperlink, clicking on it
will opens the Task

By clicking on it, it opens the Task in
Edit mode.
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[Grey] = OK
Color deadline status bar

[Yellow] = at risk (still before deadline,
but actual remaining work is greater
than remaining time)
[Red] = Late
Display graphically the percentage of
progress as well the figures.

Progress bar

Remaining workload on the task for
the current resource
If task started => planned end date
Start or Due Date

IF task not started => planned start
date
The date display color, see "Color
deadline status bar" above.
When clicking on the icon, it opens a
pop-up window to capture task
updates (see below).

Input time icon

18.1.3.3 Update task from Genuis Live! project wall.
Clicking on the stop watch icon
progress on the task.

on any of the tasks, it opens a dialogue box to update the

See the chapter 7.8 "Posting Time to an Assignment without using a Timesheet" for more details
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18.2

Social Collaboration
Genius Live!’s navigation is very intuitive. All navigation elements are displayed in a single pane
listing the communication stream for all of the different types of messages.
It is possible to filter the list of messages using the options at the top of the Genius Live! social
collaboration window pane; they are described below:

Display comments (notes) and questions
Display notifications
Displays alerts
Displays actions requests
Filter by message type

To select any one of the elements simply click on
the icon:

is equal to
If none of the options are selected Geniusproject
behaves as if all of them are selected

Filter "Unread"

"Unread" displays unread documents only
"All" displays all read and unread messages
Displays all messages create within the last 24hrs

Timeline

Displays all messages created within the last 48
hours
Displays all of the messages created within the last
7 days
Displays the complete history of all messages

It is possible to combine the different filters as you like. Next to the type icons, there are two other
icons available:

To refresh the list of elements displayed in Genius Live!.
If any new messages have been sent since the last time the
Genius Live! window was refreshed, a red square with a number in it will display; the number
corresponding to the number of new messages.
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Messages are displayed in the message window in the order they were received with the most recent
at the top.

18.2.1 Genius Live! Message Format
Genius Live!’s messages use "current" language to ensure easy interpretation by the user. All
messages follow the same formatting per type. All blue text is either an active link or an action.

18.2.2 Notifications
A notification is most commonly used to inform users of an action that has taken place i.e. a request
has been cancelled or a new document has been created and assigned to you.

The avatar photo for the person who sent the message. Their name will appear, hovering the
mouse over.
The type of record the message applies to – in the example above it is a Deliverable.
The title of the record in question – in this example "To be deleted".
The action that triggered the message – in this example "Cancelled".
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The person who performed the action triggering the message – in this example it is "John
Carpenter".
The name of the project the record belongs to "My first project".
The date the message was sent appears in the top right hand corner.
The icon representing the message type appears at the top right.
18.2.2.1 Marking a notification as "Read"
It is possible to mark a document as "read" and remove it from the Genius Live! view. When hovering
the mouse over the date, it turns into an action, which can be clicked to initiate.

18.2.3 Critical Alerts

The avatar photo for the person who sent the message. Their name will appear, hovering the
mouse over.
The type of alert "EAC Cost is over budget".
The project manager – "John Carpenter" in the example above.
The name of the project the alert applies to - "Video security system" in the example above.
The date of the message at the top right.
The icon representing the message type at the top right next to the date.
"Warning" to catch the reader’s attention.
18.2.3.1 Marking an alert "Read"
It is possible to mark an alert as "read" and remove it from the Genius Live! view. When hovering the
mouse over the date, it turns into an action which can be clicked to initiate.

18.2.4 Workflow actions
"Actions" are workflow driven actions that the user needs to take i.e. deny, review, approve etc...
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The avatar photo for the person who sent the message. Their name will appear, hovering the
mouse over.
The type of record the action applies to – "Contract" in the message above.
The title of the document the message is referring to - "New Network contract" in the
example above.
The current status of the record will be displayed - "To approve" in the example above.
The name of the project the record belongs to.
The date of the message at the top right hand corner.
The icon representing the message type at the top right next to the date.
If there are any actions for the user to take on the document, they will be displayed below
the message. In the example above the user can either select "Approved" or "Denied".
The user can easily change the document status, as per the workflow, simply by clicking on one of
the available actions at the bottom of the message. A dialog box will open to confirm the action and if
the workflow permits, the possibility to specify who the document is now assigned to and to include
comments.

Note:

It is not possible to mark a workflow action as "Read".

18.2.5 Approving timesheets and expense reports
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The avatar photo for the person who sent the message. Their name will appear, hovering the
mouse over.
The type of request; either approval of timesheet or expense report.
The resource who has submitted the request for approval - "John Carpenter" in the example
above.
The total number of hours reported in the timesheet - "0 hours" in the example above.
The number of the week the timesheet is for – 27 in the example above. By clicking on the
week number you can access the timesheet itself.
The date of the message at the top right hand corner.
The icon representing the message type at the top right, next to the date.
At the bottom of the message are the action buttons to either approve or deny the timesheet
or expense report.
If the user decides to reject the timesheet or expense report, a dialog box will open where they can
enter their reasons for refusing.

In the case of a timesheet, if it has been accepted, a dialog box will open to confirm the approval.

Note:

It is not possible to mark a timesheet or expense report approval request at "Read".

18.2.6 Notifications for refused timesheets or expense reports

The avatar photo for the person who sent the message. Their name will appear, hovering the
mouse over.
The refusal message including the number of hours or total costs that were submitted,
followed by the week number the sheet refers to. By clicking the week number you can
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access the sheet itself.
The date of the message at the top right hand corner.
The icon representing the message type at the top right, next to the date.
The reason for the refusal - "No entry for Friday" in the example above.
18.2.6.1 Marking an alert as "Read"

It is possible to mark an alert as "read" and remove it from the Genius Live! view. When
hovering the mouse over the date, it turns into an action which can be clicked to initiate.

18.2.7 Discussions & comments
Comments are created directly from the records (documents), but they are broadcast in Genius Live!.
You can respond and interact directly from Genius Live!.
See the chapter "Project team collabortation" for more information on creating discussions.
The display format of discussion messages is a bit different since it is essentially a regrouping of
multiple message documents.
We can identify the header of the discussion with:

The avatar photo for the person who initiated the discussion.
The subject of the discussion - "Please inform the client" in the example above.
The name of the person the discussion has been initiated with - "Maxime Villeger" in the
example above.
The project the discussion applies to - "PPM Development" in the example above.
The title of the record (document) the discussion refers to. Empty if the discussion refers to
the project as a whole.
The date of the message in the in the top right hand corner.
The icon representing the message type at the top right next to the date.
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The message string of the discussion, including all associated responses, appears in a light gray
shaded box. Each response has the same format:

The avatar photo for the person who created the message.
The comment.
The date of the comment in the top right hand corner.
It is possible that a discussion has a high number of comments. In this case, Genius Live! will only
display the first and last discussion comments. It is possible to expand the view to see all comments
by clicking "show the comments".

And it can be collapsed by clicking "collapse the discussion".
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Genius Live! only displays the first 10 words of each comment. In the event that a comment is very
long, a user can pass their mouse cursor over the date and click "Expand the comment" to see the
rest of the comment.

18.2.7.1 Marking a discussion as "Read"
It is possible to mark a discussion as read and remove it entirely from the Genius Live!. When
hovering the mouse cursor over the date it turns into an action which you can confirm simply by
clicking on it

18.2.7.2 A comments to a discussion
We can only add a comment after the last comment. Simply move the mouse cursor over the date of
the last comment; the word "Reply" appears.

Click on the reply button

and a space will appear to add the new comment to the discussion.
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Confirm the addition of this new comment by clicking "Reply" or disregard it by clicking "Cancel".
18.2.7.3 Answering a reply request
It is possible to format a comment so that it is actually a request for a response. To do so, simply
specify one or more recipients and a response by date. As a result, Geniusproject will interpret the
comment as "request for response", and not as a discussion.
In Geniusproject, requests for responses are displayed with the same format as discussions however
the final comment in the string includes the following three actions:
Approve, as a positive response.
Deny, as a negative response.
Ignore, no response.

Note:

Take note of the small sign at the top right hand corner of the message
. This sign indicates the importance level of the message and can be set by the initiator of
the conversation.

18.2.8 Your Personal Genius Live! Stream
Genius Live! is the central location where all of a user’s collaborations on different projects will
appear. Users can interact directly from the Genius Live! screen to ensure the execution of
processes and flow of information.
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18.2.8.1 Accessing the Genius Live! stream from a project
The [Genius Live!] tab in the Project Description is the central location for all actions and
collaboration regarding that specific project. It is the life of the project.

18.2.8.2 Accessing the Genius Live! Stream From a Record (Document)
The [Genius Live!] tab in the document is the central location for all actions and collaboration
regarding that specific record (document). It’s the life of the document.
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19

SCRUM MODULE
The goal of this project is to simplify our actual Scrum module to meet the basic requirements of our
target market. The high-level guidelines are as follows:
Eliminate all the meeting custom document types.
Eliminate the concept of Planning/Tracking. The status of a sprint can be driven directly by
the project status. As soon as a sprint is created, it is in the same status as the project.
People can record time on BLI as soon as they are created in a product which is in
progress.
Enrich the interface with some additional action menus to perform bulk actions and automate
the creation of new sprints and releases.
Redesign the backlog item form to better fit the needs of SCRUM.
Make sure that Scrum may be implemented with all configurable views.

19.1

Enable SCRUM in a Project DB (Admin manual)
In the General setup document of the Project DB, add Product and Release to the project
natures.
In the Keywords & Labels setup document, fill-in the Scrum tab. Define the possible values
of some Scrum-specific fields.

19.2

Navigation Setup (Admin manual)
Create an Agile or Scrum section in the appropriate navigation tree.
Add the following views:
Products: A view that shows the different releases grouped by product and ordered by
release number. ProjectsScrumFlatView (Scrum projects - Configurable Views)
Sprints: A flat view that list the sprints. The burndown report is available as an embedded
chart in each sprint. (Sprint - Configurable View)
Stories : a flat view over stories categorized by product. (Stories - Configurable View)
Backlog - All: A flat view on all backlog items in the system. BacklogFlatView (Backlog
Items - Configurable View)
Backlog - Current: A flat view on all backlog items attached to an In Progress Sprint and not
in Stand-By status. CurrentBacklogFlatView (Backlog Items - Current - Configurable View)
My items: A flat view that shows all the backlog items that are assigned to me, grouped by
Product/Release/Sprints. MonoBacklogFlatView (Backlog Items - Configurable view Personal)

19.3

Views and Documents
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19.3.1 Products view
This configurable view show a hierarchical breakdown of the Product / Release / Sprints. It does not
show backlog items.
Actions we can do from this view are:
Create a new product
Create a new release (need to select a parent product in the view)
Create a new sprint (need to select a product or release in the view)
Actions : Change product / release / sprint status. (bulk)
These action should be done with as less user intervention as possible. We want the next sprints
and next releases to be created automatically using naming conventions:
Product Name - Release 1,2,3,4,5 (user can always edit and rename later)
Product Name - Release Name - Sprint 1,2,3,4,5 (user can always edit and rename later)
Statuses are matching project statuses as defined in this database: Stand-by, In progress,
Completed. Keep in mind that a Product is a special case of a Project in GP.

19.3.2 Story view
This configurable view of stories. Its flat, categorized by product.
Actions from that view:
create new story

19.3.3 Backlog view
This configurable view shows a flat list of all backlog item documents, categorized by products.
Actions from that view are:
quick creation of backlog item (dialog with only Title and Business value to fill in)
create a new backlog item
modify selected backlog items: bulk change of workflow statuses and assignment
move selected backlog items to another sprint within the product
move backlog item to another product

19.3.4 My items
Configurable view (personal) on all backlog items categorized by product.
Same actions as the above backlog view.
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19.3.5 Product document
Default Status to In Progress.
Add the Scrum Master / Substitute fields.
Put New Release action as a stand alone button outside of the Scrum dropdown.

19.3.6 Release document
Default Status to In Progress.
Default Title with sequential number.
Inherit participants from product document.
Put New Sprint action as a stand alone button outside of the Scrum dropdown.

19.3.7 Sprint document
Add the Scrum Master / Substitute fields.
Embed the burndown chart in the sprint document.

19.3.8 Story document
Create a new document of type Story (StoryForm).
This form contains the following:
A title in the header (Subject field)
A business value
Effort
source
module
a Rich Text, called Description.
The ability to put attachments and links (standard tab subforms)

19.3.9 Backlog document
See the customized backlog item form in our internal development database.
The following fields are needed:
Type
Business value
Effort (new, t-shirt size type of effort rating)
Source
Feature
Include in fix list (checkbox, default yes)
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Documentation update (checkbox, default no)
Tags (new multi values, predefined in setup)
Description (rtf)
Solution (rtf)
Implementation (rtf)
Test (rtf)
Documentation (rtf)
Standard Workflow
Assignment is not yet saved ???
In assignment drop-down, show every project member. ???
Business rules for the form:
All fields are editable in any status.
Only Title and Business value are mandatory.

19.4

Burndown chart
This chart should be automatically generated for each sprint. It is a line plot which gives an overview
of the evolution of a sprint in time. The total number of backlog items that are not completed is
plotted every day.

There is a current implementation of the burndown chart.
The calculation is done in the scheduled agent UpdateProjectDates.
Look for the word burndown in LibProject

19.5

Workflow for Backlog Items
Use Standard Workflow for Backlog Items.
Provide out-of-the-box default workflow.
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The following workflow for the backlog item document is proposed as standard:
1.

Someday

2.

Sprint

3.

Assigned

4.

Started

5.

Completed

6.

Accepted

7.

Cancelled

Implement as a simple drop down list of statuses, for each status you may either assign it to one
person or not assign it.

19.6

Tasks for time recording
For every backlog item, there should be a task generated.
Create the new task upon saving a new BLI.
The task should always be in progress regardless of the bli status.
The task should remain unassigned so that all project members can record time against it.

19.7

Miscellaneous & Issues
1.

In the Product form, ignore the setup for the Product code, and leave the field editable and
mandatory to save a product. Only editable for new documents.

2.

Make sure the ProjectKind field is propagated to the Backlog Item.

3.

Create 2 backlog item configurable views:
3.1. Backlog - All
3.2. Backlog - Current (Attached to an In Progress Sprint and Not Stand-By)

4.

Disable the automatic update of backlog item statuses. Remove all linkage between the Project
statuses and the BLI statuses. ASK CÃ‰DRIC

5.

The menu New backlog item should only allow creation of BLI at the Product level.

6.

Keep open design. Any user that is part of a Product can move BLIs and change their status

7.

Change label on product header to Product Owner

Breakdown - split product, release, sprint - in backlog views
Also make sure language is consistent
Make standard form for “User Story”
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Bring BLIs into Sprint at creation (nice to have)
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